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Abstract

In the post Bretton Woods era, the volatile nature of exchange rates has been the

focus of many researchers. Although some previous studies suggest that

variations in an exchange rate has the potential to affect a country’s economic

performance, LDC’s (Less Developed Countries’) have received less attention

compared to industrialized or developed economies. In this thesis we analyse the

nature of exchange rate behaviour in three LDCs: Ghana, Mozambique and

Tanzania. These countries have gone through comparable policy engagements

with the IMF, have followed similar floating exchange rate regimes since early

1990s and currently all adhere to the IMF convention of free current account

convertibility and transfer (Ghana and Tanzania accepted Article VIII of IMF

“Articles of Agreement” in 1994. Mozambique began floating in 1992 under the

SAP reforms of IMF; Article IV consultation was completed in 2009 and

acceptance of Article VIII seems imminent).

The main content of the thesis can be summarised as follows.

I. We examine whether exchange rate behaviour in these three countries are

influenced by similar factors. In order to justify the applicability of a number

of volatility modelling techniques, we also examine the data to find if they

exhibit the empirical regularities found in other exchange rate/financial

markets such as volatility clustering, non-linearity, non-normality and

asymmetry. Our results suggest that exchange rate behaviour in these
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countries is generally influenced by similar factors. In particular, we find that

the series exhibit the empirical regularities found in other exchange

rate/financial markets, justifying the application of the ARCH methodology

which we use to estimate the volatility of exchange rate in these countries.

We however observed that the ARCH family of models does not always

produce the best fit. For instance, volatility forecasts generated by an

Exponentially Weighted Moving Average (EWMA) model based on the

RiskMetricsTM estimation technique produces the best fit for the daily

Ghanaian exchange rate series under consideration compared to volatility

forecasts from our estimated ARCH family of models.

II. We explore the causal relationship between exchange rate depreciation and

uncertainty/volatility using the VAR toolkit. Our main motivation for this

study is to analyse whether the changes in the levels of exchange rate as a

result of appreciation or depreciation in an underlying currency changes the

level of exchange rate uncertainty (volatility). Further, we also analyse the

reverse causal relationship; whether increasing uncertainty feeds back into

the exchange rate market. We find a bi-directional Granger causal

relationship between the level of exchange rate and uncertainty in the foreign

exchange markets. Despite adopting similar macro-policies since the mid

1980s and early 1990s, uncertainty in the Tanzanian exchange rate as a

response to changes in the level of exchange rate takes a shorter length of

time to dissipate. We attribute this to the macroeconomic policies undertaken

by Tanzanian policymakers which have ensured price and currency stability.

The reverse causality reflects the effectiveness of the Tanzanian macro-
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policies and the confidence in them; we observed that intervention reduces

uncertainty in the Tanzanian exchange rate, whereas for Ghana and

Mozambique, macro-policies intending to mitigate undesired exchange rate

changes rather create further uncertainty in their exchange rate markets. For

all three LDCs under consideration, we observed that effects of shocks to

exchange rate from innovations in uncertainty for each country is fleeting

III. We investigate the relationship between exchange rate volatility and

economic performance (via trade) for each of these countries and some of

their biggest trade partners. Exchange rate volatility resulting from a

depreciating underlying currency of trade can potentially affect the economic

performance of a country. Using a gravity model augmented with variables

that are deemed to influence earnings from trade, we observe that earnings

from trade are not significantly affected by exchange rate volatility. We

conjecture that in periods of uncertainty, traders increase the volume of trade

to compensate for the ill effects of currency volatility.
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“Having endeavoured to forecast exchange rates for more than half a

century, I have understandably developed significant humility about my

ability in this area…”

Alan Greenspan,

Remarks before the Euro 50 RoundTable

Washington D.C., November 30, 2001

A Guide to this Thesis

Interest in the modelling of exchange rate volatility has remarkably increased in

the post Bretton Woods era.  This is because the current floating exchange rate

system which is being used by many countries in determining the level of

exchange rate is characterised by large unexpected volatile deviations from their

fundamentals’ determined equilibrium. Flood (1981), Meese and Rogoff (1983a

and 1983b) and also Killian and Taylor (2003) observed that these large and

unanticipated volatile deviations make exchange rate very difficult to predict

especially in the short run. Modelling exchange rate volatility enables us to

forecast uncertainties (volatility) that are associated with forecasts from

exchange rate models.

Although exchange rate volatility is seen by many researchers to hold the

potential in affecting the economic welfare of any nation, yet  most of the studies

on exchange rate volatility are focused mainly on developed and to an extent

emerging markets with studies on Less Developed Countries (LDCs) almost non-

existent. Exchange rate volatility is seen as a major influence on any LDC

government’s monetary policies, especially when export growth, imports, debts

obligations, aid and foreign direct investment are contributory factors to their

economic growth. In this thesis, we analysed nominal exchange rate volatility in
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three LDCs namely Ghana, Mozambique and Tanzania. The reasons for using

bilateral nominal exchange rates include;

 They are readily available (especially for LDCs) compared to other

alternatives (real exchange rates-RER, real effective exchange rates-

REER, and nominal effective exchange rates-NEER). In flexible

exchange rate regime, nominal exchange rates and real exchange rates

tend to move together in the short run. This means that there would be

no significant difference in results if either is used in a trade model.

 Monthly (daily and even hourly) nominal exchange rates are easily

available for most countries compared to the other alternative

exchange rate measures. High frequency exchange rates allow us to

estimate much more optimal volatility forecasts (see Andersen et al,

1999).

 For governments, fluctuation in the nominal exchange rate volatility

would in turn influence the behaviour of short-term capital flow and

which would in a way have an effect on net foreign assets; the result

is a change in the volume of currency in circulation which would

require prudent monetary policies to stabilize.

Summaries of the six main chapters of our thesis are as follows:

In Chapter One, we analysed the nature of exchange rate variability in the

Ghanaian cedi against US dollar (GHC/USD), the Mozambican metical against

the US dollar (MZM/USD) and the Tanzanian Shilling against the US dollar

(TZS/USD). We observed that all three countries considered in our studies

started operating an operational flexible exchange rate systems in the nineties

after decades of currencies overvaluation, political instability, fixed exchange
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rates regimes, long periods of high inflationary rates and improper monetary and

fiscal policies. We also observed that exchange rate behaviour in the three LDCs

under consideration is influenced by similar factors including external debts,

foreign aid, import of manufactured and processed goods, and exports of primary

commodities among others.

Previous literature suggests that mastering the art of volatility modelling

involves the utilizing of the time series properties of the data of interest as well

as the empirical regularities of financial market volatility (see Engle and Patton

2001 as well as Poon 2005). Many of these inherent common financial time

series properties and empirical regularities were observed in studies in which

data from highly traded currencies or exchange rates from developed countries

were used. In Chapter Two, we investigated empirically if GHC/USD,

MZM/USD and TZS/USD exhibit the above-mentioned properties. For each

country, we used daily nominal bilateral exchange rate data from 01/01/2001 to

30/12/2005 and monthly data from 01/1995 to 12/2005. We found that exchange

rate series for the three LDCs under consideration exhibit similar time series

properties and empirical regularities observed in previous studies in exchange

rate markets of developed economies and highly traded currencies. These

findings therefore implies that volatility modelling and forecasting techniques

that have been previously applied to previous studies can also be used on the

Ghanaian, Mozambican and the Tanzanian nominal exchange rates. For instance,

volatility models to be estimated should be able to cater for the non-linear and

non-normal characteristics observed in the nominal GHC/USD, MZM/USD, and

TZS/USD exchange rates. Also, the observed volatility clustering in the series

under consideration implies that current volatility shocks (persistence) would
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influence the level of volatility many periods in the future. Asymmetry

characteristics observed in our data suggests that volatility models that capture

positive and negative shocks differently can be applied to model the volatility in

the three exchange rates under consideration.

A number of volatility measuring techniques such as EWMA

(Exponentially Weighted Moving Averages) exist but none has arguably gained

so many applications in research like the Engle’s ARCH (Autoregressive

Conditional Heteroscedastic) models and its other extensions. Engle’s (1982)

ARCH model revolutionized the art of volatility modelling to such an extent that

even after more than two decades, the modelling technique remains very popular

and shows no sign of waning. Bera and Higgins (1993) suggested the following

for the ARCH success.

 ARCH family of models are simple and easy to handle.

 They take care of clustered errors.

 They take care of non-linearities in financial data.

 They take care of the econometrician’s ability to forecast; that is the

power of forecast changes as new information becomes available.

In Chapter Three, the econometrics of some ARCH family of models is

discussed. In particular, we explained the different classes of popular members of

the ARCH family of models, the properties of an ARCH process and estimation

techniques that are applied in ARCH modelling. Also, in this chapter, the

evaluation criteria which can be applied in the comparison of the forecasting

performances of competing volatility models are explained.

In Chapter Two, we observed that the nominal GHC/USD, MZM/USD

and TZS/USD exchange rate series exhibit the non-linear and non-normal data
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characteristics, as well as the empirical regularities associated with financial

markets. As already suggested and supported by Bera and Higgins (1993) the

ARCH modelling technique have been found in previous studies to accommodate

these properties. In Chapter Four, we empirically applied the ARCH modelling

to analyse volatility in the daily and monthly nominal GHC/USD, MZM/USD

and TZS/USD exchange rates. For each country we used daily series from

01/01/2001 to 30/12/2005 and monthly series from 01/1995 to 12/2005. These

are the objectives we aimed to achieve in Chapter Four:

 Finding if we would need larger ARCH lags to estimate volatility in

the GHC/USD, MZM/USD and TZS/USD nominal exchange rates

(One of the main problem of ARCH models is that in practice, a large

number of lags are required to model volatility in financial time series

see Franke et al 2008, page 244 as well as Brooks 2008, page 452).

 Finding if the popular GARCH (1, 1) which have been observed in

past studies (see Hansen and Lunde 2002) to adequately model

volatility in most financial time series fits our three LDCs exchange

rate series under consideration.

 Empirically substantiating that the three LDCs exchange rate series

under consideration exhibit the inherent time series characteristics and

the empirical regularities associated with exchange rate and other

financial markets volatility.

 Comparing the forecasting abilities of our estimated ARCH family of

models for each exchange rate series to forecasts from volatilities

generated using an alternative estimation technique.
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We observed that larger number of ARCH lags (ARCH (5) and ARCH (4)) were

required to estimate daily nominal volatility in GHC/USD and TZS/USD

exchange rates whereas an ARCH (2) appear to estimate  daily nominal volatility

in MZM/USD exchange rate. The simple ARCH (1) model however successfully

captured monthly nominal volatility in each of the three LDCs considered.

Although we were able to model daily nominal volatility in GHC/USD,

MZM/USD, and TZS/USD with the GARCH (1, 1) model, yet the same model

did not produce a good fit for the GHC/USD and MZM/USD monthly series. The

GARCH (1, 1) however modelled monthly nominal volatility in TZS/USD

exchange rate. Previous daily volatility influence on future daily volatility in

each of our three LDCs exchange rate series under consideration was observed to

be asymmetric. In the corresponding monthly exchange rate series under

consideration the presence of asymmetry depends on the series under

consideration. We observed that the EGARCH (1, 1) was able to capture

asymmetry in the conditional variance within Ghanaian and the Mozambican

monthly exchange rate but the TARCH (1, 1) did not produce a good fit for both

series. The TARCH (1, 1) was able to model conditional volatility on the

monthly Tanzanian exchange rate under consideration. EGARCH (1, 1) however

failed to produce a good fit. The observation of different volatile dynamics in

same series but having different frequencies is not unusual. Diebold (1988)

explained that volatility clustering and other features in exchange rate series that

reflects market uncertainty tend to aggregate in low frequency data. Both daily

and monthly exchange rate series for all three countries however suggest the

presence of persistence.
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We compared goodness of fit of our estimated ARCH family volatility

models using the Mincer-Zarnowitz (1969) regression technique. Further, we

compute period ahead volatility forecasts for each series under consideration and

compare forecasting abilities using calculated Root Mean Square Errors (RMSE).

We also compared our results to conditional volatility generated from an

Exponential Weighted Moving Averages (EWMA) method similar to the JP

Morgan RiskMetricsTM.  We observed that our estimated ARCH family of

models did not always produce the best fit and the best period ahead forecasts.

For instance we observed that the EWMA model produced the best fit for the

daily GHC/USD exchange rates. We also observed that the EWMA was judged

to forecast a month ahead conditional variance in MZM/USD and TZS/USD

exchange rates.

While flexible exchange rates facilitate stabilisation, exchange rate

fluctuations can cause real volatility. This gives policy importance to the causal

relationship between exchange rate and its volatility. An exchange rate may be

expected to become more volatile when the underlying currency changes. We

conjecture that a reverse causation, which further influence the value of the

currency, may be mitigated by astute macro-policies. In Chapter Five we used

the VAR toolkit to analyse relationship between daily GHC/USD, MZM/USD

and TZS/USD and daily exchange rate uncertainty/volatility for the three LDCs

under consideration. We generated exchange rate volatility for our period of

study using asymmetric ARCH models estimated in Chapter Four. The

asymmetric ARCH models were applied because they handle good news

(innovations/shocks) and bad news as different inputs, and consequently,

generate future conditional variance according to the sign of shock they identify
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in a data. We observe a bi-directional Granger causal relationship between

changes in exchange rates and its associated uncertainty for all the three LDCs

under consideration. Compared to Ghana and Mozambique, we find that shocks

to exchange rate uncertainty from innovations in the level of Tanzanian exchange

rate take a shorter length of time to decay. We attribute this to the macro-policies

undertaken by the Tanzanian policymakers which have helped to ensure price

and currency stability in our period of study. In the reverse Granger causal

analyses, we observed that the effect of uncertainty feedback to exchange rate is

fleeting. We however conjectured from our results that whereas exchange rate

intervention and other macro-policies might have contributed to quell market

uncertainty in the Tanzanian market, the Ghanaian and Mozambican exchange

rates markets however reacted with further uncertainty when stabilising policies

are implemented.

In Chapter Six we analysed the relationship between trade and exchange

rate volatility for Ghana, Mozambique and Tanzania and some of their biggest

trading partners. Our main objectives for this study are;

 To establish if exchange rate volatility negatively affects bilateral

trade in LDCs as suggested by Arize et al (2000) and Saur and Bohara

(2001) for our period of interest.

 To establish whether country data, estimation technique and volatility

proxies significantly affect our results (Baum and Caglayan 2006).

 Lastly, to ascertain whether the need to export primary goods and

import manufactured goods by LDCs overrides  other factors such as

cost associated in trading ( measured in terms of distance ) as well as
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common language (which include cultural homogeneity and historical

ties) that are known to affect bilateral trade (De Grauwe 1988) .

We focused our investigation in the post Bretton Woods era (specifically

between 1980 and 2005). We also included other variables that are assumed to

affect bilateral trade including incomes, populations, distances between trade

partners and a dummy variable component to represent same language between

trade partners in our empirical analyses. We generated three proxies of exchange

rate volatility including an ARCH family generated volatility series, an EWMA

generated volatility series and exchange rate volatility estimated as annualised

monthly variance over the period between 1980 and 2005 for each of the three

LDCs. We applied a ‘standard’ time series cross-sectional gravity trade model

for our analyses. We also controlled for heterogeneous trade relationship

between each of the three LDCs and their respective trade partners by estimating

fixed effects gravity model.

Similar to Baum and Caglayan (2006) we observed that the effect of

volatility, population sizes, distance between trading partners and same language

respectively on trade depends on the estimation technique applied as well as the

volatility measure used. We however observed that Gross Domestic Product

(GDP) as a measure of income positively and significantly influence bilateral

trade irrespective of the estimation technique or the volatility proxy used.

Analyses of fitness of models (based on R-Squares, AIC values and Durbin

Watson statistics) suggest that the fixed effects gravity model estimate bilateral

significantly better than the alternative ‘standard’ pooled gravity model for each

of the three countries considered. Using the estimated fixed effects gravity trade

models for our analyses, we observed that GDP (irrespective of the volatility
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measurement used) is positively related to bilateral trade for Ghana,

Mozambique and Tanzania and their respective trade partners considered in this

study. We further observed that earnings from trade increases as population

increases for Ghana and Tanzania and their bilateral trade partners. In the case of

Mozambique and her trade partners, we observed a negative and significant

relationship between bilateral trade and population size. We also observed that

for all three LDCs considered in our study, exchange rate volatility (irrespective

of the measurement used), distance between trade partners and same language do

not appear to influence bilateral trade for the period between 1980 and 2005.
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Chapter one
The Nature of Exchange Rate Volatility in LDCs: The Special

Cases of Ghana, Mozambique and Tanzania

1.1 Introduction

Exchange rate volatility as an area of international finance has seen intense

research interest in the Post-Bretton Woods Era. Surprisingly, the interest in this

area of research is still very intense, and experts do not see this interest waning in

the foreseeable future. Many researchers attribute interest in exchange rate

volatility to the fact that it is empirically difficult to predict future exchange rate

values (see Killian and Taylor, 2001).

With most countries using a market determined exchange rate system in

the Post-Bretton Woods era, coupled with integration into the global economy

which requires greater degree of openness, the prospects of volatility and its

effects on the economy is of utmost concern to many nations. For instance,

recent studies indicate that exchange rate volatility has the potential of

significantly affecting trade (See McKinnon and Ohno, 1997 and Arize et al,

2000). Devereux and Lane (2002), found that external financial obligation of

developing countries and exchange rate volatility are related. Exchange rate

volatility is also important to investors and speculators, as well as to currency

related derivative pricing.

Although studies indicate that exchange rate volatility affects developing

economies more than the developed ones 1 , fewer studies, however, exist to

describe the dynamics of developing countries’ currency markets. This may be

due to the lack of quality high-frequency data from these countries, or to the

unattractive nature of developing countries markets compared to the highly

1 See Sauer and Bohara (2001) and Esquivel and Larrain (2002).
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traded currencies. In this chapter, we analyse exchange rate behaviour in Ghana,

Mozambique and Tanzania as LDCs, taking into consideration factors that affect

exchange rate variability in these countries. Also, we analyse whether the

exchange rate markets in Ghana, Mozambique and Tanzania as LDCs follow

similar or if possible different patterns from other developing and advanced

countries. Ghana, Mozambique and Tanzania were chosen due to certain factors

that make their economy very susceptible to effects of exchange rate volatility.

We discuss these factors in the next subsections.

1.1.1 Floating Exchange Rate Regimes

These countries have implemented some IMF policies such as the Structural

Adjustment Programme (SAP) which requires participating economies to

practice a flexible (floating) exchange rate regimes. In a flexible or floating

exchange rate system, exchange rate behaviour is influenced by people buying

and selling currencies in the foreign exchange markets. The argument in support

of a flexible exchange rate regime, especially in LDCs, is that it ensures the

practise of independent monetary policies and also easily adjusts to eliminate

balance of payment deficits. Although previous researches on the nature of

exchange rate volatility in LDCs are few, however, there is a strong perception

that volatility in LDCs is highly volatile. Sauer and Bohara (2001)2 estimated

three volatility proxies for 91 countries (comprising 22 industrialised and 69

developing economies) for the period between 1963 and 1993 and observed that

LDCs exchanged rate volatility is the highest compared to other countries,

irrespective of the estimation technique used. Serven (2003) also suggested that

2 See Section 6.2 in Chapter Six.
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the high exchange rate volatility experienced by developing economies has the

tendency to translate into high degree of profitability and costs uncertainty. Many

reasons have been suggested as to why exchange rates in LDCs are volatile

compared to exchange rates in industrial or developed economies. The major

reason which is attributed to the high volatile nature of exchange rates in LDCs

as a result of implementing flexible exchange rates systems is the problem of

capital flights caused by a disturbance or uncertainty in most economies of

developing nations.

1.1.2 International Trade

Generally, earnings from international trade contribute to the behaviour of

exchange rates. Similar to most primary commodity producing countries, Ghana,

Mozambique and Tanzania, depend on primary commodity exports for their

foreign exchange needs. For instance Ghana economy highly relies on the

exports of cocoa and gold for her foreign exchange needs. Mozambique foreign

exchange needs relies mainly on cotton, cashew, tobacco, sugar, tea and

aluminium. For Tanzania, foreign exchange earners include coffee, tea, sisal, and

gold. Since most primary commodities exporting countries are price takers,

international market price volatility have the potential of affecting their

respective exchange rate. For instance, to underscore the importance of

commodity prices on future exchange rate behaviour, Amano and Norden (1993)

successfully used commodity prices to model Real Canadian Dollar/ the US

Dollar (CAD/USD) exchange rate over the period of 1973-1990. Djoudad et al

(2001) also analysed the relationship between exchange rate behaviour and

commodity price behaviour for three large commodity countries namely
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Australia, Canada and New Zealand and observed that all three countries’

exchange rates were sensitive to commodity prices. Cashin et al (2004), show

that real prices of commodity prices and real exchange rates move together in the

long run for commodity dependent low income countries.

In most less industrialised countries, imports (mainly manufactured

goods, petroleum products, capital goods and food) make up a significant

proportion of GDP. Ghana, Mozambique and Tanzania are typical examples. On

the average, between 2000 and 2005, imports as a percentage of GDP (Current

2005 Prices) (see Table 1.2) for Ghana, Kenya, Mozambique, and Tanzania were

61%, 44% and 27% respectively.

Table 1.1 Exports as Percentage of GDP

Country Year
Average2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005

Ghana 48.8 45.2 42.6 40.1 39.3 36.4 42.1

Mozambique 15.5 24.6 27.7 29.0 31.4 32.5 26.8

Tanzania 16.8 15.9 16.7 19.7 22.4 20.9 18.7

Kenya 21.6 22.9 24.9 24.1 26.6 28.5 24.8

Peru 16.1 15.7 16.1 17.7 21.5 25.1 18.7

Japan 11.0 10.6 11.4 12.0 13.3 14.3 12.1

UK 27.6 27.1 26.1 25.5 25.3 26.4 26.3
Source: World Bank World Development Indicators
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Table 1.2 Imports as Percentage of GDP

Country Year
Average2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005

Ghana 67.2 64.8 54.9 56.6 60.4 61.7 60.9

Mozambique 37.0 40.9 44.6 47.2 44.8 43.6 43.0

Tanzania 24.2 24.2 24.1 26.3 29.5 27.4 26.0

Kenya 31.7 33.0 30.3 30.0 32.9 35.9 32.3

Peru 18.2 17.8 17.3 17.8 17.8 19.2 18.0

Japan 9.5 9.9 10.1 10.4 11.4 12.9 10.7

UK 29.5 29.4 28.7 27.8 30.0 29.8 29.2
Source: World Bank World Development Indicators

The high dependency on imports especially Ghana, Kenya and Mozambique

(compared to developing like Peru and advanced economies Japan and the UK)

means that imports (as a percentage of GDP) have the potential to often exceed

exports (as a percentage of GDP, see Table 1.1). This may lead to a balance of

payment deficit. As imports are serviced with foreign currency, shortages of

foreign currency to service imports in these three LDCs are possible.

Consequently, the price of foreign currency increases resulting in the

depreciation of the domestic country’s currency and subsequently inducing

higher exchange rate volatility3.

Theoretically, in a floating exchange rate system, the fall in the value of a

domestic currency would cause the price of her exports to decrease and the price

for her imports to increase, subsequently, increasing the demand of her exports

and decreasing the demand for foreign imports. The trade deficit shrinks and the

3 One stylized fact in financial markets indicates that a fall in a domestic currency relative to
another is always followed by higher volatility (Engle and Ng, 1993). This phenomenon is known
in financial markets as a leverage effect. Further discussion on this phenomenon can be found in
Section 2.2.3 of Chapter Two and Section 3.4 of Chapter Three.
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balance of payment is restored to equilibrium. LDCs are special cases since the

Marshall-Lerner4 condition is not necessarily met. This is because most LDCs

lack manufacturing capabilities; thus, demand for imports (both finished products

for local consumption as well as intermediate and capital goods which are critical

inputs in exports production) is price inelastic.

1.1.3 External Debts

Most LDCs have high levels of external debts. The IMF fact sheet on Debt Relief

under the Highly Indebted Poor Countries (HIPC) for December 20075 included

Ghana, Mozambique and Tanzania among the countries that have qualified for or

eligible to receive the HIPC Initiative Assistance6. Although the HIPC initiative

has helped to reduce some of the debt burden in these countries, they still rely on

borrowing from abroad to finance developments and other real plans. Table 1.3

shows the annual external debt as percentages of GDP of Ghana, Mozambique,

Tanzania, Kenya and Peru7 from 2000 to 2005. The Table shows that even after

benefiting from the HIPC scheme, Ghana, Mozambique and to some extent

Tanzania still have large stocks of debts to manage compared to Kenya and Peru.

As mentioned by Sun (2004), most of the countries that are eligible for relief

under the HIPC initiative still have structural weakness in their economies that

can make them slip back into debt trap again.

4 The  Marshall-Lerner condition states that for a currency devaluation to have a positive impact
on trade balance, the sum of the absolute price elasticity of imports and exports should be greater
than unity
5 See http://www.imf.org/external/np/exr/facts/hipc.htm for full report. Last accessed March 10,
2008.
6 Ghana reached the HIPC completion point in 2004, Mozambique in 1998 and Tanzania in 2001.
7 Kenya and Peru not been considered HIPC (as at 2009).
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Table 1.3 External Debts as a Percentage of GNI for Ghana,
Mozambique and Tanzania

Source: World Bank World Development Indicators

Exchange rate and external debt burden share an intricate relationship. Firstly,

the behaviour of bilateral exchange rate may affect the real cost of servicing

debts in developing economies. Esquivel and Larrain (2002) explained that as

most LDCs are net debtors, a volatile domestic currency (or the appreciation in

the debt denominated currencies of LDCs) may affect the real cost of debt

servicing. Secondly a rising external debt burden on its own will in the long run

affect the domestic LDCs currencies according to the portfolio-balance model of

exchange rate determination8 .  To illustrate the latter assertion, let us assume a

portfolio balance model of exchange rate between Ghana and the rest of the

world. For simplicity, we use the portfolio balance model suggested by

Blanchard, Giavazzi, and Sa (2005), which is;









 F

S
XFXX

*
* )1()(  (1.1)

Where,

8. See Dooley and Isard (1982) and Gros (1986) on the portfolio balance model of exchange rate
determination.

Country Year
2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005

Ghana 126.61 121.95 115.45 101.45 81.31 63.90

Mozambique 180.31 129.29 124.95 86.86 89.25 73.28

Tanzania 79.65 69.06 73.90 71.57 76.63 58.53

Kenya 48.88 42.93 46.97 46.55 43.33 34.22

Peru 55.29 52.24 51.16 50.67 47.80 38.96
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X = Value in cedis of cedis-denominated assets.

*X = Value in foreign currency of non-cedi-denominated assets.

F = Net asset position of rest of the world relative to the Ghana in cedis: cedis

denominated assets owned by rest of the world minus foreign assets owned by

Ghana.

S = Amount of foreign currency bought by a cedi

 = Desired share of Ghana assets in Ghana portfolios.

* = Desired share of rest of the world assets in rest of the world portfolios

W = FX  =Ghana’s wealth denominated in cedis

*W = Rest of world wealth denominated in foreign currency;
S

X
S

WF
**



We assume that the value of the cedi adjusts to equate the demand and supply of

cedi-denominated assets. The left hand side of equation 1.1 represents the supply

of cedi assets, and the right hand side explains the demand for them.

Solving equation 1.1 for S, we obtain;

FX
XS

)1()1(
)1(

*

**







 (1.2)

Thus changes in Ghana’s wealth levels (through F), desired portfolios (through

 and * ) and asset supplies (through X and *X ) can affect the exchange rate.

Assuming everything remains constant, and * declines9, and then in the long

run, the exchange rate appreciates as suggested by equation (1.2). Persistence in

the appreciation of the Ghanaian cedi relative to the rest of the world would in

effect affect trade flows. This is because Ghanaian exporters would earn less

cedis whereas exporters from the rest of the world earn more by exporting to

9 A higher return on Ghanaian assets, or increase in demand for cedi denominated assets, may
negatively affect * .
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Ghana. Thus, an appreciation in the cedi would encourage imports at the expense

of exports resulting in a trade deficit. Ghana therefore would need to sell assets

to finance her spending as export earnings does not compensate for import costs.

Assets which are sold to finance spending are usually in the form of debt

securities such as bonds. Rosenberg (2003) explained that a sustained external

debt burden in the long-run negatively affects domestic interest rates or the

domestic currency’s value. Since, in the long run, foreign investors would

demand a higher risk premium to hold increasing claims on the debtor country’s

assets. The higher risk premium could either take the form of interest rates spread

(both domestic and foreign) or a weaker domestic currency, or both.

1.1.4 Foreign Aid Inflow

In some LDCs, Official Donor Assistance (ODA) plays an important role on the

stability of the economy. This is because these economies rely on foreign aid to

finance their real plans as well as meet their foreign exchange needs. Foreign aid

inflow uncertainty therefore has a potential in affecting exchange rate behaviour.

Empirical findings including Lensink and Morrissey (2000), Bulir and Hamann

(2003) and Hudson and Mosley (2007), suggest that erratic nature of aid inflows

have a negative effects on economic growth in countries that rely on foreign aid.

For instance in 1999, a relative unpredicted decrease in the amount of donor

assistance (coupled with a fall in the prices of cocoa and gold exports and the

increase in the cost of oil imports) led to the shortage of foreign currency in 2000

which later resulted in the depreciation of the Ghanaian cedi.
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Table 1.4 AID (as a percentage of GNI)

Source: World Bank World Development Indicators (Net ODA as Percentage of GNI)

. Since Ghana, Mozambique and Tanzania depend highly on foreign aid (as

shown in Table 1.4 above) the value of their currencies been influenced by

shortage or volatility in aid inflow is inevitable.

Apart from the factors highlighted above, these three LDCs have certain

economic problems that influence the behaviour of the value of their currencies.

Some of the economic problems include overvaluation of currency, periods of

excessively high inflation rates and the failure of exchange rates to reflect the

relative prices of non-tradable goods. In the next sections, an economic

background study for each of the three countries is developed.

1.2 The Ghanaian Cedi

The cedi is the unit of currency in Ghana and 100 pesewas is equivalent to one

cedi. Ghana is mainly a primary commodity producing country. The mining

sector is one of the main sources of foreign exchange earner in Ghana with gold,

diamond, manganese and bauxite being the main minerals mined in Ghana.

Country Year
2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005

Ghana 12.4 13.3 10.9 13.0 16.2 10.7

Mozambique 22.5 25.5 55.1 23.4 22.2 20.9

Tanzania 11.6 13.6 13.2 17.0 15.8 10.7

Kenya 4.1 3.6 3.0 3.5 4.1 4.0

Peru 0.8 0.9 0.9 0.9 0.7 0.6
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Cocoa is the leading agricultural export from Ghana. However other products

such as pineapple, pepper, cashew and timber contribute to Ghana’s agricultural

foreign exchange earnings.

After 1961, the British pound ceased to be used as Ghana’s currency and

replaced with the cedi, which was pegged to the United States dollar by the

Nkrumah led government. During the 1960s, the overvalued cedi together with

political instability, a decrease in the world prices of cocoa and worsening terms

of trade resulted in the fall of the real value of the cedi. Between 1969 and 1972,

an attempt to remedy this situation begun by the new political regime led by Kofi

Busia government. As part of the agreements with the IMF, the cedi was

devalued, economy was liberalized and private investments encouraged. Shortly

after devaluation of the cedi, the Busia government was overthrown by a military

led government. This was because devaluation of the cedi was very unpopular

during that period. Also, although the devaluation of the overvalued cedi was

needed, declining cocoa prices, surge in imports and foreign exchange shortages

counteracted his efforts, giving the military the needed excuse to overthrow him.

The military government destabilised the economic plans introduced by

Kofi Busia by revaluing the cedi, controlling prices, increasing money supply to

cater for debts and resisting pressure from international monetary organizations

to remedy this situation. The Ghanaian economy was further affected by higher

world oil prices in the 1970s and drought (1975-1977). The monetary and fiscal

policies implemented during this period resulted in an unprecedented economic

crisis. Currency black market and the smuggling of Ghanaian produce to

neighbouring countries were at record levels. In fact in 1981, the black market
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rate of the cedi was 9.6 times the official rate, up 1.3 in 1972. Inflation was more

than 100% by 1977.

Subsequent governments failed to reverse the trend and by the early

1980s, the economy was in a state of collapse. Cocoa production fell by half the

1970-71 levels and world cocoa prices fell to a third of the 1975 level. Gold

production also fell by about 47%, resulting in the consequent shortage of

foreign currency. In 1983, the PNDC government, in coordination with the IMF

began the implementation of a number of policies including the Economic

Recovery Programme (ERP) and the Structural Adjustment Programme (SAP) to

help the economy recover, and consequently grow. ERP was introduced to

stabilize the economy, whilst the SAP was initiated to help restore fiscal and

monetary discipline and realign prices according to world pricing standards. In

1986, market for securities was created for monetary policy purposes. Prior to

that, government relied extensively on central bank borrowing to finance her

deficit. Between 1984 and 1986, the economy of Ghana experienced economic

growth for the first time since 1978. Increase in earnings from exports, donor

assistance and the auctioning of foreign exchange helped to solve the problem of

foreign currency shortage. By 1992, Ghana started operating a flexible exchange

rate policy. Ghana accepted Article VIII of IMF “Articles of Agreement” in

1994.

1.3 The Mozambican Metical

The metical is the unit currency in Mozambique (metical replaced the escudo in

1980) and 100 centavos equals one metical. Portugal left Mozambique with an

unsustainable economy after Mozambique’s independence in 1975. With almost
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non-existent skilled human capital, lack of foreign exchange and shortage of

production inputs it was just a matter of time for Mozambique’s economy to

collapse. This situation was further exacerbated by over a decade of civil war

(1975-1992), natural disasters and world recession. Also, the Mozambique

economy was a ‘narrow’ one in the sense that it was shaped to the needs of South

Africa and Rhodesia (Zimbabwe).

By 1986, industrial output was less than half the level in 1981. Exports in

1985 were less than 30% the level in 1981. Debt in real terms was $750 million

in 1980, and by the end of 1986, had risen to $3.4 billion. The overvalued

metical, which was pegged to the dollar, was thus heavily affected. By 1987, the

black market rate was 50 times the official rate and between 1987 and 1995, the

metical lost value relative to the major currencies. The metical has been the least

valued currency (in terms of exchange rate) unit until the Zimbabwe dollar took

over in august 2005.

The Economic and Social Rehabilitation Programme (ESRP) was

introduced by the government and IMF in 1987 to;

 Help an economy that was failing to maintain proper monetary and fiscal

controls.

 Devaluating the over-valued metical.

 Aid the economy to withstand external shocks

 Help with price and trade liberalisation.

In 1990, official foreign exchange market was introduced. By the end of

1996, most of the prices liberalization efforts were realised and most products

priced in accordance to world prices. Inflation rates dropped to single digits,

having hovered around 50% prior to the decade before 1996. In accordance with
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ESRP, most state owned firms and services including commercial banks were

privatised. At the end of 1996, 1200 state owned firms had been privatised, up

from 125 in 1990.

In 2005, although a large proportion of state budget (about 45%) is

financed by foreign aid, Mozambique is seen as one of the world’s most rapidly

growing economies. In the past decade, real GDP growth averaged 8%. This is

because of increasing foreign investment in Mozambique’s foreign exchange

earners which include sugar, cashew, tobacco, and fisheries (fisheries sector

contributes for around 40% of exports). Manufacturing and mining (in 2005)

were the fastest growing sectors with respective growth rates of 10% and 12% in

2001. Marble granite, gold and bauxite are the main mining products,

contributing to 7% of exports.

Mozambique has come a long way from post-independence problems

(wars, droughts, one party state) and currently practises a free floating exchange

rate determination. Article IV consultation of the IMF ‘Articles of

Agreement’ was completed in 2009 and acceptance of Article VIII seems

imminent.

1.4 The Tanzanian Shilling

Tanzania (Union of Tanganyika and Zanzibar) gained independence from Great

Britain in 1964 and adopted the Tanzania shilling as her unit of currency.

Although Tanzania is relatively stable compared to other countries in the region,

yet she is viewed as one of the poorest countries in the world and per capita GDP

in 2004 was around $280, well below the average for LDCs in sub-Saharan

Africa ($407).
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The underdeveloped agricultural sector has been the main foreign

exchange earner and in 2004 contributed to about 50% of GDP and 85% of

exports. Cotton, cloves and sisal are the main agricultural earners. The mining

sector which boasts of gold, diamond, coal and iron deposits is seen as a potential

export earner but has been so far woefully under-invested. The services sector

accounted for about 35% of GDP and the tourism sector is a major contributor

too. Manufacturing accounted for the remaining 15%.

Tanzania has moved from a centralized government (25 years of state

dominance in the economy) to a much liberalized and market oriented economy.

Other economic reforms aimed at poverty reduction and debt reduction has been

undertaken by the government. The economic reforms have shown positive signs

with an average GDP growth of 5.0% between 2000 and 2005. The gains of the

introduction of these policies have not necessarily been felt. This is due to

Tanzania high debt burden, rapid population growth and incidence of HIV/AIDS

among other factors.

The enactment of the Foreign Exchange Act of 1991 opened the gateway

for the establishment of foreign bureaux in April 1992. This led to the foreign

exchange auctions in July 1993, and to the creation of Inter-bank Foreign

Exchange Market (IFEM) in June 1994. Tanzania has a developed exchange rate

market with banks and foreign exchange bureaux act as the main dealers and

intermediaries in the foreign exchange market. Currency dealing as at 2005 was

mainly done by telephone (since 1996). Currently, electronic currency dealings

are being developed. Currently, transfers of currencies are completely free of

restrictions and Tanzania accepted Article VIII of IMF “Articles of Agreement”

in 1994.
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1.5 Conclusion

Some LDCs including Ghana, Mozambique and Tanzania have come a long way

in terms of their exchange rates determination policies. The era of overvaluation

of currencies, political instability, fixed exchange rates regimes, long periods of

high inflationary rates and improper monetary and fiscal policies have given way

to flexible exchange rate regimes, much liberalized and open markets as well as a

number of improved economic structures.

Uniquely, exchange rates behaviour in these three LDCs under

consideration is influenced by similar factors. In this research, we study the

nature of exchange rate behaviour in LDCs and focused mainly on the Ghanaian,

Mozambican and the Tanzanian exchange rate markets. In our assessment, we

conjecture that exchange rate behaviour is influenced by factors including

external debts, foreign aid, import of manufactured and processed goods, and

exports of primary commodities among other factors. The flexible exchange rate

system currently adopted by some LDCs including Ghana, Mozambique and

Tanzania therefore offers researchers and academicians new research

opportunities and challenges.
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Appendix to Chapter One

Appendix 1.1: Countries Information

Countries Included in this study:  Ghana, Mozambique and Tanzania. Data

quoted are from IMF International Statistics and World Bank World

Development Indicators. Countries background information and economic

overview were obtained from the following websites;

http:// www.country-data.com (Last accessed 19/03/2008)

http://www.heritage.org/research/features/index/countryfiles/pdfs/tanzania.pdf

(Last accessed 13/06/2006)

http://www.imf.org/external/country/moz/index.htm.(Last accessed 13/06/2006).

http://www.imf.org/external/country/tza/index.htm (Last accessed 13/06/2006).

http://www.oecd.org/dev/publications/africanoutlook (Last accessed 13/06/2006)

Tanzania Economic Performance: Assessment by USAID-

http://www.sarpa.org.za/documents/d0001609/p1964/tanzania.pdf_usaid_a

ug2005.pfd (Last assessed 13/06/2005).
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Chapter Two

Empirical Regularities of Exchange Rate Markets: Are
Ghana, Mozambique and Tanzania as LDCs Different from

Developed Countries’ Markets?

2.1 Introduction

A good number of recent studies indicate that floating exchange rates are

characterised by large volatile deviations from their fundamentals’ determined

equilibrium. Flood (1981) suggested that the rather large volatility in exchange

rates and the failure of the purchasing power parity theory as well as other

traditional models of exchange rate determination in explaining the behaviour of

exchange rates led authors such as Dornbusch (1976), Frenkel (1976) and Mussa

(1976) to develop new underlying theories and models10 to explain the dynamics

of flexible exchange rates.

Despite the success of the asset market approach in explaining the excess

volatility in flexible exchange rates their limited empirical success make them

open to critique.  For instance, Meese and Rogoff (1983a and 1983b) observed

that popular models like the portfolio balance model and sticky price models are

unable to outperform the simple random walk model. This view is supported by

Flood and Rose (1999) and more recently Killian and Taylor (2003). The

difficulty in modelling and forecasting flexible exchange rates due to their

intrinsic volatile nature encouraged the growth in the area of modelling and

forecasting exchange rate volatility or variability. Exchange rate volatility is

therefore seen as the extent to which exchange rate fluctuate around their

equilibrium values over time. Volatility is usually captured by the variance in the

10 These theories are commonly referred to as Asset Market Approach to Exchange Rates.
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exchange rate and thought to reflect market uncertainty. The main reason for the

overwhelming interest in modelling and forecasting exchange rate volatility is

that both exchange rates forecasts and uncertainty around these forecasts can be

estimated.

As the interest in modelling and forecasting volatility is still very intense

and not showing any signs of waning, a myriad of volatility models exist and lot

more are emerging. In the course of researching for optimal volatility models,

many researchers have identified a set of common properties that a good model

should possess (see Engle and Patton, 2001). Many of these common properties

were observed using data from highly traded currencies, or exchange rates from

developed countries. In this chapter, we investigate empirically if nominal

exchange rate volatility in the Ghanaian, Mozambican and the Tanzanian

exchange rates exhibits these properties. We also compared some of the volatility

stylised facts with other exchange rate markets. We used nominal exchange rates

series in our study.

2.2 Empirical Regularities

As previously mentioned, exchange rates and other financial series are known to

exhibit certain stylized facts and data dynamics (see Tsay, 2002 and more

recently Poon, 2005). In the subsections that follow, we analyse the Ghanaian,

Mozambican and Tanzanian exchange rates to determine whether exchange rates

from these three LDCs exhibit some of the established stylized facts. In our

investigation, we analyse the behaviour of percentage changes in exchange rates

in the context of time series analysis of financial returns. The daily nominal

exchange rates data (OANDA average of bid and ask Interbank rates) for this
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study were obtained from the OANDA website and range from 01/01/2001 to

30/12/2005. The corresponding monthly nominal exchange rates data were

obtained from the IMF International Financial Statistics range from 01/1995-

12/2005.

2.2.1 Non-Normality

Financial returns or percentage changes are known to exhibit non-normal

distribution characteristics and the percentage changes in the nominal exchange

rates series analysed in this study are no different. The Table 2.1 below show the

summary statistics of both the daily and monthly nominal percentage change

series for the three Sub-Saharan LDCs under consideration as well as the

summary statistics of exchange rate series from Kenya and Peru11 (Developing

Economies) and United Kingdom and Japan (Advanced Economies). The

kurtosis and skewness values indicate non-normal distributions12 in both daily

and monthly nominal exchange rates percentage changes for all the six countries.

Generally, we observe (based on kurtosis values) that the Sub-Saharan LDCs

exchange rate series have fatter tails to a normal distribution compared to the

exchange rate series from Japan, Peru and United Kingdom. Thus, extreme prices

occur in the Sub-Saharan LDCs data more frequently than Japan, Peru and

United Kingdom. In the next section, we discuss how fat tails distribution and

volatility clustering are related.

11 GHC/USD, MZM/USD, TZS/USD, GBP/USD, JPY/USD, KES/USD, PEN/USD are
respectively the Ghanaian cedi, Mozambican metical, Tanzanian shilling,  British pound,
Japanese yen,  Kenyan shilling and the Peruvian Neuvo sol bilateral exchange rates to US dollar.
12 See Appendix 2.1
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Table 2.1: Summary of Non-Normal Distribution Statistics for USD/GHC,
USD/MZM, and USD/TZS Percentage Changes.

Exchange Rate

% Changes

Skewness Kurtosis Jacques-Bera

Statistics (p-values)

GHC/USD Daily 0.1 6.1 0.000000

Monthly 2.5 10.1 0.000000

MZM/USD Daily 1.7 48.7 0.000000

Monthly 0.8 9.2 0.000000

TZS/USD Daily 0.2 9.9 0.000000

Monthly 0.9 8.9 0.000000

KES/USD Daily -1.8 7.9 0.000000

Monthly -0.7 2.1 0.000066

PEN/USD Daily 0.7 4.3 0.000000

Monthly -0.8 2.1 0.000066

JPY/USD Daily -0.03 2.6 0.008949

Monthly -0.1 3.6 0.299846

GBP/USD Daily -0.4 2.0 0.000000

Monthly -0.13 2.5 0.461280

2.2.2 Volatility Clustering and Persistence

Exchange rate volatility tends to be persistent; Periods of very high and periods

of very low variation have the ability to last for months and tend produce

volatility clusters. Graphically, volatility clusters are observed as continued

periods of high or low volatility. The exchange rate series experimented with in

this research exhibit this property throughout the various daily/monthly plots (see

Graphs 2.1 to 2.6 in below). Mandelbrot (1963, p.418) observed this feature and

described volatility clusters as “large changes tend to be followed by large

changes of - either sign - small changes followed by small changes.”
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Graph 2.1: Daily Percentage Changes in GHC/USD Exchange Rate.
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Graph 2.2: Monthly Percentage Changes in GHC/USD Exchange Rate.
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Graph 2.3: Daily Percentage Changes in MZM/USD Exchange Rate.
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Graph 2.4: Monthly Percentage Changes MZM/USD Exchange Rate.
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Graph 2.5: Daily Percentage Changes in TZS/USD Exchange Rate.
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Graph 2.6: Monthly Percentage Changes in TZS/USD Exchange Rate.
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Many researchers link volatility clustering with fat tailed distributions (fat

tailed distribution describes a non-normal distribution which has excess kurtosis).

Many reasons have been attributed to the presence of volatility clustering and fat

tailed distributions in financial data. Clarke (1973) explained it from the view of

a price formulation process. He argues that slow trading followed by hectic

trading caused by new market information may be a factor to the formation of

clusters and fat tailed distribution. Lux and Marchesi (2000) explained this from

a different point of view. In their explanation, they argued that volatility

clustering and fat tailed distribution may be attributed to traders switching

between the chartists strategy of rates determination and the fundamentalists

strategy during periods of uncertainty.

Volatility clustering and persistence in effect brings about non-linear

characteristics in data. In ordinary least square (OLS) technique, errors are

assumed to be homoscedastic (constant variance). If homoscedasticity is

assumed, and errors are independently and identically distributed, then OLS

estimation produces best linear unbiased estimators (BLUE). The implication of

a series exhibiting heteroscedastic (non-constant variances) characteristics

therefore requires that any modelling technique applied has to relax the

assumption of homoscedasticity mentioned above.

As stated by Engle and Patton (2001), “the implication of volatility

clustering is that volatility shocks today will influence the expectation of

volatility many periods in the future”. They further explained that for many

volatility models, this decline geometrically, but may be important even a year in

the future”.
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2.2.3 Asymmetric Effects

In financial markets, it is a stylised fact that a downward movement

(depreciation) is always followed by higher volatility. This characteristics

exhibited by percentage changes in financial data is termed leverage effects.

Many reasons have been attributed to phenomenon of leverage effects in

financial markets. Black (1976) and Christie (1982) attribute this to the increase

in financial risk as a result of fall in stock prices. More recently, French et al

(1987) as well as Campbell and Hentschel (1992) attributed this phenomenon to

the time varying risk premia or volatility feedback effects. Based on the

arguments of French et al (1987) as well as Campbell and Hentschel (1992),

Bollerslev et al (2006) explained the causal relationship between volatility

feedback effect and leverage effect as reversed; increase in volatility causes

currency to depreciate, whereby the reverse relationship describes leverage

effect.

Casual Graphical observation show some evidence of asymmetric effect

in the exchange rates (GHC/USD, MZM/USD, and TZS/USD) studied in this

research. For instance the daily percentage changes of GHC/USD (Graph 2.1

above) exhibits this property in the period after December 2003. Asymmetric

effects are usually induced by increase in uncertainty. Engle and Patton (2001)

explained that the asymmetric characteristics of percentage changes cause/induce

skewed distributions of price forecasts.
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2.2.4 Data Frequency and Volatility

Different data frequencies describe the nature of volatility differently and high

frequency data describes volatility characteristics in financial series better than

low frequency series. Diebold (1988) explained that volatility clustering and

other features in exchange rates returns or percentage changes that reflect market

uncertainties tend to aggregate in low frequency data. Practitioners and currency

traders prefer to use the volatility information contained in high frequency data

or intra-day exchange rate percentage changes in their trading decisions.

Previous literature on exchange rate volatility was based on low frequency data.

This is due to the cost and time consuming factor in working with high frequency

data. Interest in understanding volatility of exchange rates using high frequency

data is currently gaining momentum. For instance, Andersen and Bollerslev

(1998) and Andersen et al (1999) used five minutes exchange rate returns in their

study of volatility of DM/USD (Deutsche mark/ US dollar) exchange rate.

For Ghana, Mozambique and Tanzania, the only ‘high frequency’

exchange rate data available to practitioners and researchers are nominal daily

data. All the same, one can observe the different information content contained in

the inter-bank nominal daily exchange rate percentage changes and the much

lower frequency nominal monthly exchange rate data. For instance, one could

observe that the daily GHC/USD, MZM/USD and TZS/USD exchange rates (see

Graphs 2.1, 2.3 and 2.5 above) clearly depict certain qualities (including

volatility clustering, persistence, asymmetry, non-normality) that reflect market

uncertainty much better than the monthly GHC/USD, MZM/USD and TZS/USD

(see Graphs 2.2, 2.4, and 2.6 above).
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2.2.5 Regular Events

Regular events like holidays and weekends have effects on exchange rate

volatility. Studies indicate that volatility of exchange rates returns or percentage

changes is lower during weekends and holidays than during the trading week.

Many studies attribute this phenomenon to the accumulative effects of

information during weekends and holidays13 . In Ghana, seasonal holidays like

Christmas have shown to cause exchange rates to assume different levels of

volatility before and sometimes the persistence exists beyond the festive period

(see Graph 2.1). This is because in this period, demand for imported products

rises. Excess demand for foreign exchange to cater for the imported goods in

festive periods may result in exchange rate departing from the equilibrium value.

General elections are also known to influence exchange rate volatility.

Studies by Blomberg and Hess (1997) as well as Garfinkle, Glazer and Lee

(1999) suggest that elections and politics effects influence exchange rate

behaviour. Graphical observation of exchange rate behaviour (see Graphs 2.1 to

2.6) suggests that elections in Ghana (December 2000 and 2004, Mozambique

(October 1994 and December 1999) and Tanzania (October 2000 and December

2005) may have contributed to the respective countries’ exchange rate behaviour

in the post-election period. Generally, most LDCs governments tend to practice

lax fiscal and monetary policies to appease voters during an election year.

13 For further reading on holidays and weekend effects, see Miller (1988) and Abraham and
Ikenberry (1994).
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2.2.6 Effects of Macroeconomic News

Many researches indicate some connection between exchange rate volatility and

news or information on other macroeconomic fundamentals (including interest

rates, money supply and GDP). Andersen and Bollerslev (1998) observed a

significant link between the behaviour of the DM/USD exchange rate and the

announcements of US macroeconomic data. Kim, McKenzie and Faff (2004)

further found that it is not the releasing of macroeconomic news that influences

the behaviour of exchange rate, but the content of the news which causes the

market to react. They observed that unexpected balance of trade news greatly

influences exchange rate volatility. Evans and Lyons (2005) observed not only

does the release of news influence the behaviour of exchange rates but also the

impact can affect the volatility of exchange rates for several days. Laakkonen

(2007) observed that for USD/EUR, bad macroeconomic news increases

volatility more than good macroeconomic news. Also, he observed that

conflicting news (the release of more than one macroeconomic news at the same

time that are not consistent with estimates) increase volatility more than

consistent news.

The impact of macroeconomic news on exchange rate volatility in LDCs

has not been much explored. This is because of unavailable intra-day exchange

rates data for most LDCs. Some Graphical evidences in the nominal daily

GHC/USD however suggest that macroeconomic news and information influence

the nature of exchange rate volatility. For instance, release of budget statements

by the Ghanaian government, usually in February of each year, may have
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potentially contributed to the behaviour of the exchange rate for several periods

after the release (see Graph 2.1).

2.2.7 Volatility is not Isolated

Exchange rate volatility tends to be influenced by volatility of different markets

as well as political and economic uncertainty. Non-isolation of volatility helps us

to understand how information including shocks from some markets penetrates

and influences the currency market. Apart from identifying strong patterns in

volatility co-movements between currencies, Calvert et al (2006) observed that

volatility of currencies co-vary in the same direction as oil and gold prices,

suggesting that these commodities may act as proxies for global economic risk.

Leblang and Bernhard (2006) observed that periods of political uncertainty are

associated with high exchange rate volatility. This is because, in these periods,

agents are uncertain about future government policies, thus their buying and

selling decisions are affected.

The Ghanaian cedi, the Mozambican metical and the Tanzanian shilling

appear to be influenced by events occurring in other markets, political

uncertainty as well other uncontrollable events or natural disasters. For instance,

lower world prices of cocoa and gold (Ghana main foreign exchange earners) as

well as increase in the cost of oil imports between 1999 and 2001 may have

contributed to the depreciation14 of the cedi.  The high oil price as well as

drought in Mozambique between 2000 and 2001 may have contributed to the

depreciation of the metical in the same period. The behaviour of the Tanzanian

14 See section 2.2.3 on the relationship between depreciation and volatility.
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shilling between 2003 and 2004 may have been influenced by droughts and

world demand condition which resulted in a decrease in export sales.

2.3 Conclusion

Numerous studies confirm certain empirical regularities or stylized facts

exhibited by financial markets, including the foreign exchange market. Engle and

Patton (2001) and Poon (2005) suggest that mastering the art of modelling

volatility involves utilization of time series properties and empirical regularities

of financial market volatility. These empirical regularities observed in financial

markets emerged from researching on markets in industrialized or developed

economies. In this chapter we analysed exchange rate data from Ghana,

Mozambique and Tanzania and observed that most of the empirical regularities

found in the exchange rate markets of developed countries are also present in

these three LDCs under consideration.

The implications of these empirical regularities on the modelling and

forecasting of exchange rate volatility in Ghana, Mozambique and Tanzania are

that volatility models that have been applied in previous researches on developed

or the highly traded currencies can be applied to exchange rate markets in LDCs.

For instance, the distribution characteristics exhibited by the percentage changes

in the nominal GHC/USD, MZM/USD and TZS/USD indicate that volatility

models to be applied should be able to accommodate these non-normal,

heteroscedastic and non-linear dynamics. Likewise, the implication of volatility

clustering in the exchange rate from these LDCs is that volatility shocks

(persistence) today would influence the expectation of volatility many periods in

the future. Engle and Patton (2001) explained that, for many volatility models,
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this decline geometrically, but may be important even a year in the future. The

asymmetric nature of the percentage changes data suggests that volatility models

that capture positive and negative innovations differently can be applied to model

the volatility of exchange rates in the three LDCs considered. Also, since

different data frequencies describe the nature of volatility differently, then daily

and monthly percentage changes may possess different trend or stochastic

behaviour.

The ARCH family of models, which is seen as the ‘powerhouse’ of

volatility modelling and forecasting, have many members which can take care of

many characteristics in financial data including non-normality, volatility

clustering, persistence, asymmetric effects and different levels of volatility

within a given series, spanning different periods. The next logical step to these

analyses is to apply the ARCH volatility modelling technique to the three LDCs

nominal exchange rates under consideration.
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Appendix to Chapter Two

Appendix 2.1: Econometric and Statistical Applications

Normality Test

For a normal distribution (which is symmetric), skewness is equal to zero.

Kurtosis measures the peakedness or the flatness of a distribution. The kurtosis

of a normal distribution is 3. If the kurtosis value for a distribution is greater than

3, then the distribution is peaked or leptokurtic. Kurtosis value below 3 means

the distribution is flat or platykurtic.

The Jacques-Bera statistics is computed from skewness and the kurtosis

statistics. Normality test using the Jacques-Bera statistics is 2
)2( distributed and

based on the null hypothesis of skewness = 0, kurtosis = 3. The calculated

probability value is the probability that the observed Jacques-Bera statistics

exceeds the critical value under consideration. A comparable smaller probability

value leads to a rejection of the hypothesis that the series is normally distributed

.Skewness is computed as;
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Where tr is the return or percentage change series,  is the mean, t is the sample

size and  is an estimator for the standard deviation. Positive skewness means

that the distribution has a long right tail and negative skewness implies that the

distribution has a long left tail. Kurtosis is computed as;
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Jacque-Bera Statistics is computed as








 



4

)3(
6
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KSkt

kS is the skewness, uK is the kurtosis and k represents the number of estimated

coefficients used to create the series.
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Chapter Three

An Econometric Overview of ARCH Family of Models.

3.1 Introduction

The inherent behaviour of volatility of financial time series captured the interest

of past researchers even before Engle (1982) introduced the Autoregressive

Heteroscedastic Conditional (ARCH) models. Mandelbrot (1963) observed that

financial time series are characterised by non-linearities including volatility

clustering and fat tail distribution. Black (1976) observed non-normal

asymmetric distributions in financial time series returns. He noted that volatility

increases if the previous day’s returns are negative. Engle’s (1982) ARCH

modelling technique however sparked an intense interest in the modelling and

forecasting of volatility of financial returns, and even more than two decades

after it was first introduced its popularity is still growing. This is because the

ARCH modelling process accommodates for the inherent non-normal as well as

the non-linear data characteristics of financial series.

Many extensions and ‘hybrids’ of the ARCH model have emerged as a

result of the initial tremendous success of the basic ARCH by Engle (1982).

Most of these extensions mainly cater for the shortcomings of the original ARCH

models. The Generalized ARCH (GARCH) models due Bollerslev (1986) cater

for the not unusually slow decaying process of the ARCH models. Also,

comparably, the GARCH models are less likely to breach the non-negative

constraints required in order to estimate ARCH conditional variances. The

Exponential GARCH (EGARCH) proposed by Nelson (1991) handles

asymmetry in financial series. Also the logarithmic nature of the EGARCH
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model ensures that conditional variances are positive even if estimated

parameters are negative. The Threshold ARCH (TARCH) introduced

independently by Zakoian (1994) and Glosten, Jaganathan and Runkle (1993)

also reacts to positive and negative shocks differently using a piecewise equation.

In this study, we loosely refer to the ARCH models and all other extensions as

ARCH family of models. The next sub-section illustrates why the ARCH

technique has been successful in modelling volatility in financial time series and

also explains the motivations behind the application in this study.

3.1.1 The ARCH Technique: Reasons for its Success and Motivations

Engle (1982), in trying to test the basis of Friedman’s (1977) assumption that the

uncertainty around the inflationary rates forecast causes business cycles,

discovered the ARCH model. Since agents’ investment behaviour are influenced

by uncertainty in inconsistent inflation rate predictions, then the time variant

uncertainty ARCH model potentially holds the key in describing the nature of

variations in future inflation rates . We turn to Campbell, Lo and MacKinlay

(1997) exposit15 to explain why the ARCH technique optimally models financial

returns/percentage changes volatility.

Let tr represent the percentage change series under consideration.

Campbell, Lo, and McKinley (1997) defined a non-linear process as

...),,( 21  tttt fr  (3.1)

t is independent and identically distributed error term and f is non-linear. A

more specific definition of equation (3.1) given by Campbell, Lo, and McKinley

(1997) is

15 Brooks (2002), Introductory Econometrics for Finance, p380, Cambridge University Press.
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,...),(,...),( 21
2

21   tttttt gr  (3.2)

g is a function of past error terms only, and 2 can be interpreted as the variance

term. Campbell, Lo and McKinley (1997) classified models with non-linear g as

being non-linear in mean and non-linear 2 as non-linear in variance. Some

models such as autoregressive models are linear in mean and linear in variance.

Given similar motivations, Engle (1982) proposed the ARCH model

whose dynamic process is linear in mean but non-linear in variances. In Ordinary

Least Square (OLS) estimation variance is assumed to be constant and calculated

as;

2)(  tVar (3.3)

If the above condition is violated, variances are said to be heteroscedastic.

Unfortunately, most financial data are intrinsically non-linear and tend to have

variances which changes with time. The ARCH modelling methodology allows

for the relaxation of the constant variance of the error term as required by

ordinary least squares estimations. Thus, ARCH models have conditional

variances that fluctuate with time.

Studies by Meese and Rogoff (1983a and 1983b), and more recently

Killian and Taylor (2003) document studies questioning the predictability of

exchange rates using fundamentally based models. The difficulty in modelling

and forecasting flexible exchange rates due to their intrinsic volatile nature

encouraged the growth in the area of modelling and forecasting exchange rate

volatility or variability. The ARCH modelling technique has gained quiet a

preponderance in exchange rate volatility modelling with studies by West and
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Cho (1995), Anderson and Bollerslev (1998) and Hansen and Lunde (2001)

among others, contributing immensely to this area of volatility forecasting.

The computationally expensive nature involved in the application of the

ARCH family of models is one of the few disadvantages of applying them to

financial series. The ARCH family of models for volatility forecasting is

however the choice of most researchers. Bera and Higgins (1993) suggested the

following for the ARCH success-

 ARCH family of models are simple and easy to handle.

 They take care of clustered errors.

 They take care of non-linearities in financial data.

 They take care of the econometrician’s ability to forecast; that is the

power of forecast changes as new information becomes available.

The rest of this chapter is designed as follows; Section 3.2 introduces the

‘original’ ARCH models, in Section 3.3 the GARCH class of models is

discussed. This is followed by the asymmetric models in Sections 3.4. In Section

3.5 we discuss the properties of ARCH family of models. In Section 3.6, we

discuss estimation techniques used in ARCH family of models and Section 3.7

handles the techniques involved in assessing the forecasting capabilities of the

estimated models. Section 3.8 concludes this chapter.

3.2 Engle’s ARCH

The basic ARCH model proposed by Engle (1982) is simply expressing

conditional variances as a function of squares of past shocks. Thus, ARCH

models have conditional variances that fluctuate with time. Since the building

blocks of variances are squared residuals, the current value of variance would
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plausibly depend on previous squared error terms. Suppose tr represents the

exchange rate percentage changes to be modelled, then for simplicity, we can

represent tr as;

tt ar  (3.4)

tt sr 

ts is exchange rate (in logarithm)

a is constant and ),0(~ tt hN

ttt h  . th is the conditional variance to be predicted with tt h2̂ and

)/(ˆ 1
2

 ttt FVar  .

)1,0(~ Nt is a white noise process

An ARCH (q) can be expressed as

22
22

2
110 ... qtqttth    (3.5)

Where q represents the number of lags considered, and 00  , 0i for .1i

That is the conditional variance depends on past squared residuals of returns or

percentage changes. Since conditional variance needs to be non-negative, the

condition 00  and 0i should hold for any ARCH (q) process. When

0i , th equals a constant, here conditional variance is homoscedastic. The

basic variant of the ARCH models is the ARCH (1) proposed by Engle (1982).

This is modelled as

2
110  tth  (3.6)
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If 1
1




q

i
i , then the process is weakly stationary and the conditional variance

th mean reverts to the unconditional variance. For



q

i
i

1
1 , persistence in

exchange rate volatility dies out slowly, yet the conditional variance may mean

revert to the unconditional variance. For



q

i
i

1
1 , conditional variances do not

converge to unconditional variance at higher horizons. The unconditional

variance16 of an ARCH (q) model is calculated as

)...(1
)(

21

0

q
tVar







 (3.7)

Although the ARCH (q) models have been successfully applied to non-

linear and non-normal series, previous studies indicate shortcomings that make

them not too attractive. Some of the main disadvantages in employing the ARCH

models to estimate financial returns volatility include:

 The required value of q (number of lags) might be very large which

may result in the final model being rather large, cumbersome and

practically unattractive to use.

 The non-negative constraints ( 0i for 0i ) might be violated in

some ARCH models resulting in some models forecasting negative

variances.

The Generalized AutoRegressive Conditional Heteroscedasticity (GARCH)

models proposed by Bollerslev (1986) have the advantage of overcoming some

of the shortcomings of the ARCH models.

16 See section 3.5 for derivation.
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3.3 The GARCH Models

This modelling technique was developed by Bollerslev (1986) to cater for the

slow decaying process of an ARCH (q) process. Also compared to the ARCH

models, the GARCH models are less likely to breach the non-negative

constraints. The GARCH (p, q) model allows the conditional variance at time t

to be dependent on a constant, previous shocks, and previous variances. The p in

a GARCH (p, q) model represents the GARCH component, whilst the q

represents the ARCH component. Generally, a GARCH (p, q) can be defined

mathematically as;

 
 

 
q

i

p

j
jtjitit hh

1 1

2
0  (3.8)

00  , 0i and 0j for 1i and 1j

The basic and most applied variant of the GARCH models is the GARCH (1, 1)

defined mathematically as;

11
2

110   ttt hh  (3.9)

In the GARCH (p, q), the conditional variance of returns is determined by three

main effects;

 A constant which is defined by the coefficient 0

 Previous shock or innovations, 




q

i
iti

1

2 and designated as the ARCH

component.

 Previous predicted conditional variance, 




p

j
jtj h

1
 , designated as the

GARCH component.
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The sum 11   indicates the influence of previous conditional variance on the

current measure of conditional variance. When, 111   then conditional

variance is described by an integrated GARCH or IGARCH. When 111   ,

then there is non-stationarity in the conditional variance. The conditional

variance forecast will not converge on the unconditional value for higher

horizons. The unconditional variance of t in a GARCH (p, q) is giving as;

)(1
)(

11

0
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j
j

q

i
i

tVar



 (3.10)

3.4 Asymmetric Effects

One major stylized fact in financial markets is that negative shocks or downward

movements (depreciation) 17 are followed by higher volatility compared to

positive shocks of the same magnitude. This phenomenon in financial markets is

known as leverage effects. ARCH and GARCH models discussed previously

assumes that positive or negative shocks of the same magnitude would have the

same influence on future volatility. The EGARCH and TARCH models

respectively handle good news and bad news as different inputs and,

consequently, generate future conditional variance according to the sign of shock

they identify in a data.

3.4.1 The EGARCH Model

Exponential GARCH (EGARCH) models, proposed by Nelson (1991) have been

found to handle asymmetry in financial data. The logarithm nature of this model

ensures that the conditional variance is positive, even if the estimated parameters

17 Note that an increase in the nominal LDC currency with respect to the US dollar is depreciation
and empirically measured as a positive change from the domestic country point of view.
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are negative.  The conditional variance for an EGARCH model can be expressed

as;
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Stationarity is assured if 1
1




p

j
j . A non-zero value of the parameter i

indicates asymmetry. In financial markets, if 0i is observed, then leverage

effect exists. It is assumed that previous day negative returns (residuals) would

increase volatility. In the context of nominal exchange rate percentage change

analysis, nominal exchange rate depreciation (in LDCs currency relative to the

US dollar) is observed empirically as a positive percentage change. Thus if we

expect depreciation to increase volatility then we expect 0i ; That is nominal

domestic currency depreciation increases exchange rate volatility more than

nominal domestic currency appreciation whilst 0i indicates that nominal

domestic currency appreciation increases volatility more than nominal domestic

currency depreciation. The unconditional variance of an EGARCH model is

expressed as;
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3.4.2 The TARCH Model

The Threshold ARCH model (see Zakoian1994 and also, Glosten, Jaganathan

and Runkle1993) applies a piecewise equation to the conditional standard

deviation in order to allow asymmetry in the conditional variance.

Mathematically, the TARCH model can be represented as;
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0i indicates asymmetry. 
 it is a dummy variable which is formulated as;


 it =  01

0
1 tif

otherwise


When applied to financial returns (for analysis of leverage effect), one would

expect that 0i so that ‘bad news’ which is captured by negative 1t to have

larger impact on volatility. In the context of nominal exchange rate percentage

changes analyses, we can say from this formulation that nominal currency

appreciation (as we are using LDCs currency relative to the US dollar and the

piecewise equation requires 01 t ) contribute to exchange rate volatility via the

sum of the parameters ii   . For domestic currency depreciation to increase

exchange rate volatility more than appreciation then 0i . Stationarity is

assured if 1
2
1

111
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model is expressed as;
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3.5 Properties of ARCH Processes

For the sake of simplicity, we use the ARCH (1) model (see equation 3.6) to

discuss the properties and interpretation of ARCH processes and assumed

00  , 10 1  and ),0(~/ 1 ttt hNF  . Let us rewrite equation 3.6 as

2
110  ttt  (3.15)

where t is a white noise stochastic process. Johnston and DiNardo (1997)

mentioned the following properties of ARCH processes:

 t is white noise with constant or zero mean, constant unconditional

variance and Zero autocovariances.

Proof: t has zero or constant mean

2
110  ttt 

Applying the law of iterated expectations18,

)]([)( 1 ttt EEE   = ])([ 2
110

0

1 



  tttEE 


=0

= 0]0[ E

Proof: t has a constant unconditional variance, that is

22 )()(   tt EVar =
1

0
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From equation 3.15, 2
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Again, using   the law of iterated expectation,
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18 Consider 1t < 2t such that these time based information 1tF and 2tF exist, then for any
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Continuing, this process reduces approximately to the expansion
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Proof : t has zero autocovariances

0)]/([)]/([][),( 11   ttkttkttkttktt FEEFEEECov 

 The Unconditional distribution of t is symmetric but nonnormal

Proof: For symmetry, skewness should be equal to zero. Skewness is a

measure of symmetry of the distribution of the series around its mean.

Skewness is computed as 
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For a distribution to be classified as normal skewness should be equal to

zero and kurtosis should be equal to three. Although the unconditional
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distribution of t is symmetric, yet it is not normal due to the fact that its

kurtosis is not equal to 3.. Kurtosis is computed as
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Now averaging over a long sequence19, we have
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19In the long run, the unconditional variance approximates the conditional variance.
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Thus the kurtosis of the unconditional distribution exceeds the value of the

kurtosis for a normal distribution.

 Standardized variables:

Recall that ttt h 
t

t
t h


  . t is normally identically independent with

t iid )1,0(N .  This gives a useful device in checking for the adequacy of fitting

an ARCH family of models to a series, by analysing the Correlograms of squared

standardized residuals.

3.6 Estimation Technique

The non-linear nature of ARCH family of models means that ordinary least

squares estimation may not be optimal. Parameter estimation is therefore

achieved by maximum likelihood estimation. For simplicity, let us assume that
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exchange rate percentage change series of interest is estimated by equation 3.4

and conditional variance described by an ARCH (1) process. We define our log-

likelihood function as:
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Where θ = ( ,0 1 , a ).

The maximum likelihood (ML) estimate,  , is the value maximizing the

function )(max)( 


  . Maximization is achieved by numerical methods. Now,

since ),(~ tt haNr , then the probability density function for a normal distributed

variable with this mean and variance is given by:
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t is the conditional standard deviation.

Implying that successive values of tr would trace the familiar bell-shaped curve

of a normal distribution. Assuming that t is iid then tr would also be iid. The

joint PDF for all tr ’s can be expressed as a product of the individual density

function: ),/()...,/(),/(),/,...,,( 2121 tTtttT harfharfharfharrrf  =

),/(
1

tt
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t
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(3.18)

Substituting into equation 3.17 every tr from equation 3.18 gives
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In most cases tr is known but a and th are usually estimated. Hence

choosing parameters a and th that maximizes equation (3.19) would produce its

maximum likelihood estimation. Now since ))(log(max)(max 


ff  , then it is

permissive to take logarithm of both sides of equations (3.19). Which when

simplified is equivalent to
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LLF represents the Log Likelihood Function

Differentiating with respect to a and th we have
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Equating equations (3.21) and (3.22) individually to zero and solving gives

ay ˆ (3.23)

22 ˆ)(1
ttt ar

T
h  (3.24)

Equations (3.23) is identical to OLS parameter estimations, however equation

(3.24) is quiet different. Recall that OLS estimation for the variance is

22 ˆ1ˆ 
kT 



for k number of variables. This means that ML estimation of the variance is

biased, although consistent. This does not affect ML estimations in any way

since disturbances obtained are less leptokurtic compared to OLS estimations.
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Also, the use of ML with robust variance or covariance estimators (Quasi-

Maximum Likelihood) produces excellent estimators.

3.6.1 Specification of the ARCH Family of Models

The general procedures involved in the modelling of ARCH family of models

include;

Step 1: This step involves fitting models to exchange rate percentage change

series. ARCH-LM20 test is used to check for the adequacy of estimated models.

An ARCH model is then applied if any of the models describing the percentage

change series is mis-specified. Identification of ARCH lags to be included is

similar to identification process in Box-Jenkins time series modelling. In this

case however, correlogram of squared residuals are used. The diagnostics of the

estimated ARCH family of models are checked to see if they are appropriate;

else other ARCH family of models are applied.

Step 2: The ‘best’ out of the estimated models are identified in this step. The

term ‘best’ is used to mean models that produce the best conditional variance fit

to a series. Normality, autocorrelation and stationarity are accessed. Also,

statistical significance of coefficients of models and invertibility of roots of

equations are checked. For competing model selection and to check for over

fitting, Akaike Information Criteria21 is used.

20 See section 3.7.1

21 In general, AIC=
n

kL
n
k n ))(ln(2

2  , with k representing number of parameters Ln (k), the

likelihood function and n the sample size. AIC penalizes over fitting, especially when extra terms
are included in the explanatory variables. For applications of AIC in competitive models
selection for different modelling techniques, see Bierens (2006).
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Step 3: In this step, the estimated models are used for out-of-sample forecasting.

Forecasting performances of the competitive estimated ARCH models are

assessed.

3.7 Evaluating the Forecasting Performances of Competing Volatility

Models

There are two main identifiable stages in the evaluation of competing volatility

models namely the fitting stage and the forecasting stage. In this section we

explain the procedures involved in the assessment of competing models in both

stages.

3.7.1 Evaluating Competing Volatility Models in the Fitting Stage

In this stage, we assess if the models are correctly specified. Misspecified models

are re-estimated until optimal models are obtained. Assessing a model to deem it

correctly specified includes the testing for statistical significance of the

coefficients of the estimated model using the likelihood ratio (LR) test. As an

example, suppose we use the GARCH (1, 1) model (equation 9) to estimate the

conditional variations in a percentage change series. Suppose we want to test for

the statistical significance of the GARCH component. Let us formulate our

hypothesis test as:

0ˆ: 10 H Against the alternative

0ˆ: 11 H
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We first estimate under our null hypothesis and obtain a maximised value

of rLLLF  . Next, we estimate under our alternative hypothesis and obtain a

maximised value of uLLLF  . The LR test statistics is given by:

2
)(~)(2 mur LLLR  , m is the number of restrictions.

The null hypothesis is rejected if LRm 2
)( . Alternatively, the Z-test can be used

to assess the significance of the maximum likelihood parameter estimate 1̂ . The

Z-test statistics under our null hypothesis is calculated as:

)ˆ(
)0ˆ(

1

1



SE


=z

To use the Z-test to assess the statistical significance of 1̂ , we compute a two-

tailed p-value; that is )()( zZpzZpp  . We reject the null hypothesis if

p is strictly less than the significant level under which the test is undertaken.

The ARCH-LM test, supported by the Ljung-Box Q-statistics ( LBQ

statistics), is used to check and correct non-linear misspecification. The ARCH-

LM test is used to determine if ARCH effects are still present after the fitting of

an ARCH family of model to a data. If ARCH effects are present, then variations

would be predicted by further lagged values of squared residuals. In practice,

ARCH effects are removed by adding sufficient ARCH lags.

Let t̂ be the disturbance obtained from fitting a regression model to a

percentage changes series. To test for ARCH of order q , regress the square of

residuals at time t on own lags, q, that is

tqtqtt   
22

110
2 ...ˆˆ , t is iid.

Obtain the coefficient of determination ( 2R ) from this estimation. The test

statistics is defined as 2TR (where T is the number of observations) and is
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distributed as 2
)(q on the null. The null and alternative hypotheses are

formulated as

qH  ...: 100  = 0

(That is testing for conditional homoscedasticity)

:1H At least one i is different from 0., i = 1,2,3,…q

(Conditional variance is generated by ARCH process) .

If the value from the test statistics is greater than the critical value from the χ2

distribution, then the null hypothesis is rejected.

The test for random residuals, using the LBQ statistics, is used to

complement and confirm ARCH-LM test. LBQ statistics is computed as;


 


q

K

k
LB KT

TTQ
1

2

)2(


where T is the number of observations,  is autocorrelation function up to the

thK lag and q is the maximum number of lags being considered The test is

formulated as;

:0H Squared Residuals are Random

:1H Squared Residuals are not Random

LBQ is chi-square distributed. If the computed LBQ statistic is strictly greater

than 2
),1( q  then the null hypothesis for random squared residuals is rejected.

This means that ARCH effects still remain and the appropriate steps need to be

taken to remove the ARCH effects. Akaike Information Criteria (AIC) is further

employed to select the ‘best’ from the estimated competitive volatility models.

As already discussed in the previous section, AIC is computed as;
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AIC=
n

kL
n
k n ))(ln(2

2  , with k representing number of parameters Ln(k), the

likelihood function and n the sample size 22 that AIC is computed as

AIC= 2ln1
))(ln(2

2 
n

kL
n
k n , Ln(k) is the

maximum likelihood model with k parameters.

The estimated models should not violate the necessary coefficient

restrictions (That is model does not forecast negative future conditional

variance).

3.7.2 Evaluating Competing Volatility Models in the Forecasting Stage

The major problem faced by most researchers is to choose from a vast number of

models, the one that produces the optimal forecasts. Volatility models are

however different from other econometric models in the sense that volatility is

latent or unobservable. The question which always surfaces during the process of

forecast evaluation is the true volatility value against which forecasts are

compared. Pagan and Schwert (1990) as well as Chong et al (1999) advise the

use of a measure of volatility against which volatility forecasts are compared.

The common approach in previous studies is the use of squared

innovations ( 2
t

 ) to proxy the true value of volatility against which the predictive

abilities of estimated models are assessed. Numerous studies including West and

Cho (1995) as well as Bollerslev and Ghysels (1996) then apply Mean Square

Error (MSE) to evaluate forecasts from their estimated volatility models. We list

below a number of statistical loss functions generally applied to evaluate

forecasting performance of volatility models and how they are measured.

22 See Bierens (2006)
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Mean Square Error (MSE) = 22

1
)(1

tTtT

T

t
h
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Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) = 


 
T

t
tTtT h

T 1

22 )(1 

Mean Absolute Error (MAE) = 


 
T

t
tTtT h

T 1
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Percentage Error (PE) = %1002
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Some researchers however consider the use of MSE, RMSE, MAE,

and PE in forecast evaluation of volatility models to be inappropriate. Bollerslev

et al (1994) observed that MSE does not sufficiently penalize non-positive

variance forecasts due to its symmetric nature. Bollerslev and Ghysels (1996)

suggested the Heteroscedasticity-adjusted MSE (HMSE). HMSE is calculated as;

HMSE= 2

1

2

)1(1


 


T

t tT

tT

hT
 . The forecast with the smallest HMSE is deemed the

best. The HMSE is also however, considered inappropriate. This is true,

especially if absolute magnitude of forecast error is a major concern (Poon

2005). Also, as further explained by Poon (2005), the squaring of errors in the

computation of HMSE values will give greater weight to large errors. One

common criterion used in the forecasting stage to compare the predictive abilities

of competitive volatility model is the Mincer and Zarnowitz (1969) regression

technique. With this evaluating technique, the proxy to the true volatility is

regressed on a constant and the estimated conditional variance, that is we are

interested in the null hypothesis,

10:0  baH , against the alternative
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10:1  baH

The volatility model producing the biggest coefficient of determination ( 2R ) is

deemed the best model. Since the residuals of the Mincer and Zarnowitz (1969)

regression would be serially correlated and non-normal, estimating with ordinary

least square would not yield optimal estimates. The use of ordinary least squares

with robust standard errors (see Hansen and Lunde 2004) is advocated.

Contemporary literature suggests that there is no standard to decide

that any one of the mentioned statistical loss functions is the best. Following

Hansen and Lunde (2001) we use RMSEs and 2R from Mincer and Zarnowitz

(1969) for our evaluations.

3.8 Conclusion

The main purpose of this Chapter is to explain the econometrics of ARCH family

of models in the context of exchange rate volatility modelling. We discussed the

properties of an ARCH process as well as the estimation and specification

techniques .We also explored issues one needs to consider during the modelling

process as well as the forecasting process.

We discover that the ARCH modelling technique is a popular choice in

volatility modelling because the modelling process handles the inherent nature of

financial returns, including heteroscedasticity, fat tail distribution and leverage

effects among others. Although we described four major members of the ARCH

family (Which are the ARCH, GARCH, EGARCH and TARCH), there are other

members that have been found to work well with financial returns or percentage

changes. For instance the IGARCH due Engle and Bollerslev (1986) and the

FIGARCH due Bailie et al (1996) are formulated to cater for slow decaying
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persistence in financial returns. Also, Ding et al (1993) PARCH models allows

the practitioner to choose the optimal power term that best models the data of

interest.

Although the ARCH family of models are documented to amply model

exchange rate volatility, in practice, it is advisable to compare forecasting

performances across different family of volatility models. For instance, one can

compare the forecasting abilities of ARCH family of models to a number of

historical volatility models. In this thesis, we analysed the abilities of our

estimated ARCH family of models as well as the RiskMetrics23 technique in

modelling the three LDCs exchange rate volatilities.

23 A discussion on how the RiskMetrics technique is used to forecast volatility is briefly
explained in the next chapter.
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Chapter Four

Empirical Analysis of Exchange Rate Volatility in Ghana,
Mozambique and Tanzania; an Application of the ARCH

Methodology to Daily and Monthly Series.

4.1 Introduction

The Auto Regressive Conditional Heteroscedastic (ARCH) modelling technique

introduced by Engle (1982) have gained much prominence in measuring

volatility. As suggested by Bera and Higgins (1993) the ARCH modelling

technique is successful because the modelling process accommodates for the

empirical regularities and non-linear data characteristics of financial time series.

The success of the initial ARCH modelling technique proposed by Engle (1982)

encouraged advancements and other extensions including Bollerslev (1986)

Generalised Auto Regressive Conditional Heteroscedastic (GARCH) models,

Nelson (1991) Exponential Generalised Auto Regressive Conditional

Heteroscedastic (EGARCH) models and Zakoian (1994) and Glosten,

Jaganathan and Runkle (1993) Threshold Auto Regressive Conditional

Heteroscedastic (TARCH) models. A vast number of researches including

Akigray (1989), Bollerslev, Chou and Kroner (1992) as well as Bera and Higgins

(1993) document surveys on the applications of the ARCH modelling technique

to volatility modelling in financial markets.

The practical inefficiency and difficulty in predicting accurately future

foreign exchange rates values in the post-Bretton woods era of floating exchange

rate determination has motivated researches into exchange rate volatility

(quantifying uncertainty surrounding exchange rate forecasts). The rise in global

trading is also a contributory factor. Foreign exchange rate volatility is therefore
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seen as a major influence on governments’ monetary policies, especially when

export growth, imports, debts obligations, aid and foreign direct investment are

contributory factors to the growth of an economy. Practically, the end-users of

exchange rate volatility models include-

 Governments: Managing the exposure of exchange rates

variability in the short run. The use of interventions is a

typical situation where modelling and forecasting exchange

rate volatility would be very useful, especially considering the

documented effects of volatility on macroeconomic

performances.

 Investors: Investors need information on the behaviour of

exchange rates especially in their short-term and long-term

financing decisions, earning assessments, and also for capital

budgeting decisions. The ability to model and forecast

exchange rate volatility may therefore help to inform investors

on probable future behaviour of exchange rate.

 Traders: Exporters and importers rely on the behaviour of

foreign exchange to access their earnings or costs.

 Other end-users: Including individuals, currency traders,

banks and foreign exchange bureaux.

Although exchange rate volatility is found to significantly affect LDCs24 yet

most of the existing literature on exchange rate volatility are focused on highly

24 Arize et al (2000) observed that exchange rate volatility affects trade in LDCs, also Devereux
and Lane (2002) observed that volatility affects debts obligations in LDCs.
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traded currencies or developed economies with researches on LDCs rather few

and almost non-existent25.

In this chapter we empirically apply the ARCH technique to model

volatility in three LDCs exchange rate markets, namely Ghana, Mozambique and

Tanzania, using both daily and monthly series. We observed that for all three

countries considered, frequency of data influences the nature of volatility.

Diebold (1988) explained that volatility clustering and other features in exchange

rates returns that reflect market uncertainties tend to aggregate in low frequency

data. For instance, in our study, we observed that a simple ARCH (1) model

fitted the monthly exchange rate volatility of all three countries, however, an

ARCH (5), ARCH (2) and ARCH (4) were respectively needed to model

volatility in the daily exchange rates of the Ghana, Mozambique and Tanzania

markets. Also, the GARCH (1, 1) volatility model was successfully fitted to tall

three daily exchange rates under consideration but did not produce a good fit to

the monthly Ghanaian and Mozambican exchange rate series.

Based on estimation results from our applied asymmetric models, we

observe asymmetric volatility effects in the exchange rates for all three LDCs.

We also observed leverage effects in the Ghanaian and Mozambican exchange

rates; volatility increases with currency depreciation.

For each of the three LDCs countries considered in this study (both daily

and monthly series) none of the ARCH family of models estimated significantly

outperformed another as suggested by the Akaike Information Criteria (AIC)

statistics. We computed a period ahead forecast for each of the models we

estimated and compared their performing abilities to forecasts from Exponential

25 Less attention has been given to exchange rates dynamics in LDCs in previous literature due to
problems in obtaining floating exchange rate data as well as ‘market unattractiveness’ of most
LDCs’ currencies.
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Moving Averages Models (EWMA) similar to the RiskMetricsTM technique26.

Similar to the common approach used in previous studies we compare volatility

forecasts with their respective squared percentage changes. We analysed the

accuracy of forecast by comparing calculated root mean square error (RMSE)

and goodness of fit using the Mincer and Zarnowitz (1969) regression technique

at 5% level of significance. For the daily series, we observed that the

GARCH (1, 1) and the EGARCH (1, 1) beat the other competing models in

forecasting a day ahead conditional volatility whereas the EWMA volatility

model produced the best fit for the Ghanaian exchange rate conditional variance.

For the daily Mozambican exchange rate series, we observe that although the

TARCH (1, 1) model produced an adequate fit, the EWMA was judged to

produce the accurate day ahead conditional variance forecast. For the Tanzania

exchange rate series, the EGARCH (1, 1) produced the most accurate next day

forecasts although the ARCH (4) was judged to adequately model conditional

variation.

For the monthly series, the EWMA was judged to accurately forecast the

month ahead conditional variances for both Mozambican and Tanzania exchange

rate series. For the Ghanaian exchange rate series, the EGARCH (1, 1) produced

the best month ahead conditional volatility forecast. For goodness of fit, the

ARCH (1) and the EGARCH (1, 1) were judged to adequately respectively fit the

Ghanaian exchange rate series and the Mozambican exchange rate series. None

of the estimated conditional volatility models were judged to produce a good fit

to the Tanzanian exchange rate series.

26 The Riskmetrics technique, also referred to in literature as the JP Morgan RiskmetricsTM is a
technique that uses an exponential weighted moving average method (EWMA), where more
weight is assigned to recent observations than past observations.  In the JP Morgan method, the
smoothing parameters for daily and monthly series are respectively assigned the values 0.94 and
0.97. It is assumed that these values minimize mean square error in volatility estimations.
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The rest of the chapter is structured as follows: Section 4.2 deals with

literature review, Section 4.3 deals with the empirical application of the volatility

models to the daily and monthly series of exchange rates for Ghana,

Mozambique and Tanzania. In Section 4.4, we analyse our results and Section

4.5 concludes this study.

4.2 Literature Review

Engle’s (1982) introduction of the ARCH model has inarguably increased

interest in volatility modelling in financial markets. In this section, previous

literature on exchange rate volatility is discussed and the contributions this

research would make to the modelling of exchange rate volatility are also

highlighted.

West and Cho (1995) analysed the out of sample forecasting abilities of

six different volatility models 27 using weekly (Wednesday’s rates) five US

bilateral exchange rates over the period 1973 to 1989. They observed that for a

week’s forecast, the GARCH models are preferable. However longer horizons,

none of the models significantly outperformed the other.

McKenzie (1997) compared the abilities of ARCH family of models to

autoregressive volatility models and other mean volatility models using daily 19

bilateral Australian exchange rate series over the period 01/01/1986 to

31/10/1995. He found that forecasting performances of the ARCH family of

models were superior to the others. He also observed that power transformations

of the autoregressive models he considered increased their forecasting

performances over the ARCH family of models. The observation led McKenzie

27 Models they experimented with include the GARCH (1, 1) model, the IGARCH (1, 1) model,
two AR (12) models, a homoscedastic volatility model and a non-parametric volatility model.
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to suggest that the use of some power term other than squared terms could

produce optimal forecasting results, and thus argues in favour of PARCH (power

ARCH) models, which are capable of allowing data to detect optimal power

term. One interesting observation McKenzie (1997) made was that asymmetric

models were not appropriate in modelling the 19 Australian bilateral exchange

rates he considered.

Neely and Weller (2001) analysed the abilities of the  GARCH (1, 1)

model, the RiskMetrics technique, and  the Genetic Programming technique in

predicting daily exchange rate volatility in the US Dollar/ Deutsche Mark  and

the US Dollar/ Japanese Yen for the period from June 1975 to September 1999.

They observed that generally, both the GARCH (1, 1) and the RiskMetrics

technique outperform the Genetic Programming technique.

Hansen and Lunde (2002) applied 330 variations of ARCH family of

models to daily Deutsche Mark /US Dollar spot exchange rates data covering the

period October 1987 to September 1993. The purpose of this exercise was to

investigate whether out-of sample forecasts from their other ARCH family of

models outperforms the simple GARCH (1, 1), their benchmark model. The

study found no evidence of any other models outperforming the GARCH (1, 1).

Previous researches on modelling exchange rate volatility in developing

economies are however, mainly focused on emerging markets, particularly the

Eastern and Asian markets. Stavarek (2007) explored daily volatility asymmetry

(using TARCH modelling technique) in selected new EU member states and

candidates countries namely Czech Republic, Hungary, Poland, Slovakia,

Croatia, Romania, and Turkey for the period from May 2004 to December 2006.

He observed that Slovakia, Croatia and Turkey exchange rates exhibited some
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asymmetric volatility compared to the other markets he considered. Kumar

(1989) applied a number of volatility models including the ARCH family of

model, historical mean volatility model, a random walk volatility model and an

EWMA volatility model to the daily Indian exchange rate market for the period

03/01/1992 and 31/10/2005. He observed that, comparatively, the GARCH (5, 1)

produces better out-of-sample forecasts than the other estimated volatility models

Longmore and Robinson (2004) applied a variety of ARCH family of

models to analyse daily volatility in the Jamaican foreign exchange market for

the period from 02/01/1999 and 12/2/2003. They observed that asymmetric

variations of the ARCH family of models performed successfully on Jamaican

Dollar/ US Dollar. They also observed persistence in shocks in the foreign

exchange market. Also, they found out that spill-over from money market and

international currency markets influenced volatility.

This work contributes to the nature of exchange rate volatility in

developing economies and to the best of my knowledge; no other thesis has

comprehensively focused on exchange rate volatility in the markets of these three

LDCs.

4.3 Empirical Application of the Volatility Models to the Ghanaian,

Mozambican and Tanzanian Exchange Rates

As already mentioned, we use the ARCH technique to analyse volatility in the

Ghanaian, Mozambique and Tanzanian exchange rates series.  Also, we examine

forecasting abilities of the estimated daily and monthly volatility models for each

country by comparing out-of-sample forecasts from the estimated ARCH family
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of models28. To determine if the ARCH modelling technique produces optimal

volatility forecasts for the three LDCs considered, we compare their out-of-

sample forecasts to volatility forecasts obtained from the EWMA or

RiskMetricsTM estimation technique.

The JP Morgan RiskMetricsTM technique 29 is actually based on the

Exponentially Weighted Moving Average (EWMA) technique. The EWMA

technique is an adaptive forecasting technique that gives greater weights to

current observations; finite memory is thus ensured. The conditional variance of

returns (percentage changes in this case) is accordingly expressed as;

2
1

2
1

2 )1(   ttt r (4.1)

0 <  < 1

The smoothing parameter  is estimated by minimizing the in-sample

forecast error. Based on the judgement of an econometrician,  can be adjusted

to reflect influence of previous shocks on current and future shock. For instance,

to attach more weight to recent observation, an econometrician would adjust 

close to unity. This quality that EWMA models possess enables them to cater for

different levels of volatility. From equation 4.1, current conditional variance is

described by two components; the very past realized variance and the square of

past returns/percentage changes. The latter component caters for shocks.

Some advantages of the RiskMetricsTM technique include;

 They are very simple to use and most econometric software are

able to compute them easily.

28 See Chapter Three for explanation of the ARCH modelling technique.
29 For derivation of the RiskMetrics Model from the EWMA Estimation Technique, please refer
to the J.P Morgan RiskMetricsTM Technical Document Part II: Statistics of Financial Market
Returns, Fourth Edition. New York:1996
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 They easily update their forecasts as new information become

available. Also, giving weights to recent observations means that

recovery from shocks in the marketplace is assured; 2
1)1(  tr

caters for reaction of volatility to market events whilst the

component 2
1t caters for persistence in volatility.

Some of the weaknesses include;

 Comparatively to ARCH family of models, they are slow to

recover from shocks. This weakness has been attributed to the use

of one coefficient in their estimations, whereas most ARCH

family of models uses more than one.

 They have no complex component to handle fat tails distribution

of financial data.

Despite the weaknesses suggested by previous studies, the RiskMetricsTM

have been found to produce excellent forecasts (see Neely and Weller 2001).

4.3.1 Some Data and Volatility Dynamics in the Ghanaian, Mozambican and

Tanzanian Exchange Rate.

This section presents a detailed analyses of the different data used for this

research. We explained the nature of volatility within the three LDCs exchange

rate of interest and also suggested the factors contributing to the behaviour of

exchange rate in these countries. The daily nominal exchange rates are obtained

from Oanda website (the currencies website). For all three countries, the daily

exchange rate ranges from 01/01/2001 to 30/12/2005, comprising of 1303 data

points. For the daily data, non-trading days such as weekends are eliminated. The
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monthly nominal exchange rates are obtained from the IMF International

Financial Statistics, ranging from January 1995 to December 2005, and

comprising of 132 data points.

4.3.1.1 Analyses of the Ghanaian Exchange Rate Series

The daily GHC/USD exchange rate series appear very volatile (see Graph 4.1

below). Volatility clustering occurs almost everywhere on the plot. Volatility

clusters appear to take an upward drift between January 2001 and December

2004. From January 2005 to September 2005 however, volatility clustering in

GHC/USD appears to hover around an average of 9,200 cedis to a dollar, but

surged to around 9600 cedis to a dollar in December 2005. It can also be

observed from Graph 4.1 that depreciation of the cedi is associated with surge in

volatility clustering is observed30 (for example, see the period between January

2003 and November 2003 in Graph 4.1).

Graph 4.1: Daily GHC/USD Exchange Rate
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30 See Section 2.2.3 of Chapter  2.
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Graph 4.2: Monthly GHC/USD Exchange Rate
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As expected, the time series plot of the monthly GHC/USD (Graph 4.2

above) is less ‘noisy’ and less volatile compared to the daily GHC/USD data31.

Between 2001 and 2004, monthly GHC/USD appears to follow an upward trend.

It then shows no apparent upward or downward trend between December 2003

and November 2005.

The cedi appears to be depreciating between 1999 and 200132. This is

may be due to the fact that despite improved export earnings for this period, cost

of imports also increased due to increasing oil prices, and in effect widening

trade deficit resulting in low foreign currency reserves33. The Daily GHC/USD

plot shows a general nominal depreciating of the cedi from around 9200 cedis to

a dollar around September 2005 to a value of around 9600 cedis to a dollar in

November 2005, before appreciating to the value of around 9200 cedis to a dollar

31 News and ‘noises’ that affect high frequency series are generally assimilated in due course,
making low frequency series appear less volatile and ‘noisy’.
32 See Table 4.1 in Appendix 4.2 for the Real exchange rate movements for Ghana, Mozambique
and Tanzania, between 2001 and 2005.
33 See Section 1.1.2 of Chapter 1.
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in December 2005. For the monthly GHC/USD exchange rate, the cedi shows a

gradual nominal depreciation between 1995 and 1999, then a very steep nominal

depreciation between 1999 and 2001. The depreciation of the cedi against the

dollar is evidenced in the levels of inflation34 between 1999 and 2000. In fact, in

2000, inflation35 rose to about 27% and then to about 35% in 2001, before

reducing to 23% in 2002 and 14% in 2004 (see Table 4.2).

The rather sharp depreciation of the cedi between 1999 and 2001 could be

attributed to the fact that 2000 was an election year and in most developing

countries, fiscal and monetary discipline are relaxed by the incumbent

government to appease voters to vote them back to power. Lower world prices of

cocoa and gold in 1999, coupled with an increase in the cost of oil imports also

contributed to the depreciation of the cedi. The rather stable nominal value of the

cedi, between December 2003 and November 2005 could be attributed to many

favourable economic factors including higher level of remittances, sturdy donor

inflow, favourable debt relief schemes (example, the HIPC debt relief

programme), monetary (Inflation decreased from 22.82% in 2003, to 14.10% in

2004) and fiscal discipline and stronger earnings in gold and cocoa exports. Also

within this period, debt servicing as a percentage of exports of goods and

services, and income fell (see Table 4.2).

34 Nominal exchange rate and domestic inflation tend to move in directions. This may be
attributed to the fact that depreciation in a domestic currency relative to other currency causes
domestic price of foreign goods to increase relative to domestically produced goods and in effect,
making imports expensive, all things being equal. Thus the inclusion of imports in the basket of
good for inflation estimation may cause inflation rate to increase.
35 GDP deflator is used as a measure of inflation in this research. This is because by definition,
they are price indices for the set of final goods and services produced in an economy, and thus
relates better to exchange rate determination.
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4.3.1.2 Analyses of the Mozambican Exchange Rate Series

The plot of the daily MZM/USD exchange rate series (Graph 4.3 below) show

that the data is not as volatile as that of the Ghanaian daily exchange rate data.

Volatility clustering occurs throughout the plot of the data, with clustering more

intense in periods of depreciation or relative uncertainty. For instance, volatility

clustering is much observed between January 2001 and November 2001.

Graph 4.3: Daily MZM/USD Exchange Rate
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Volatility clusters appear to take an upward drift between January 2001

and November 2001. Between November 2001 and May 2004, volatility

clustering in MZM/USD appears to evolve around an average of around 23,500

meticals to the dollar. Between June 2004 and March 2005 however, clustering

appears to take a downward drift, then another upward drift between June 2005

and August 2005. Volatility clustering in MZM/USD then appears to evolve

around an average of around 25,000 meticals to the dollar, and then takes a very

steep upward trend between September 2005 and November 2005 before

returning to the average value of around 25,000 meticals to the dollar.
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Whenever the value of the metical, relative to the dollar falls, a surge in

clustering is observed. This phenomenon is best observed between the periods of

January 2001 and November 2001, and also between June 2005 and August

2005. Comparably the low frequency monthly data appears less noisy and less

volatile, compared to the daily MZM/USD exchange rate data. Between 2001

and 2005, the monthly MZM/USD data appears to follow similar patterns to the

daily data as shown in Graph 4.4 below. The Graph is however much clearer and

less volatile compared to the daily exchange rate data.

Graph 4.4: Monthly MZM/USD Exchange Rate
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For both daily and monthly data, the metical appears to be depreciating

(relative to the dollar) between January 2001 and November 2001. Apart from

higher oil prices, floods in 2000 that destroyed many facilities including

farmlands36 and 500 primary schools may have also contributed to this. Cost of

reconstruction for the damages brought about by these floods was estimated to be

36 Agriculture contributes to almost 25% of GDP and provides employment for about 80% of
Mozambicans
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$430million. Also severe droughts in the south in 2001/2002 resulted in a

decrease in cereal production by about 33%. Inflation also increased from around

10.3% in 2000 to almost 16% in 2001 and a further 17% in 2002( see Table).This

could be attributed to the higher oil prices, spending on reconstruction, and also

increase in imports to cater for the decrease in food production as a result of the

drought. These may all have contributed to the weakening of the Mozambique

metical against the US dollar.

The metical appears to be stable to the dollar between November 2001

and May 2004, although imports increased. This may be attributed to a net

increase in FDI37 ($255 million in 2001 to an estimate of $805 million in 2002),

net official increase in development assistance ($540 million in 2001 to $565

million in 2002), and expansion of the mining sector (by almost 230% in 2004.

Also, production of sugar cane increased by 130% in 2002/2003 then a further

3% in 2004/2005. The increase was attributed to South Africa and Mauritania

financial and capital injection of about $300 million in Mozambican agricultural

sector. Tobacco production increased 20%, in the same period due to investment

by Zimbabwean farmers. In the same period, debt servicing as a ratio to export of

goods and services, and income decreased (see Table 4.3).

Between June 2004 and March 2005, the metical nominally appreciated

significantly from about 24,000 to a dollar to about 18,000 to a dollar. This could

be attributed to the previous significant investment in the mining and agricultural

sector. Total debt servicing (as a percentage of goods, services and income) also

decreased from around 5.93% in 2003 to about 4.51% in 2004. Also, the

manufacturing sector expanded significantly. Investment by the Australians and

37 Capital inflows like FDIs are usually accompanied by increase in the demand for the domestic
country’s assets and thus cause the domestic currency to appreciate.
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South Africans of about $2.1 billion in the aluminium sector, and a further $950

million foreign investment in the titanium sector also helped the metical to

appreciate against the dollar.

The appreciation of the metical relative to the dollar in 2004 was not

sustained in 2005 as observed in Graphs 4.3 and 4.4. Many conditions

contributed to this. Firstly, the introduction of the foreign exchange auction

system in January 2005 contributed to the increase in volatility of the metical.

Secondly, increase in cost of imports due to increases in oil prices in the first half

of 2005 also significantly contributed to the depreciation and in effect,

contributed to the increase in volatility. Lastly, the mega projects initiated in

2004 and 2005 required capital goods imports to sustain it. Increased in imports

relative to exports contributed to trade deficits, and in effect, affected the strength

of the metical. We also observe an unusual change in the exchange rate around

June 2005 (See Graphs 4.9 and 4.15 in Appendix 4.3). We attribute this outlier to

cumulative effects of oil imports price hikes, the appreciating dollar, and food

imports to cater for shortages resulting from drought in the south of the country.

4.3.1.3 Analyses of the Tanzanian Exchange Rate series

The daily TZS/USD exchange rate series appear to follow a general upward trend

(see Graph 4.5 below). Volatility clustering is observed almost everywhere on

the plot. Clusters appear to take a very sharp upward drift between January 2001

and April 2001 before evolving around an average of 900 shillings to a dollar.
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Graph 4.5: Daily TZS/USD Exchange Rate
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Graph 4.6: Monthly TZS/USD Exchange Rate
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Between September 2001 and May 2002, volatility clustering again assumes an

intense upward trend, and then a sharp downward drift is followed between May

2002 and September 2002.  This is followed by a general upward trend till May

2004, a steep downward trend in June 2004, and then a horizontal trend around
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the value of 1150 shilling to the dollar between July 2004 and October 2004.

Volatility then follows a steep downward trend till March 2005; this is followed

by a rather sharp jump in April 2005 before following a general horizontal trend

around the value of 1160 shillings to the dollar between April 2005 and

December 2005.

Compared to the daily series, volatility clustering in the monthly

TZS/USD is less intense (see Graph 4.6 above). Apart from the period between

1999 and 2001, (where volatility appears to evolve around the value of around

800 shillings to the dollar)   TZS/USD exchange rate appears to take a general

upward trend. Between 2001 and 2005, the observable patterns in exchange rate

movements for monthly and daily data appear to be similar. For the same period

mentioned, both daily and monthly data indicate a general nominal depreciation

of the Tanzanian shilling relative to the United States dollar. The monthly data

shows a general nominal depreciation of the shilling between 1995 and 1999.

The shilling appears to be stable relative to the dollar between 2000 and 2001

around the value of 800 shillings to the dollar. Data available (see Table 4.4 in

Appendix 4.3) shows that in the same period, aid increased substantially, total

debt servicing (as a percentage of goods, services and income) decreased and

also GDP grew from around 5% in 2000 to around 6.24% in 2001.

The shilling appears to hover around an average value of 1100 to dollar

(between December 2003 and September 2004). The stability of the shilling can

be attributed to low budget deficit, increase in aid (see Table 4.4), and a

discipline monetary policy practised in 2002/2003. Inflation decreased from

6.53% to 4.67%). Also, many favourable economic factors in the previous year

may have contributed to the stability of the shilling in 2003. These include a
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growth in the agricultural sector by 5%, a growth in the industrial sector by

8.6%, and a growth in the services sector by 6.6%. Furthermore, total debt

servicing (as a percentage of goods, services and income) decreased from 6.53%

to 4.67%.

Between January and March 2004, the shilling nominally depreciated

from around 1050 shillings to the dollar to about 1120 shillings to the dollar. The

shilling then appears to be stabilized at around 1120 shillings after March 2004,

and then appreciated nominally from July 2004 to December 2004 from 1120

shillings to the dollar to about 1050 shillings to the dollar. Depreciation may be

attributed to droughts in 2003 which affected agricultural output, low export

sales due to fall in prices of exports on world market, increase in money supply

due to introduction of ATMs, opening of new banks and proceeds from

privatizations. The nominal stability of the Tanzanian shilling (between March

2004 and June 2004), and the consequent nominal appreciation (between July

2004 and December 2004) may be attributed to a number of favourable economic

situation experienced within this period. These included sound fiscal and

monetary policies introduced by the government 38 ,  increase in agricultural

outputs by 10% in real terms, increase in mining and quarrying output  by 20% in

real terms, increase in output of the services sector by almost 8% and also a

growth in private investment.

The Tanzanian shilling appear to depreciate (nominally) at end of June

2004 to around May 2005 from about 1050 shillings to a dollar to about 1150

38 Some fiscal policies introduced in 2003/4 included increase in domestic revenue collection,
decreasing public expenditure, promoting private sector investment, increasing funding in
agricultural researches and expansion of rural transport infrastructure. Monetary policies
practiced by the government in 2004 included controlling inflation, restructuring of the financial
system, and export promotion which resulted in an increase in exports (ratio of export to GDP) to
about 19.2% compared to 17.7% in 2003.
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shilling to a dollar. The shillings then generally seem to evolve around the value

of 1150 shillings to the dollar until the end of 2005. This may be attributed to a

faster growth in liquidity than what was estimated by Bank of Tanzania. The

stability of the shilling thereafter till the end of 2005 may be attributed to

inflation controlling practices, increase in development assistance and debt relief

[including the Highly Indebted Poor Countries (HIPC) initiative for Tanzania].

Gross reserves as at the end of June 2005 was about $2,137 million (equivalent

of seven months of imports of goods and services) compared to $1,878 million as

at the end of June 2004.

4.3.1.4 Data Transformation and Stationarity Testing39

We split both daily and monthly exchange rates data for each country into two

sub-samples.  For each daily series, observations up to August 30, 2005 were

included in the sample for which models were fitted. Observations from August

31, 2005 were preserved as a genuine out of sample benchmark against which

forecasting performances are assessed. For each monthly series observations up

to December 2004 were used for in-sample estimations process and observations

from January 2005 used as out-of sample benchmark against which forecasting

performances are assessed. All tests are based at the 5% level of significance.

Casual observation of the plots of the daily and monthly exchange rates

for the three countries under consideration shows mean non-stationarity (see

Graphs 4.1 to 4.6). Even without reference to the underlying economic activities

generating the data, different levels and different levels of volatility can be

39 We did not investigate for the presence of structural breaks in each of the series. Using
Klaassen (1998) as an example, Poon (2005) explained that dealing with structural breaks in
exchange rates would not necessarily dramatically improve forecasts. This because exchange
rates, unlike interest rates does not exhibit ‘level’ effects (volatility depends on level of interest
rates).
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observed. At 5% level of significance, the null hypothesis of a unit root in the

exchange rates series in levels, for all three countries (both daily and monthly)

cannot be rejected40 (see Tables 4.5-4.7 in Appendix 4.3 for Augmented Dickey

Fuller tests results). Observation of the Correlograms 4.1 to 4.7 (in Appendix

4.4) for the exchange rates series in levels indicate sample autocorrelation

function which appear to decay rather slowly.

The logarithm transformed bilateral exchange rate under consideration

(both daily and monthly) look very similar to their respective Graphs of the

bilateral exchange in levels (see Graphs 4.7-4.12 in Appendix 4.2). The Q-

statistics and accompanying p-statistics associated with their autocorrelation and

partial autocorrelation (see Correlograms 4.7 -4.12 in Appendix 4.4) suggest that

we reject the null hypothesis of random residuals. Similarly, the null hypothesis

of a unit root using the ADF test at the 5% significance level cannot be rejected

(Tables 4.5-4.7 in Appendix 4.3).

The percentage changes in the daily GHC/USD series appear to be

stationary in mean (Graph 4.13 in Appendix in Appendix 4.2). This is confirmed

by the Augmented Dickey Fuller test, which resoundingly rejects the null

hypothesis of a unit root at 5% level of significance (see Table 4.5 in Appendix

4.3).  The percentage changes in the daily GHC/USD still shows significant

autocorrelation and partial autocorrelation (see correlogram 4.13 in Appendix

4.4). At 5% level of significance, the computed Q-statistics and accompanying p-

value under the null hypothesis of random residuals is decisively rejected even

up to more than 10 lags. These observations suggest that although the percentage

change series may be mean stationary, yet the slow decay in the partial

40 The concept of stationarity is briefly explained in section A of Appendix 4.1.
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autocorrelation function indicate that the original daily GHC/USD series might

be trended or serially correlated. The autocorrelation function of the daily

percentage changes series also indicates presence of seasonality. Autocorrelation

is significant at first lag and at a frequency of lags of multiples of 5.

At 5% level of significance, the null hypothesis of the presence of a unit

root (Using ADF unit root test) in the monthly GHC/USD cannot be rejected (see

Table 4.5 in Appendix 4.3). The computed Q-statistics and accompanying p-

values under the null hypothesis of random residuals is also decisively rejected,

even beyond the 10th lag (see correlogram 4.14 in Appendix 4.4). Even

differencing the logarithmic transformed series does not make the series

stationary (see Table 4.5 for ADF tests in Appendix 4.3 and correlogram 4.14 for

computed Q-statistics in Appendix 4.4). The high autocorrelation and partial

autocorrelation together with the slow decay of the autocorrelation also indicate

that the original monthly series might be highly trended.

The percentage changes in both daily MZM/USD and TZS/USD appear

to be mean stationary as shown in the plots in Graphs 4.15 and 4.17 in Appendix

4.2. Similar to the dynamics of the GHC/USD exchange rate, the null hypothesis

of a unit root in the percentage changes in either the daily MZM/USD or the

TZS/USD is rejected at the 5% level of significance (see Tables 4.6 and 4.7 in

Appendix 4.3). Also, the computed Q-statistics and accompanying p-value under

the null hypothesis of random residuals for the daily percentage changes in

MZM/USD and TZS/USD are respectively decisively rejected at the 5% level of

significance, even up to more than 10 lags (see Correlograms 4.15 and 4.17 in

Appendix 4.4). These observations indicate that although the percentage changes

in both MZM/USD and TZS/USD series are mean stationary, yet the slow decay
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in their partial autocorrelation function indicate that the original series might be

trended or serially correlated. The autocorrelation function and the partial

autocorrelation function of the daily percentage change series of MZM/USD do

not indicate any regular pattern. However the autocorrelation function of the

daily percentage change series of TZS/USD exhibits seasonal patterns similar to

daily percentage changes in GHC/USD.

The data dynamics of the monthly MZM/USD and that of the monthly

TZS/USD are however much different from that of the monthly GHC/USD.

Their percentage changes appear to exhibit mean stationarity characteristics (see

Graphs 4.14, 4.16 and 4.18 in Appendix 4.2). Also, unlike the data dynamics of

the GHC/USD monthly exchange rate, the ADF test for a unit root in the

percentage changes series of monthly MZM/USD or TZS/USD is rejected at the

5% significant level ( see Tables 4.5, 4.6 and 4.7). Although the autocorrelation

functions and partial autocorrelation functions of both the percentage changes in

the monthly MZM/USD and TZS/USD decay sharply compared to that of

GHC/USD, yet their computed Q-statistics and accompanying p-value under the

null hypothesis of random residuals are respectively decisively rejected at the 5%

level of significance, even up to more than 10 lags. This may be due to serial

correlation still present in the transformed series.

4.3.1.5 Estimating the ARCH Volatility Models

The problem facing most exchange rate researchers and academicians is the

model that best explains exchange rates movements. Friedman (1953)

underestimated volatility of exchange rates when he made the case for floating

exchange rates over fixed exchange rates. After the seminal paper by Meese and
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Rogoff (1983a and 1983b) on the poor predictability performance of structural

macroeconomic models for nominal exchange rates   especially at short-medium

horizons, many following researches including Killian and Taylor(2003) have

also questioned the performance of fundamentals based models when compared

to the naïve random walk model. Empirically, the search for fundamentals based

models to forecast exchange rates, particularly in the short-medium term has

raised more doubts than answers. Failure is mainly attributed to misspecification

in the building blocks of fundamentals based models. In the face of waning

support for the performance of the fundamental based models in predicting

exchange rates, other models have since been developed. These models, which

include the overshooting model proposed by Dornbusch 41 and the portfolio

balance model, have also been found not very satisfactory on the bases of their

empirical application (Hopper, 1997). On the bases of the documented practical

ineffectiveness of fundamental based models and portfolio balance model to

empirically forecast exchange rates, we used time series models to forecast the

movements in the foreign exchange rates under consideration.

Plausibly, if we can predict a percentage change (log difference of series)

from one period to the other, then this estimated percentage change can be used

to predict the future exchange rate value. Since the future exchange rate value

reasonably depends on the information contained in the current level, we follow

Meese and Rogoff (1983a and 1983b) as well as Killian and Taylor (2003) and

initially estimate geometric random walk models (a random walk model applied

to log series) for both the daily and monthly exchange rates percentage change

41 “Expectations and Exchange Rate Dynamics,” Journal of Political Economy, 84, 1161-1176.
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series for each country. We included a drift to cater for any trend in the original

data for each series.

The geometric random walk model is estimated as

tt ar  (4.2)

Where tr represents percentage changes, which is calculated as ts 42, a is the

drift component. The Tables below show the estimation results when the

geometric random walk model is applied to the percentage changes in the daily

and monthly exchange rate for Ghana, Mozambique and Tanzania.

Table 4.8: Geometric Random Walk Models for the GHC/USD, MZM/USD
and TZS/USD (Daily).

Dependent Variable ( tr ) Coefficient t-statistic Probability

GHC/ USD 0.000223 0.448390 0.6540

MZM/ USD 0.000297 0.681889 0.4954

TZS/ USD 0.000281 1.028996 0.3037

Table 4.9a: Geometric Random Walk Models for the GHC/USD, MZM/USD
and TZS/USD (Monthly).

Dependent Variable ( tr ) Coefficient t-statistic Probability

GHC/ USD 0.017995 7.445297 0.000

MZM/ USD 0.000297 0.681889 0.4954

TZS/ USD 0.000281 1.028996 0.3037

42
ts is logarithm of exchange rate tS for each of the three countries.
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We observe from Tables 4.8 and 4.9a that apart from the monthly Ghanaian

exchange rate, the drift component in our estimated geometric random walk

model for each of our exchange rate series under consideration does not appear

to be statistically significant (based on calculated t-statistics) at 5% level of

significance. This means that the geometric random walk model is not optimal in

estimating almost all the exchange rates series considered in this study. We

therefore applied autoregressive moving average models (ARMA) based on the

Box-Jenkins estimation technique to model the percentage changes series of the

Ghanaian, Mozambican, and the Tanzanian exchange rate series.

The analysis of the Correlograms of the percentage changes (see

Correlograms 4.13 to 4.18 in Appendix 4.4) in the exchange rates series show

time series dynamics which can be exploited in estimating time series models43 .

For instance the correlogram of residuals of the percentage changes in the daily

exchange rate series of Ghana show both first order autocorrelation (acf) and

partial autocorrelation function (pacf), with both of them decaying sharply to

zero. The Mozambican and Tanzanian daily exchange rates percentage changes

series both show first order acf partial autocorrelation which relatively decays

slowly to zero. Analysis of the daily percentage changes series of Ghanaian and

Tanzanian exchange rate also show five-day seasonal characteristics (significant

autocorrelation and partial autocorrelation starting at lag one and repeatedly

significant at lags of multiples of five). The monthly percentage series of the

Ghanaian exchange rate show significant acf decaying slowly to zero and pacf

decaying sharply to zero. The monthly Mozambican exchange rate percentage

43 See section B in Appendix 4.1 for explanation on times series estimation technique. For a
detailed description on the Box-Jenkins methodology for ARIMA models, see chapter 7 of
Forecasting ; Methods and Applications( 3rd Edition) by Makridakis, Wheelwright and Hyndman
(1998)
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change series show a significant first order pacf with the acf comparatively

decaying slowly to zero. The monthly Tanzanian exchange rate percentage

changes series have first acf and pacf with both sharply decaying to zero.

Using the Box-Jenkins time series estimation technique (described in

section B of Appendix 4.1) we utilized the information in the Correlograms of

each of the time series in this study to estimate a number of time series models

for each series and observed that an  ARIMA (1,0,1)x(5,0,5) , MA(1) and

ARIMA(0,0,1)x(5,0,5) 44 respectively estimate the daily percentage changes

series of the Ghanaian, Mozambican and Tanzanian exchange rates well45. For

the monthly percentage changes series, we estimated an ARMA (1, 1) for the

Ghanaian exchange rate, an AR (1) for the Mozambican exchange rate, and an

MA (1) for the Tanzanian exchange rate. Judging from estimation statistics (see

estimation outputs in Tables 4.10 to 4.15 in Appendix 4.3) the estimated time

series models appear to be appropriate for the Ghanaian, Mozambican, and

Tanzanian exchange rates percentage changes.

Results of first order ARCH-LM tests in Table 4.9b indicate that the null

hypothesis of residuals having a constant conditional variance is rejected in the

daily Ghanaian, Mozambican and the Tanzanian exchange rates percentage

changes. This means that although the time series models estimated for the daily

exchange rates are appropriate, yet variations are not homoscedastic. Apart from

the monthly Ghanaian exchange rate percentage change series, the null

44 Seasonal ARIMA models were applied to cater for the daily seasonal characteristics observed
in the Ghanaian and Tanzanian exchange rate series. As mentioned in Section 2.2.5 in Chapter 2,
significant acf and pacf of lags of multiples five may be due to the accumulative effects of
information during weekends; the accumulated information thus manifests itself as a significant
lag on the next trading day.
45 Models are selected by using the diagnostics explained in Section B of Appendix 4.1.
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hypothesis of residuals having a constant conditional variance is not rejected for

the monthly exchange rates percentage changes.

Table 4.9b: ARCH-LM Heteroscedasticity Test on Residuals from
Estimated Time Series Models.

Dependent Variable ( tr ) F-Statistics Prob. F-Statistics

GHC/ USD Daily 46.24 Prob. F(1,1207) = 0.00

Monthly 42.91 Prob. F(1,118)= 0.00

MZM/ USD Daily 728.83 Prob. F(1,1207 = 0.00

Monthly 0.64 Prob. F(1,118)= 0.42

TZS/ USD Daily 104.79 Prob. F(1,1207) = 0.00

Monthly 0.10 Prob. F(1,118)= 0.75

One major reason which possibly contributed to the non-rejection of the null

hypothesis of residuals (monthly Mozambican and Tanzanian) having constant

variances may be the frequency of the series. Aggregation of features that reflect

market uncertainties (see Diebold, 1988) mean that future monthly exchange rate

volatilities cannot be optimally predicted from information contained in previous

Mozambican and Tanzanian exchange rate percentage change series. If the data

are definitely homoscedastic, then the variance cannot be predicted and

variations in residual squares will be purely random.

At 5% level of significance, the null hypothesis 46 of random squared

residuals for the monthly Mozambican exchange rate percentage changes is

however rejected (see correlogram 4.22 in Appendix 4.4). The null hypothesis of

random squared residuals for the monthly Tanzanian exchange rate percentage

46 See section A of Appendix 4.1
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changes is not rejected for the first five lags (see correlogram 4.24) only. This

suggests that both monthly percentage change series are not wholly

homoscedastic. The histograms of the squared residuals for both monthly

Mozambican and Tanzanian exchange rate percentage changes indicate non-

normality and fat-tails distributions (excess kurtosis)47 which the ARCH family

of models can take care of.

Figure 4.1: Histogram of Squared Residual of AR (1)-Monthly % s in
MZM/ USD
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Figure 4.2: Histogram of Squared Residual of MA (1)-Monthly % s in
TZS/ USD
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47 For normality, skewness should equal to zero and kurtosis should be equal to 3. The Jacque-
Bera statistics is estimated from the skewness and kurtosis statistics. It is distributed as 2 with 2
degrees of freedom. If the reported Jacque-Bera probability statistics is less than significance test
level (5% in our case) then the null hypothesis of a normal distribution is rejected.
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Using residuals from the estimated time series models, we estimate an

ARCH (q) model for each of the series of interest in this study. Also, since the

GARCH (1, 1) have been found to adequately model financial series in previous

literature, we applied the technique on our Ghanaian, Mozambican and

Tanzanian exchange rate percentage changes. We further analyse asymmetric

volatility influence on future volatility forecasts using the EGARCH (1, 1) and

the TARCH (1, 1) models.

4.3.1.6 Estimating the EWMA/ RiskMetricsTM Volatility Models

We used residuals from geometric random walk models 48 of our daily and

monthly exchange rates series to model volatility using the EWMA/

RiskMetricsTM technique. We used the RiskMetricsTM smoothing factors49 of  =

0.94 for daily data and = 0.97 for monthly.

4.4 Analyses of Results

In this section, we empirically analyse the estimated volatility models for the

daily and monthly exchange rates percentage changes. Tables 4.16 to 4.37 in

Appendix 4.3 respectively display estimation results for the ARCH family of

models estimated for the daily and monthly percentage changes for the three

LDCs considered in this study. Judging from the estimation statistics (see Tables

4.16-4.19 in Appendix 4.3), the ARCH (5), GARCH (1, 1), EGARCH (1, 1) and

48 In order to derive the recursive form of the EWMA model and used for volatility forecasts as
suggested by the JP Morgan RiskMetrics group, it is assumed that infinite amount of data is
available and also sample mean is zero. Hence, the use of residuals from the geometric random
walk model in our volatility forecasts.
49 JP Morgan group analysed a very large number of financial time series and observed that on
the average, the RiskMetrics estimation technique produces optimal forecasts for most financial
time series when these decay factor values are used (see J.P Morgan RiskMetricsTM Technical
Document Part II: Statistics of Financial Market Returns, Fourth Edition. New York: 1996).
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a TARCH (1, 1) models appear to appropriately estimate volatility in the

percentage changes in the Ghanaian daily exchange rate. Results in Table 4.40

show that no ARCH effect is left up to the first order for each of the estimated

models. Also, the observation of each of the correlogram of squared residuals

(see Correlograms 4.25 to 4.28 in Appendix 4.4) for the estimated models

indicates that the volatility models are well estimated. This is because the null

hypothesis of random squared residuals is not rejected for each of the estimated

model. The ARCH (5), GARCH (1, 1), EGARCH (1, 1) and a TARCH (1, 1)

therefore estimate volatility in the daily GHC/USD for our period of interest.

Table 4.40: ARCH-LM Tests for ARCH Family of Models for Percentage
Changes in Daily Ghanaian Exchange Rate.

Model F-Statistics Prob. F-Statistics

ARCH (5) 0.08 Prob. F(1,1207)=0.784

GARCH (1,1) 1.14 Prob. F(1,1207)=0.285

EGARCH (1,1) 1.94 Prob. F(1,1207)=0.164

TARCH (1,1) 1.58 Prob. F(1,1207)=0.208

All four estimated volatility models for daily percentage changes in Ghanaian

suggest the existence of high volatility persistence (see Tables 4.16-4.19 in

Appendix 4.3). This means that volatility persistence dies out slowly, yet the

estimated conditional variances for each of the volatility models mean returns to

their unconditional variances. The EGARCH (1, 1) and TARCH (1, 1) models

indicate that future level of volatility in the Ghanaian exchange rate is

asymmetrically influenced by previous shocks; depreciations increases volatility.
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The ARCH (2), GARCH (1, 1), EGARCH (1, 1) and the TARCH (1, 1)

models appear to appropriately model the volatility in the percentage changes in

the daily Mozambican exchange rate (see Tables 4.20 to 4.23 for estimations

statistics). The results of first order ARCH-LM tests (using 5% level of

significance) in Table 4.41 however suggest that ARCH of the first order still

remain in EGARCH (1, 1).

Table 4.41: ARCH-LM Tests for ARCH Family of Models for Percentage
Changes in Daily Mozambican Exchange Rate.

Model F-Statistics Prob. F-Statistics

ARCH (2) 1.53 Prob. F(1,1213)=0.216

GARCH (1,1) 0.08 Prob. F(1,1213)=0.932

EGARCH (1,1) 4.29 Prob. F(1,1213)=0.039

TARCH (1,1) 0.02 Prob. F(1,1213)=0.883

The associated Correlograms of squared residuals (see Correlograms 4.29, 4.30

and 4.32 in Appendix 4.4) confirm the adequacies of the ARCH (2),

GARCH (1, 1), and TARCH (1, 1) for modelling of volatility in daily

MZM/USD.  Observation of the correlogram of squared residuals for the

EGARCH (1, 1) model however suggests that the null hypothesis of random

squared residuals is rejected for the first two lags (see correlogram 4.31 in

Appendix 4.4). The GARCH (1, 1), EGARCH (1, 1) and the TARCH (1, 1)

models for the percentage changes in the daily Mozambican exchange rate

suggest that previous volatility strongly influences current volatility levels.

Conditional variances slowly mean revert to the unconditional variances (see

Tables 4.21 to 4.23 in Appendix 4.3).  The ARCH (2) model however suggest
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that conditional variance maybe stationary but may not converge to

unconditional variance at higher horizons (see Table 4.20 in Appendix 4.3).

Analyses of EGARCH (1, 1) and the TARCH (1, 1) models suggest the existence

of asymmetric volatility in the daily Mozambican exchange rate; similar to the

Ghanaian exchange rate, asymmetric volatility effects exist in the Mozambican

exchange rate series and depreciation increases volatility more than appreciation.

Initial analyses of the estimation outputs in Tables 4.24 to 4.27 in

Appendix 4.3 suggest that the ARCH (4), GARCH (1, 1), EGARCH (1, 1) and

the TARCH (1, 1) appear to estimate volatility in the daily Tanzanian exchange

rate well. The results of ARCH-LM tests in Table 4.42 suggest that there are no

ARCH effects left up to the first order. Analyses of the Correlograms of squared

residuals(see Correlograms 4.33 to 4.36 in Appendix 4.4) indicate that  apart

from the ARCH (4) model, the null hypothesis of random squared residuals is

rejected beyond the fourth lag for the GARCH (1, 1), EGARCH (1, 1) and the

TARCH (1, 1).

Table 4.42: ARCH-LM Tests for ARCH Family of Models for Percentage
Changes in Daily Tanzanian Exchange Rate.

Model F-Statistics Prob. F-Statistics

ARCH (4) 0.02 Prob. F(1,1213)=0.889

GARCH (1,1) 0.03 Prob. F(1,1213)=0.865

EGARCH (1,1) 0.19 Prob. F(1,1213)=0.66

TARCH (1,1) 0.14 Prob. F(1,1213)=0.704
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Appreciation increases volatility in the Tanzanian exchange rate as indicated by

EGARCH (1, 1) and the TARCH (1, 1) models (see Tables 4.26 and 4.27 in

Appendix 4.3).

We observe similarities in modelling the volatility in each of the monthly

Ghanaian, Mozambican and Tanzanian exchange rates. Firstly, ARCH (1) model

appropriately fits each of the three monthly exchange rate percentage changes we

worked with (see Tables 4.28, 4.32 and 4.36 in Appendix 4.3). Secondly, apart

from the Tanzanian exchange rate (see Table 4.37 in Appendix 4.3), the

estimated GARCH (1, 1) models for the monthly Ghanaian and Mozambican

percentage change series in exchange rates appear not be appropriate. In the case

of Ghana, the intercept component (see Table 4.29 in Appendix 4.3) of the

estimated

GARCH (1, 1) model is statistically insignificant at the 5% significant level. For

the Mozambican exchange rate percentage change series, the ARCH component

appears to be statistically insignificant (see Table 4.33 in Appendix 4.3).

The EGARCH (1, 1) model appears to appropriately fit the Ghanaian and

Mozambican exchange rate percentage changes (see Tables 4.30 and 4.34).

However, in the Tanzanian case, the
1

1
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component appears to be statistically

insignificant. Also, TARCH (1, 1) models for the monthly Ghanaian and

Mozambican exchange rates percentage change series (see Tables 4.31 and 4.35).

The intercept component in estimated TARCH (1, 1) model for the Ghanaian

exchange rate percentage changes series appears not to be statistically

significant. In the case of Mozambique, all the estimated components of the

TARCH (1, 1) appear to be statistically insignificant. Monthly volatility
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asymmetry (as suggested by our estimated EGARCH and TARCH models) is

similar to what we observed in the daily series; Depreciation causes more

volatility in the Ghanaian and Mozambican markets whereas for Tanzania, it is

appreciation.

The results of first  order ARCH-LM tests however suggest the absence

of ARCH effects for all the ARCH family of models estimated for each of the

three countries exchange rate percentage changes as shown in Tables 4.43 to 4.45

below.
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Table 4.43: ARCH-LM Tests for ARCH Family of Models for Percentage
Changes in Monthly Ghanaian Exchange Rate.

Model F-Statistics Prob. F-Statistics

ARCH (1) 0.337 Prob. F(1,115)=0.562

GARCH (1,1) 0.235 Prob. F(1,115)=0.629

EGARCH (1,1) 0.022 Prob. F(1,115)=0.882

TARCH (1,1) 0.031 Prob. F(1,1213)=0.857

Table 4.44: ARCH-LM Tests for ARCH Family of Models for Percentage
Changes in Monthly Mozambican Exchange Rate.

Model F-Statistics Prob. F-Statistics

ARCH (1) 0.102 Prob. F(1,116)=0.750

GARCH (1,1) 0.355 Prob. F(1,116)=0.552

EGARCH (1,1) 0.365 Prob. F(1,116)=0.547

TARCH (1,1) 0.120 Prob. F(1,116)=0.729

Table 4.45: ARCH-LM Tests for ARCH Family of Models for Percentage
Changes in Monthly Tanzanian Exchange Rate.

Model F-Statistics Prob. F-Statistics

ARCH (1) 0.779 Prob. F(1,116)=0.379

GARCH (1,1) 0.641 Prob. F(1,116)=0.425

EGARCH (1,1) 0.419 Prob. F(1,116)=0.519

TARCH (1,1) 0.700 Prob. F(1,116)=0.404
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Also, the Correlograms of squared residuals (see Correlograms 4.37 to 4.48 in

Appendix 4.4) also suggest the non-rejection of the null hypothesis of random

squared residuals in the estimated ARCH family of models for the monthly

Ghanaian, Mozambican and the Tanzanian exchange rates percentage changes.

The estimated ARCH family of models suggest that persistence strongly

exist in the Ghanaian and Tanzanian monthly exchange rates percentage change

series. All four ARCH families of models for both the Ghanaian and the

Tanzanian exchange rates percentage changes suggest that estimated conditional

variances may not converge on the unconditional variance at higher horizon (see

Tables 4.28 to 4.31 and 4.36 to 4.39 in Appendix 4.3). For the Mozambican

exchange rate percentage changes, apart from the EGARCH (1, 1) model, the

ARCH (1), GARCH (1, 1) and TARCH (1, 1) suggest that though persistence

exists yet the conditional variances converge on the unconditional variance at

higher horizons (see Tables 4.32 to 4.35 in Appendix 4.3).

4.4.1 Using the Estimated ARCH Family of Models to Predict Exchange

Rate Volatility in Ghana, Mozambique and Tanzania50.

In this section, we selected the best estimated ARCH family of models to predict

volatility or variance associated with the forecasts from time series models for

the Ghanaian, Mozambican and the Tanzanian exchange rates percentage

changes. We then compared the predicted results to the RiskMetricsTM exchange

rate volatility estimations. The only models we selected for the prediction of

50 We included models that have conditional variance forecasts that do not converge on the
unconditional value for higher horizons in our forecasting exercise. Although such models do not
conform to mean reversion characteristic of a volatility process, this exercise involves producing
short run forecasts from the models. Further, findings suggest that some models like the EWMA
that are not constrained by a mean level of volatility perform powerfully (Nelson and Foster
1992).
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exchange rate volatility are the ones that passed our sufficiency and adequacy

tests51. For daily Ghanaian exchange rate percentage change series, the models

that met our criteria included all four estimated ARCH family of models, for the

Mozambican exchange rate, the ARCH (2) GARCH (1, 1) and the TARCH (1, 1)

met our criteria and lastly for the Tanzanian exchange rate, the ARCH (4),

GARCH (1, 1), EGARCH (1, 1) and the TARCH (1, 1) met our criteria. For the

models that passed the adequacy and sufficiency tests we attempted using the

Akaike Information Criteria (AIC) to determine if any one of the competing

ARCH family of models outperform the others. The AIC statistics (see Tables

4.16 to 4.23 in Appendix 4.3) however did not offer any substantial support in

the selection process52.

For the monthly series, the ARCH family of models that met our

selection criteria are the ARCH (1) and EGARCH (1, 1) for both the Ghanaian

and the Mozambican exchange rates percentage changes. For the Tanzanian

exchange rate percentage changes series, the ARCH (1) and the TARCH (1, 1)

met our criteria. Similar to the daily exchange rates series, the AIC statistics

associated to each of the estimated ARCH family of models for each of the three

countries’ exchange rates did not offer any substantial support in our selection

process. We analysed short-run forecasts to compare out-of-sample forecasting

performances. Short-run forecasts are used because of the evidence of strong

persistence in the series considered. We first forecast a period ahead exchange

rate for each country using the time series models. We then forecast the volatility

associated with our estimated exchange rates. Tables 4.46 and 4.47 respectively

51 See Section 3.7 in Chapter Three
52 A rule of thumb is that in competitive models selection for a particular series, the difference
between their AIC values should be greater than 2.
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show period ahead out-of-sample forecasts for daily and monthly exchange rate

for each of the three LDCs.

Table 4.46: One Day Ahead Mean Forecasts Performances for Daily Ghana,
Mozambique and Tanzania Exchange Rates

Table 4.47: One Month Ahead Mean Forecasts Performances for Monthly
Ghana, Mozambique and Tanzania Exchange Rates.

Actual
(01/2005)

Model Forecasts
(01/2005)

PE

GHC/USD
=9050

ARCH (1)-ARMA (1,1) 9055.50 0.065
EGARCH (1, 1)

-ARMA (1,1)
9056.04 0.071

Random Walk Model 9070.57 0.232
MZM/USD

= 18396
ARCH (1)-AR (1) 18316.40 -0.432

EGARCH (1,1)-AR (1) 18261.70 -0.730
Random Walk Model 19052.76 3.57

TZS/USD
= 1102

ARCH (1)-MA (1) 1033.97 -6.173
EGARCH (1,1)-

MA (1)
1034.22 -6.153

Random Walk Model 1048.77 -4.832

Actual ( tS )
(31/08/05)

Model
Forecasts

( tŜ )
(31/08/05)

PE

GHC/USD
= 9150

ARCH (5)-ARIMA (1,0,1)x(5,0,5) 9138.89 -0.121
GARCH (1,1)-ARIMA

(1,0,1)x(5,0,5) 9131.69 -0.20

EGARCH(1,1)-ARIMA
(1,0,1)x(5,0,5) 9129.33 -0.226

TARCH (1,1)-ARIMA
(1,0,1)x(5,0,5) 9130.00 -0.218

Random Walk Model 9151.85 0.020

MZM/USD
= 25000

ARCH (2)-MA (1) 24455.49 -2.178
GARCH (1, 1)-MA (1) 24429.12 -2.283
TARCH (1, 1)-MA (1) 24431.46 -2.274
Random Walk Model 24354.65 -2.581

TZS/USD
= 1134

ARCH (4)-ARIMA (0,01)x(0,0,5) 1135.39 0.122
GARCH (1,1)-ARIMA

(0,01)x(0,0,5) 1135.62 0.143

EGARCH (1,1)-MA (0,01)x(0,0,5) 1135.60 0.141
TARCH (1,1)-(0,01)x(0,0,5) 1135.59 0.140

Random Walk Model 1134.34 0.028
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Table 4.48: Period Ahead Conditional Variance Forecasts for Daily
Exchange Rate % Changes of Ghana, Mozambique and Tanzania.

We observed that for a period ahead daily exchange rate forecast, apart from

Mozambique, the random walk model for each of the Ghanaian and Tanzanian

exchange rate series outperformed the time series models (based on calculated

PE’s). For the monthly series however, apart from Tanzania, the ARMA (1, 1)

for the GHC/USD and AR (1) for the MZM/USD forecasts respectively

outperformed forecasts from the other competing models. Tables 4.48 and 4.49

below show the period ahead variance forecasts associated with the period ahead

Actual Model
Forecasts

2005/08/31th RMSE
MZ

C
t-stats

th
t-stats

2R

GHC/USD

000001.0

2
2005/08/31


t

ARCH
(5)

51056.7  0.000409 6.203 10.181 0.0789

GARCH
(1,1)

51062.3  0.000271 2.602 10.181 0.0834

EGARCH
(1,1)

51097.3  0.000271 3.265 9.802 0.0736

TARCH
(1,1)

51057.2  0.000318 4.316 9.969 0.0759

EWMA 51069.4  0.000387 -2.18 17.677 0.204

MZM/USD

000612.0

2
2005/08/31


t

ARCH
(2)

51082.4  0.001612 0.634 24.680 0.334

GARCH
(1, 1)

51023.8  0.000735 1.262 11.890 0.104

TARCH
(1, 1)

51060.6  0.000777 2.246 8.845 0.061

EWMA 41016.2  0.000612 -1.501 14.711 0.151

TZS/USD

000001.0

2
2005/08/31


t

ARCH
(4)

51037.1  0.000167 3.222 14.097 0.140

GARCH
(1,1)

51068.6  0.000121 1.065 14.151 0.142

EGARCH
(1,1)

51070.5  0.000098 -0.444 14.511 0.148

TARCH
(1,1)

51079.6  0.000120 0.852 14.468 0.147

EWMA 41019.2  0.000131 -1.929 16.517 0.183
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exchange rates forecasts. Because volatility is latent and unobservable we used

squared percentage changes as uncertainty proxies in assessing the forecasting

performances of the variance models (see Pagan and Schwert 1990 as well as

Chong et al 1999).

Table 4.49: Period Ahead Conditional Variance Forecasts for Monthly
Exchange Rate % Changes of Ghana, Mozambique and Tanzania.

Based on calculated RMSEs (Table 4.48), the GARCH (1, 1) and the

EGARCH (1, 1) appear to best forecast the one day ahead conditional variance

associated with exchange rate forecast of GHC/USD using the ARIMA

(1,0,1)x(5,0,5). Results of the estimated Mincer and Zarnowitz (MZ) regression

statistics (Table 4.48) however suggest that the EWMA (modeled with errors

from a random walk model) conditional variance model with higher 2R and

statistical significant parameters at the 5% level of significance produce a

Actual Model Forecasts
2005/01th

RMSE MZ
C

t-stats th

th
t-stats

2R

GHC/USD

5

2
2005/01

1067.2 




t

ARCH (1) 51082.6  0.003470 2.0556 5.3810 0.198
EGARCH

(1,1)
71016.6  0.001147 0.7113 6.461 0.263

EWMA 4105.5  0.001150 -0.923 3.126 0.0771

MZM/USD

4

2
2005/01

1029.7 




t

ARCH (1) 41037.2  0.000519 -0.2212 3.196 0.0803
EGARCH

(1, 1)
51043.2  0.000568 -3.102 7.337 0.315

EWMA 41047.4  0.000304 -0.889 2.8301 0.064

TZS/USD

3

2
2005/01

1004.3 




t

ARCH (1) 4107.3  0.002904 2.846 1.947 0.0313
TARCH

(1,1)
41017.8  0.003223 3.223 1.184 0.0118

EWMA 41028.3  0.002602 -1.399 2.757 0.0610
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relative best fit to conditional variances in the daily GHC/USD compared to the

other competing volatility models. In the case of daily MZM/USD, the EWMA

with smaller RMSE (Table 4.48) appears to forecast the one day ahead

conditional variance associated with forecast from the random walk model. The

MZ regression statistics (Table 4.48) however suggest that the TARCH (1, 1)

model, with statistical significant parameters at the 5% level of significance

outperforms the other competing volatility model in producing the best fit. For

the daily TZS/USD, based on the calculated RMSEs (Table 4.48) the TARCH (1,

1) model appears to forecast the one day ahead conditional variance associated

with the one day predicted exchange rate value (using the ARIMA (

0,0,1)x(0,0,5) ). However we observed that the MZ regressions statistics (Table

4.48) suggest that the ARCH (4), compared to the other competing volatility

models produce the best fit.

For the monthly GHC/USD, the EGARCH (1, 1) model appears to

forecast the one month ahead conditional variance (based on calculated RMSEs,

see Table 4.49) associated with the estimated one month ahead exchange rate

forecast (using the ARMA (1, 1) time series model) better than the other

competing models. The MZ regression statistics (see Table 4.49) suggest that at

the 5% level of significance, the ARCH (1) model is overall suiTable in

predicting conditional volatility associated with the ARMA (1, 1) future

estimates of the GHC/USD exchange rate values. In the case of the monthly

MZM/USD, based on calculated RMSEs (see Table 4.49), we observed that the

EWMA model outperforms the other competing conditional volatility models for

the one month ahead conditional volatility forecast surrounding the random walk

one month ahead forecast of the exchange rate. However, the MZ regression
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statistics (see Table 4.49) suggests that the EGARCH (1, 1) model have the best

overall predictive ability of conditional volatility in AR (1) exchange rate

forecasts. For the monthly TZS/USD, we observed that the EWMA one month

ahead conditional volatility forecast for the one month ahead predicted exchange

rate appear to outperform the others based on calculated RMSEs (see Table

4.49). Based on the results of the MZ regression however, none of the estimated

conditional volatility models appear to generally produce the best fit to the

conditional variance in monthly TZS/USD at the 5% level of significance.

4.5 Conclusion

The exchange rate market is arguably the most important financial market as it

determines all international transactions and in effect influences a country’s

balance of payment. In comparison to other financial markets however, the

exchange rate market is relatively difficult to predict especially in the short run.

Due to the difficulty and inefficiency connected with predicting future exchange

rate, current researches are now focused on the modelling of  volatility or

variance  associated with exchange rate forecasts. Although previous literature

documents the adverse influence of exchange rate volatility on LDCs, yet, few

exchange rate volatility research initiatives on these economies exists. In this

study, we empirically examine the nature of nominal exchange rate volatility for

three LDCs namely Ghana, Mozambique, and Tanzania. We used GHC/USD,

MZM/USD, and TZS/ USD for our study.  We modelled conditional volatility in

daily and monthly exchange rates for the three LDCs using Autoregressive

Conditionally Heteroscedastic (ARCH) family of models. We then compared the

general performances of our estimated ARCH family of models (for each of the
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three LDCs under consideration) among themselves and to the performance of

Exponentially Weighted Moving Average (EWMA) volatility model similar to

the RiskMetricsTM technique of volatility forecasting. We used residuals from

estimated time series models to estimate volatility in our ARCH family of

models, whilst residuals from a random walk model were used to generate

conditional variance for the EWMA.

We observed that the nature of volatility to an extent depends on

frequency of series. For instance, whereas a simple ARCH (1) was able to

capture the volatility dynamics in the monthly exchange rate series for all three

countries, ARCH models of different lags were required for the daily series for

each of the three LDCs countries considered in this study. We observed that

current volatility have asymmetric influence on the level of future conditional

volatility for both daily and monthly exchange rate.

Daily and monthly exchange rate series for the same exchange rate

exhibit different volatility dynamics due to the fact that the number of data points

for daily series are usually larger, compared to monthly data. For instance, in our

study, we considered almost five years daily data spanning 01/01/2001 to

12/30/2005 equivalent to 1303 daily data points for each country. However,

although we considered almost eleven years monthly data spanning 01/1995 to

12/2005 yet it was equivalent to just about 132 data points for each country.

Diebold (1988) also suggested that volatility clustering and other features in

exchange rates returns that reflect market uncertainties tend to aggregate in low

frequency data. This means that daily and monthly data may still exhibit different

volatility characteristics even if same data points are used. Both daily and
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monthly exchange rate series for all three countries however exhibits strong

persistence.

We observe that apart from daily Mozambican exchange rate, the  day

ahead exchange rate forecasts from the random walk model outperforms the

estimated time series models for both the Ghanaian and Tanzanian exchange rate

(by comparing calculated percentage errors associated with forecasts). For the

monthly series however, the ARMA (1, 1) period ahead GHC/USD forecast and

the AR (1) period ahead MZM/USD forecasts outperformed the period ahead

forecasts from the random walk model for either country. The random walk

model however outperformed the MA (1) in the one month ahead forecast for

TZS/USD.

We observed that best fit does not necessarily translate into best forecasts.

For instance, in the modelling of volatility in the daily GHC/USD, although the

EWMA produced the best fit based on results of the Mincer and Zarnowitz (MZ)

regressions, calculated RMSEs however suggest that the EGARCH (1, 1) and

GARCH (1, 1) produced the best conditional volatility day ahead forecasts. For

the daily MZM/USD the TARCH (1, 1) produced the best fit as described by

results from the MZ regressions, but the calculated RMSE suggest that the

EWMA produced the best day ahead conditional variance forecasts. For the daily

TZS/USD, the MZ regression statistics suggest that the ARCH (4) possess

superior predictive abilities over the other competing conditional volatility

models, yet the calculated RMSEs suggest that  the EGARCH (1, 1) produces the

best next day volatility forecast.  For the monthly exchange rates, the MZ

regression statistics suggest that the ARCH (1) and the EGARCH (1, 1)

respectively best models the volatility in GHC/USD and MZM/USD; the
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calculated RMSEs however suggest that the EGARCH (1, 1) and the EWMA

produce the best next month variance forecasts respectively for GHC/USD and

MZM/USD. For the monthly TZS/USD, none of the conditional volatility

models produced an adequate fit at the 5% level of significance. Based on

calculated RMSEs however, the EWMA appear to outperform the others in

forecasting the one month ahead conditional volatility.

Inconsistencies in volatility forecast evaluation have been documented in

past studies (see for instance Neely and Weller 2001). The disparities observed in

evaluating volatility forecasts are usually attributed to the fact that some

volatility evaluating criteria prefers some models over others. Also, since

volatility is latent and unobservable, the squared monthly percentage changes

which was used to proxy actual daily and monthly volatilities may not have been

optimal.
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Appendix to Chapter Four

Appendix 4.1: Explanation to the Some Econometric and Statistical
Applications Concepts Applied in the Study

A. Stationarity

Suppose there exists two groups of observations on a variable x, say group

ntttt xxxxA ,...,,,:
321

and ktktktkt n
xxxxA  ,...,,,:

321
then stationarity requires

),...,,,(
321 ntttt xxxxp = ),...,,,(

321 ktktktkt n
xxxxp  . This definition of stationarity

is very strict and difficult to verify and in many cases second-order or ‘weak

stationarity suffices. For weak stationarity, observations have constant mean,

constant variance and constant covariance patterns.

The standard procedure in determining whether a series is stationary/non-

stationary is to test whether the overall autoregressive equation is significant or

not.

The Ljung-Box Q-statistics is used to measure whether there is a significant

degree of autocorrelation up to a given lag. The original Box-Pierce statistics is

computed as:





q

k
kTQ

1

2 ,

Where T is the number of observations and  is the autocorrelation function

upto the kth lag. The modification of the Box-Pierce, the Ljung-Box Q-statistics,

which has an advantage of having better small sample properties is given as;


 


q

k

k
LB KT

TTQ
1

2

)2(


.

Both the Box-Pierce and QLB is distributed as 2 with q-m degrees of

freedom, where q is the maximum lag been considered and m the number of
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parameters  in the model fitted to a data. Note that as ,T 2T and KT 

crosses out. This confirms that for larger samples, the Box-Pierce and the Ljung-

Box Q-statistics are equivalent. The Q-Statistics are computed together with p-

values. The test is formulated as;

0...: 210  kH 

(Joint test for random residual or null hypothesis of a white noise process)

against

0...: 21  kAH 

Casual observation of p-values can be used for this test. Alternatively, one can

construct a 95% confidence interval for each coefficient using 2
1

(96.1 T )

The ADF test is mainly applied by researchers to determine whether the

true data generating processes of a series contains one or more unit roots. The

Dickey Fuller tests are usually applied in the determination of unit roots. In the

simple case, the objective of this test is to determine if a series say, yt described

by the equation;

   tyy tt 2110

has 1 equal to unity (unit root) or less(stationary). The test also helps to

determine if the included drift term 0 and the trend parameter 2 are

significantly different from zero. That is the test formulates null and alternative

hypothesis as

1: 10 H

1: 1 AH
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To determine whether the series contains a deterministic trend and or a

drift, the test is formulated as;

0: 2001  H

201 :  AH ,

that is they are both significantly different from zero. In practice, the following

regression is usually applied;

ttt tyy    210 .

In this case, we test for 0 .Note that the Dickey Fuller tests become

practically baseless if more lags of the dependent variable are included. Since in

doing this, there is a possibility of introducing serial correlation between residual

terms. In this case, an Augmented Dickey Fuller test should be applied. The

problem is solved by adding lags of difference terms until serial correlation

disappears. The alternative model is expressed as;

t

p

t
ttt yyy   




1
110 .

Lags of ty take up any dynamic structure present in the dependent variable.

Critical values from the DF Table ( ) are used in hypothesis testing.

B. Box-Jenkins Time Series Technique

The Box-Jenkins methodology in forecasting using time series models is one of

the techniques mostly used by many researchers. The important and involving

problem with these models is the identification part. First, stationarity of the

series should be accessed and if necessary, series should be differenced (or

integrated) to the order d. Then the autoregressive (AR) or moving average (MA)

components are determined. Theoretically, autocorrelation function of a pure
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MA process of order q has t (autocorrelation function or acf) to be equal to zero

for all other lags, say τ > q. Also, partial autocorrelation, t
decays gradually to

zero. The theoretical partial autocorrelation function of a pure AR process has t

to be equal to zero for all τ > p and autocorrelation function that gradually decays

to zero.

In some instances, neither theoretical autocorrelation function nor the

partial autocorrelation function (pacf) has any abrupt cut-off so a mixed process

is considered. Also invertibility of parameters should be ensured. Identification is

not a straightforward process as written but the difficulty could be overcome by

experimentation with different ARIMA (p, d, q) specifications. Also, in instances

of seasonality, we can apply time series with seasonal components. Time series

models which cater for seasonality are usually referred to as SARIMA (seasonal

ARIMA) models. Identification of the seasonal components in a SARIMA model

is similar to the identification process in an ARIMA model; Seasonal

autoregressive (SAR) processes and / or seasonal moving average (SMA)

processes are respectively identified by inspecting the partial autocorrelation and

autocorrelation patterns of a stationary series at lags that are multiples of the

number of periods per season. A mixed ARIMA (ARIMA with both seasonal

and non-seasonal components) is usually represented as ARIMA (p, d, q) x (P, D,

Q) and is modelled as;
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Where D is the order of seasonal difference and B is a backward shift operator.

For example, using p =1, q=1 Q =1, D =0 and periodicity of  = 5 (for a 5-day

periodicity) gives

)1()( 5
1

5
1 BB  

)1()( 11 BB  

)1()(
)1()(
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5
2

5
2

BB
BB

 


d= 0 since the daily percentage changes for all three nominal bilateral exchange

rates are already integrated and stationary. This is therefore an ARIMA (1, 0,

1)x(5,0,5).

The four main steps involved in time series modelling and forecasting process

are;

Identification process which include analyses of time series plot, checking for

the AR or MA components, that involves analyses of acf and pacf .

Estimation process which involves using estimation techniques like ordinary

least squares estimation or maximum likelihood estimators to find the optimum

parameters to our models.

Diagnostic checking which involves checking for randomness in the residuals of

models, accessing invertibility of roots of equations, comparing R-Squares  and

AICs as well as testing for the statistical significance of estimated parameters.

.
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Graph 4.7: Logarithm of Daily GHC/USD Exchange Rate.
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Graph 4.8: Logarithm of Monthly GHC/USD Exchange Rate.
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Graph 4.9: Logarithm of Daily MZM/USD Exchange Rate.
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Graph 4.10: Logarithm of Monthly MZM/USD Exchange Rate.
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Graph 4.11: Logarithm of Daily TZS/USD Exchange Rate.
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Graph 4.12: Logarithm of Monthly TZS/USD Exchange Rate.
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Graph 4.13: Daily Percentage Changes in GHC/USD Exchange Rate.
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Graph 4.14: Monthly Percentage Changes in GHC/USD Exchange Rate.
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Graph 4.15: Daily Percentage Changes in MZM/USD Exchange Rate.
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Graph 4.16: Monthly Percentage Changes MZM/USD Exchange Rate.
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Graph 4.17: Daily Percentage Changes in TZS/USD Exchange Rate.
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Graph 4.18: Monthly Percentage Changes in TZS/USD Exchange Rate.
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Appendix 4.3: Tables

Table 4.1: Annual Nominal Exchange Rate Movements (Percentage Changes from Previous Year’s Values)

Currency
Movements in

Relation to USD

1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005

Ghanaian Cedi 36.4 25.2 12.9 15.3 104.4 31.5 10.6 9.4 3.8 0.8

Mozambique
Metical

25.1 2.2 2.9 7.6 19.0 36.0 14.3 0.5 -5.05 2.2

Tanzania Shilling 0.9 5.5 8.6 12.0 7.5 9.5 10.3 7.4 4.9 3.6

Kenya 11.1 2.8 2.8 16.5 8.3 3.1 0.2 -3.6 4.3 -4.6

Peru 8.9 8.6 10.0 15.5 3.2 0.5 0.3 -1.1 -1.9 -3.4

Japan 15.6 11.2 8.2 -13.0 -5.4 12.8 3.2 -7.5 -6.7 1.9

UK 1.2 -4.7 -1.1 2.4 6.9 5.1 -3.9 -8.2 -10.8 0.7

Source: Annual Nominal Bilateral Exchange Rate from USDA Website
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Table 4.2: Some Key Ghanaian Economic Statistics for Period of Study (1995-2005).

Year Aid
(% of
GNI)

Net FDI
Inflows(%
of GDP)

Imports
( % of GDP)

Exports
( % of GDP)

Inflation
(GDP

Deflator)

Money and
Quasi-Money(
M2 as a % of

GDP)

Total debt service
(% of exports of

goods, services and
income)

GDP Growth

1995 10.25 1.65 32.93 24.50 43.04 18.38 23.96 4.11

1996 9.58 1.73 40.09 32.11 39.84 17.69 25.01 4.60

1997 7.32 1.19 52.99 32.41 19.46 20.19 29.55 4.19

1998 9.59 2.24 46.73 33.87 17.05 21.16 18.48 4.70

1999 8.08 3.16 49.63 32.08 13.97 21.65 16.86 4.39

2000 12.41 3.33 67.24 48.80 27.23 23.21 15.61 3.7

2001 12.32 1.68 64.81 45.23 34.82 23.27 11.36 4

2002 10.90 0.96 54.87 42.62 22.82 25.65 6.77 4.5

2003 12.96 1.80 56.60 40.10 28.70 26.54 13.85 5.2

2004 16.18 1.57 60.37 39.30 14.35 28.65 6.87 5.6

2005 10.73 1.35 61.65 36.40 14.96 27.59 7.00 5.9

Source: World Bank Development Indicators, 2008
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Table 4.3: Some Key Mozambique Economic Statistics for Period of Study (1995-2005).

Year Aid
(% of
GNI)

Net FDI
Inflows(%
of GDP)

Imports
( % of GDP)

Exports
( % of GDP)

Inflation
(GDP

Deflator)

Money and Quasi-
Money( M2 as a %

of GDP)

Total debt service
(% of exports of

goods, services and
income)

GDP Growth

1995 51.36 2.00 41.04 15.60 50.29 22.91 34.51 3.3

1996 29.42 2.28 29.45 14.79 64.93 16.91 26.04 7.35

1997 26.54 1.72 24.61 13.35 8.97 17.14 19.17 10.24

1998 25.81 5.02 24.54 12.25 5.39 17.69 18.15 10.78

1999 18.98 8.58 33.72 13.17 4.38 19.66 16.99 8.12

2000 21.81 3.28 36.98 17.51 12.03 23.52 12.47 1.09

2001 24.69 6.27 40.87 24.64 14.88 23.14 8.36 11.89

2002 54.63 8.27 46.59 27.70 8.36 24.90 6.32 8.82

2003 23.20 7.22 45.18 28.99 5.22 27.64 5.93 6.02

2004 23.05 4.29 40.71 31.40 7.47 26.56 4.04 7.88

2005 20.94 1.64 42.30 32.50 8.78 26.31 3.82 8.39

Source: World Bank Development Indicators, 2008
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Table 4.4: Some Key Tanzanian Economic Statistics for Period of Study (1995-2005).

Year Aid
(% of
GNI)

Net FDI
Inflows(%
of GDP)

Imports
( % of GDP)

Exports
( % of GDP)

Inflation
(GDP

Deflator)

Money and Quasi-
Money( M2 as a % of

GDP)

Total debt service
(% of exports of

goods, services and
income)

GDP Growth

1995 16.94 2.28 41.51 24.07 26.86 21.98 17.92 3.57

1996 13.64 2.31 31.94 19.94 19.31 20.96 18.92 4.54

1997 12.48 2.05 25.69 16.22 20.59 18.59 13.46 3.53

1998 12.08 2.06 29.30 14.53 14.22 17.54 20.09 3.71

1999 11.59 5.98 25.94 14.88 11.52 17.45 19.10 3.53

2000 11.38 5.10 24.23 16.81 7.49 17.99 12.79 5.10

2001 13.51 4.12 24.18 15.94 7.17 18.34 8.35 6.24

2002 12.90 3.97 24.11 16.72 6.30 19.53 5.50 7.24

2003 16.82 2.99 26.29 19.66 7.14 20.77 4.08 5.67

2004 15.70 2.91 29.46 22.36 8.50 21.17 4.44 6.73

2005 11.96 3.56 27.40 20.90 7.59 23.87 4.35 6.81

Source: World Bank Development Indicators, 2008
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Table 4.5: ADF Unit Root Test on GHC/USD Series at 5% Mackinnon
Critical Values (t-statistics)

Exchange Rates Intercepts Trend and Intercept None
Levels Daily ADF statistic:-1.78

Test Value: -2.86
ADF statistic:-2.16
Test Value: -3.41

ADF statistic:1.78
Test Value: -1.94

Monthly ADF statistic:-0.95
Test Value: -2.88

ADF statistic:-2.85
Test Value: -3.45

ADF statistic:0.68
Test Value: -1.94

Logarith
m

Daily ADF statistic:-1.85
Test Value: -2.86

ADF statistic:-2.06
Test Value: -3.41

ADF statistic:1.86
Test Value: -1.94

Monthly ADF statistic:-1.63
Test Value: -2.88

ADF statistic:-2.17
Test Value: -3.45

ADF statistic: 1.09
Test Value: -1.94

%
changes

Daily ADF statistic:-18.56
Test Value: -2.86

ADF statistic:-18.59
Test Value: -3.41

ADF statistic:-18.44
Test Value: -1.94

Monthly ADF statistic:-2.26
Test Value: -2.88

ADF statistic:-2.49
Test Value: -3.45

ADF statistic:-1.87
Test Value: -1.94

Table 4.6: ADF Unit Root Test on MZM/USD Series at 5% Mackinnon
Critical Values (t-statistics)

Exchange Rates Intercepts Trend and Intercept None
Levels Daily ADF statistic:-2.51

Test Value: -2.86
ADF statistic:-2.35
Test Value: -3.41

ADF statistic:076
Test Value: -1.94

Monthly ADF statistic:-1.12
Test Value: -2.88

ADF statistic:-0.72
Test Value: -3.45

ADF statistic1.46
Test Value: -1.94

Logarithm Daily ADF statistic:-2.61
Test Value: -2.86

ADF statistic:-2.41
Test Value: -3.41

ADF statistic:1.09
Test Value: -1.94

Monthly ADF statistic:-1.44
Test Value: -2.88

ADF statistic:-0.70
Test Value: -3.45

ADF statistic:1.83
Test Value: -1.94

%
changes

Daily ADF statistic:-10.56
Test Value: -2.86

ADF statistic:-10.61
Test Value: -3.41

ADF statistic:-10.49
Test Value: -1.94

Monthly ADF statistic:-5.31
Test Value: -2.88

ADF statistic:-5.47
Test Value: -3.45

ADF statistic:-4.99
Test Value: -1.94
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Table 4.7: ADF Unit Root Test on TZS/USD Series at 5% Mackinnon
Critical Values (t-statistics)

Exchange Rates Intercepts Trend and Intercept None
Levels Daily ADF statistic:-2.17

Test Value: -2.86
ADF statistic:-2.78
Test Value: -3.41

ADF statistic:2.28
Test Value: -1.94

Monthly ADF statistic: 0.02
Test Value: -2.88

ADF statistic:-3.31
Test Value: -3.45

ADF statistic:-3.51
Test Value: -1.94

Logarithm Daily ADF statistic:-2.58
Test Value: -2.86

ADF statistic:-2.80
Test Value: -3.41

ADF statistic:2.64
Test Value: -2.57

Monthly ADF statistic:-0.78
Test Value: -2.88

ADF statistic:-3.65
Test Value: -3.45

ADF statistic:2.77
Test Value: -1.94

%
changes

Daily ADF statistic:19.57
Test Value: -2.86

ADF statistic:-19.63
Test Value: -3.41

ADF statistic:-19.32
Test Value: -1.94

Monthly ADF statistic:-7.92
Test Value: -2.88

ADF statistic:-7.89
Test Value: -3.45

ADF statistic:-7.97
Test Value: -1.94
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Table 4.10: Time Series Models for % Changes of Daily GHC/USD

Variable Coefficient Std. Error t-Statistic Prob.
AR(1) 0.272601 0.036792 7.409336 0.0000

SAR(5) 0.970854 0.010924 88.87205 0.0000
MA(1) -0.855658 0.019946 -42.89883 0.0000

SMA(5) -0.882240 0.020897 -42.21927 0.0000

R-squared 0.381168
Mean dependent

variable 0.000181

Adjusted R-squared 0.379628
S.D. dependent

variable 0.017086
S.E. of regression 0.013458 Akaike info criterion -5.775256
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Table 4.11: Time Series Models for % Changes of Daily MZM/USD

Variable Coefficient Std. Error t-Statistic Prob.
MA(1) -0.48762 0.024192 -20.1661 0.0000

R-squared 0.153762 Mean dependent variable 0.000256
Adjusted R-squared 0.153762 S.D. dependent variable 0.015005
S.E. of regression 0.248087 Akaike info criterion -5.726988
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Table 4.12: Time Series Models for % Changes of Daily TZS/USD

Variable Coefficient Std. Error t-Statistic Prob.
MA(1) -0.571181 0.023563 -24.24056 0.0000

SMA(5) 0.277394 0.027586 10.05574 0.0000
R-squared 0.318766 Mean dependent variable 0.000276

Adjusted R-squared 0.318206 S.D. dependent variable 0.009549
S.E. of regression 0.007885 Akaike info criterion -6.846090
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Table 4.13: Time Series Models for Monthly GHC/USD % Changes

Variable Coefficient Std. Error t-Statistic Prob.
AR(1) 0.944445 0.034366 26.48230 0.0000
MA(1) -0.562410 0.087696 -6.413184 0.0000

R-squared 0.423185
Mean dependent

variable 0.016537

Adjusted R-squared 0.418679
S.D. dependent

variable 0.025674
S.E. of regression 0.019575 Akaike info criterion -5.013835
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Table 4.14: Time Series Models for Monthly MZM/USD % Changes

Variable Coefficient Std. Error t-Statistic Prob.
AR(1) 0.674544 0.070915 9.512016 0.0000

R-squared 0.342531
Mean dependent

variable 0.009327

Adjusted R-squared 0.342531
S.D. dependent

variable 0.027188
S.E. of regression 0.022045 Akaike info criterion -4.783787
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Table 4.15: Time Series Models for Monthly TZS/USD % Changes

Variable Coefficient Std. Error t-Statistic Prob.
MA(1) 0.403004 0.084104 4.791743 0.0000

R-squared 0.048613
Mean dependent

variable 0.005852

Adjusted R-squared 0.048613
S.D. dependent

variable 0.019299
S.E. of regression 0.018824 Akaike info criterion -5.099665
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Table 4.16: Estimation Output of ARCH (5)-ARIMA (1, 0, 1)x(5,0,5) for %
s in Daily GHC/USD

2
th = 0 + 1

2
1t + 2

2
2t + 3

2
3t + 4

2
4t + 5

2
5t

Variable Coefficient Std. Error z-Statistic Prob.
AR(1) 0.304658 0.031964 9.531298 0.0000

SAR(5) 0.633953 0.035829 17.69380 0.0000
MA(1) -0.878608 0.014835 -59.22483 0.0000

SMA(5) -0.404223 0.044068 -9.172800 0.0000
Variance Equation

0 5.32E-05 1.43E-06 37.10128 0.0000
2

1t 0.125570 0.038924 3.226077 0.0013
2

2t 0.092493 0.024252 3.813906 0.0001
2

2t 0.165712 0.027656 5.991950 0.0000
2

4t 0.086221 0.028262 3.050757 0.0023
2

5t 0.295970 0.042769 6.920272 0.0000
R-squared 0.363314 Mean dependent variable 0.000165

Adjusted R-squared 0.358858 S.D. dependent variable 0.016684
S.E. of regression 0.013359 Akaike info criterion -6.043251

Sum squared
residual 0.229502 Schwarz criterion -6.003382

Log likelihood 3926.027 Durbin-Watson stat 2.059760
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Table 4.17: Estimation Output of GARCH (1, 1)-ARIMA (1, 0, 1) x(5,0,5)
for % s in Daily GHC/USD

11
2

110   ttt hh 

Variable Coefficient Std. Error z-Statistic Prob.
AR(1) 0.178829 0.040859 4.376678 0.0000

SAR(5) 0.889134 0.021896 40.60622 0.0000
MA(1) -0.810473 0.022199 -36.50878 0.0000

SMA(5) -0.703416 0.037086 -18.96705 0.0000
Variance Equation

0 7.95E-07 6.93E-08 11.47530 0.0000
2

1t 0.069599 0.004333 16.06131 0.0000
1th 0.929476 0.002516 369.4236 0.0000

R-squared 0.356955 Mean dependent variable 0.000165
Adjusted R-squared 0.353962 S.D. dependent variable 0.016684
S.E. of regression 0.013410 Akaike info criterion -6.157042

Sum squared residual 0.231794 Schwarz criterion -6.129134
Log likelihood 3996.763 Durbin-Watson stat 1.858904

Table 4.18: Estimation Output of EGARCH (1, 1)-ARIMA (1, 0, 1) x(5,0,5)
for % s in Daily GHC/USD

11
1

1
1

1

1
1 loglog 







  t
t

t

t

t
t h

hh
h 







Variable Coefficient Std. Error z-Statistic Prob.
AR(1) 0.180958 0.035040 5.164302 0.0000

SAR(5) 0.897344 0.018207 49.28447 0.0000
MA(1) -0.820997 0.017070 -48.09479 0.0000

SMA(5) -0.701518 0.029496 -23.78340 0.0000
Variance Equation

 -0.358133 0.025789 -13.88719 0.0000

1

1





t

t

h


0.165527 0.012061 13.72443 0.0000

1

1





t

t

h


0.057846 0.009844 5.876238 0.0000
1log th 0.973324 0.002160 450.5432 0.0000

R-squared 0.354139 Mean dependent variable 0.000165
Adjusted R-squared 0.350629 S.D. dependent variable 0.016684
S.E. of regression 0.013444 Akaike info criterion -6.148346

Sum squared residual 0.232809 Schwarz criterion -6.116451
Log likelihood 3992.129 Durbin-Watson stat 1.835546
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Table 4.19: Estimation Output of TARCH (1, 1)-ARIMA (1, 0, 1) x(5,0,5)
for % s in Daily GHC/USD

111
2

11
2

110 

  ttttt hh 

Variable Coefficient Std. Error z-Statistic Prob.
AR(1) 0.154236 0.038606 3.995114 0.0001

SAR(5) 0.830412 0.026738 31.05692 0.0000
MA(1) -0.796871 0.023556 -33.82861 0.0000

SMA(5) -0.628712 0.043430 -14.47632 0.0000
Variance Equation

0 4.17E-07 5.02E-08 8.304565 0.0000
2

1t 0.117681 0.007767 15.15126 0.0000

  1

2
1 tt -0.109423 0.010688 -10.23765 0.0000

1th 0.938216 0.002212 424.1621 0.0000
R-squared 0.358720 Mean dependent variable 0.000165

Adjusted R-squared 0.355235 S.D. dependent variable 0.016684
S.E. of regression 0.013397 Akaike info criterion -6.182595

Sum squared residuals 0.231158 Schwarz criterion -6.150700
Log likelihood 4014.322 Durbin-Watson stat 1.857209

Table 4.20: Estimation Output of ARCH (2) - MA (1) for % s in Daily
MZM/USD

2
th = 0 + 1

2
1t + 2

2
2t

Variable Coefficient Std. Error z-Statistic Prob.
C -0.000164 5.02E-05 -3.257013 0.0011

MA(1) -0.632978 0.005408 -117.0388 0.0000
Variance Equation

0 2.48E-05 6.45E-07 38.50271 0.0000
2

1t 1.140576 0.036252 31.46249 0.0000
2

2t 0.449733 0.049770 9.036195 0.0000
R-squared 0.123810 Mean dependent variable 0.000256

Adjusted R-squared 0.121112 S.D. dependent variable 0.015000
S.E. of regression 0.014062 Akaike info criterion -6.470947

Sum squared residuals 0.256868 Schwarz criterion -6.451111
Log likelihood 4224.057 F-statistic 45.88869

Durbin-Watson stat 1.591652 Prob (F-statistic) 0.000000
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Table 4.21: Estimation Output of GARCH (1, 1) - MA (1) for % s in Daily
MZM/USD

11
2

110   ttt hh 
Variable Coefficient Std. Error z-Statistic Prob.
MA(1) -0.439828 0.023131 -19.01460 0.0000

Variance Equation
0 2.68E-06 1.86E-07 14.45977 0.0000

2
1t 0.200124 0.016621 12.04017 0.0000
1th 0.798899 0.011565 69.07970 0.0000

R-squared 0.151817 Mean dependent variable 0.000256
Adjusted R-squared 0.149859 S.D. dependent variable 0.015000
S.E. of regression 0.013830 Akaike info criterion -6.725704

Sum squared residue 0.248657 Schwarz criterion -6.709835
Log likelihood 4389.159 Durbin-Watson stat 1.967854

Table 4.22: Estimation Output of EGARCH (1, 1) - MA (1) for % s in
Daily MZM/USD

11
1

1
1

1

1
1 loglog 







  t
t

t

t

t
t h

hh
h 







Coefficient Std. Error z-Statistic Prob.
C -0.000234 4.71E-05 -4.974200 0.0000

MA(1) -0.422259 0.023189 -18.20979 0.0000
Variance Equation

 -0.331808 0.012300 -26.97563 0.0000

1

1





t

t

h


0.170195 0.004870 34.94684 0.0000

1

1





t

t

h


0.024415 0.006672 3.659390 0.0003
1log th 0.976318 0.001433 681.3615 0.0000

R-squared 0.147898 Mean dependent variable 0.000256
Adjusted R-squared 0.144616 S.D. dependent variable 0.015000
S.E. of regression 0.013873 Akaike info criterion -6.735845

Sum squared residual 0.249806 Schwarz criterion -6.712042
Log likelihood 4397.771 F-statistic 45.05840

Durbin-Watson stat 1.991708 Prob(F-statistic) 0.000000
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Table 4.23: Estimation Output of TARCH (1, 1) - MA (1) for % s in Daily
MZM/USD

111
2

11
2

110 

  ttttt hh 

Coefficient Std. Error z-Statistic Prob.
MA(1) -0.494649 0.026124 -18.93485 0.0000

Variance Equation
0 3.32E-06 2.28E-07 14.54820 0.0000

2
1t 0.314805 0.031315 10.05283 0.0000

  1

2
1 tt -0.167880 0.031560 -5.319425 0.0000

1th 0.764075 0.014127 54.08429 0.0000
R-squared 0.175332 Mean dependent variable 0.000297

Adjusted R-squared 0.172574 S.D. dependent variable 0.015081
S.E. of regression 0.013718 Akaike info criterion -6.841772

Sum squared residual 0.225079 Schwarz criterion -6.820577
Log likelihood 4113.484 Durbin-Watson stat 1.936115

Table 4.24: Estimation Output of ARCH (4)-ARIMA (0, 0, 1) x(0,0,5) for %
s in Daily TZS/USD

2
44

2
33

2
22

2
110   ttttth 

Variable Coefficient Std. Error z-Statistic Prob.
MA(1) -0.616267 0.011191 -55.07046 0.0000

SMA(5) 0.127915 0.014032 9.116181 0.0000
Variance Equation

0 1.43E-05 5.18E-07 27.61667 0.0000
2

1t 0.296960 0.031971 9.288299 0.0000
2

2t 0.131708 0.030614 4.302184 0.0000
2

3t 0.045914 0.021833 2.102996 0.0355
2

4t 0.610338 0.039519 15.44421 0.0000
R-squared 0.286677 Mean dependent variable 0.000280

Adjusted R-squared 0.283377 S.D. dependent variable 0.009494
S.E. of regression 0.008037 Akaike info criterion -7.142266

Sum squared residuals 0.083786 Schwarz criterion -7.114496
Log likelihood 4663.758 Durbin-Watson stat 1.864202
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Table 4.25: Estimation Output of GARCH (1, 1)-ARIMA (0, 0, 1) x(0,0,5)
for % s in Daily TZS/USD

2
th = 0 + 1

2
1t + 2 1th

Variable Coefficient Std. Error z-Statistic Prob.
MA(1) -0.599695 0.020535 -29.20376 0.0000

SMA(5) 0.266385 0.026148 10.18751 0.0000
Variance Equation

0 5.42E-07 3.94E-08 13.76488 0.0000
2

1t 0.204766 0.015028 13.62517 0.0000
1th 0.825305 0.008008 103.0610 0.0000

R-squared 0.311838 Mean dependent variable 0.000281
Adjusted R-squared 0.309537 S.D. dependent variable 0.009460
S.E. of regression 0.007861 Akaike info criterion -7.379355

Sum squared residuals 0.073905 Schwarz criterion -7.358160
Log likelihood 4436.302 Durbin-Watson stat 1.887263

Table 4.26: Estimation Output of EGARCH (1, 1)-ARIMA (0, 0, 1) x(0,0,5)
for % s in Daily TZS/USD

11
1

1
1

1

1
1 loglog 







  t
t

t

t

t
t h

hh
h 







Variable Coefficient Std. Error z-Statistic Prob.
MA(1) -0.600926 0.019148 -31.38263 0.0000

SMA(5) 0.262321 0.022930 11.44012 0.0000
Variance Equation

 -0.709191 0.028286 -25.07237 0.0000

1

1





t

t

h


0.358169 0.015674 22.85131 0.0000

1

1





t

t

h


-0.051321 0.009645 -5.321104 0.0000
1log th 0.954199 0.002208 432.0651 0.0000

R-squared 0.311728 Mean dependent variable 0.000281
Adjusted R-squared 0.308848 S.D. dependent variable 0.009460
S.E. of regression 0.007865 Akaike info criterion -7.362337

Sum squared
residuals 0.073917 Schwarz criterion -7.336904

Log likelihood 4427.083 Durbin-Watson stat 1.885546
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Table 4.27: Estimation Output of TARCH (1, 1)-ARIMA (0, 0, 1) x(0,0,5)
for % s in Daily TZS/USD

111
2

11
2

110 

  ttttt hh 

Variable
Coefficien

t Std. Error z-Statistic Prob.
MA(1) -0.596719 0.020340 -29.33750 0.0000

SMA(5) 0.260626 0.025857 10.07967 0.0000
Variance Equation

0 5.41E-07 3.85E-08 14.05239 0.0000
2

1t 0.150770 0.016525 9.123580 0.0000

  1

2
1 tt 0.110143 0.020011 5.504229 0.0000

1th 0.826498 0.008209 100.6844 0.0000
R-squared 0.311982 Mean dependent variable 0.000281

Adjusted R-squared 0.309103 S.D. dependent variable 0.009460
S.E. of regression 0.007863 Akaike info criterion -7.387875

Sum squared residual 0.073889 Schwarz criterion -7.362442
Log likelihood 4442.419 Durbin-Watson stat 1.894365

Table 4.28: Estimation Output of ARCH (1)-ARIMA (1, 0, 1) for % s in
Monthly GHC/USD

2
110  tth 

Variable Coefficient Std. Error z-Statistic Prob.
AR(1) 0.937986 0.008371 112.0497 0.0000
MA(1) -0.484709 0.031892 -15.19860 0.0000

Variance Equation
0 6.78E-05 1.07E-05 6.335446 0.0000

2
1t 2.801444 0.309796 9.042861 0.0000

R-squared 0.420315 Mean dependent variable 0.016537
Adjusted R-squared 0.390247 S.D. dependent variable 0.026425
S.E. of regression 0.020634 Akaike info criterion -5.236523

Sum squared
residuals 0.049391 Schwarz criterion -5.142602

Log likelihood 312.9549 Durbin-Watson stat 2.051155
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Table 4.29: Estimation Output of GARCH (1, 1)-ARIMA (1, 0, 1) for % s
in Monthly GHC/USD

2
th = 0 + 1

2
1t + 2 1th

Variable Coefficient Std. Error z-Statistic Prob.
AR(1) 0.909373 0.053361 17.04196 0.0000
MA(1) -0.493442 0.116954 -4.219112 0.0000

Variance Equation
0 2.62E-07 8.23E-07 0.318190 0.7503

2
1t 0.303121 0.038976 7.777092 0.0000
1th 0.771326 0.018388 41.94632 0.0000

R-squared 0.395172 Mean dependent variable 0.018147
Adjusted R-squared 0.389958 S.D. dependent variable 0.026425
S.E. of regression 0.020639 Akaike info criterion -5.557598

Sum squared residual 0.049414 Schwarz criterion -5.440197
Log likelihood 332.8983 Durbin-Watson stat 1.973358

Table 4.30: Estimation Output of EGARCH (1, 1)-ARIMA (1, 0, 1) for %
s in Monthly GHC/USD

11
1

1
1

1

1
1 loglog 







  t
t

t

t

t
t h

hh
h 







Variable Coefficient Std. Error z-Statistic Prob.
AR(1) 1.010707 0.003122 323.7379 0.0000
MA(1) -0.541321 0.022213 -24.36961 0.0000

Variance Equation
 0.043159 0.013814 3.124235 0.0018

1

1





t

t

h


-0.077825 0.036254 -2.146630 0.0318

1

1





t

t

h


0.567716 0.061376 9.249818 0.0000
1log th 1.008435 0.002838 355.2747 0.0000

R-squared 0.372583
Mean dependent

variable 0.018147

Adjusted R-squared 0.367174
S.D. dependent

variable 0.026425
S.E. of regression 0.021021 Akaike info criterion -5.797721

Sum squared residuals 0.051259 Schwarz criterion -5.656838
Log likelihood 348.0655 Durbin-Watson stat 2.009753
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Table 4.31: Estimation Output of TARCH (1, 1)-ARIMA (1, 0, 1) for % s
in Monthly GHC/USD

111
2

11
2

110 

  ttttt hh 

Variable Coefficient Std. Error z-Statistic Prob.
AR(1) 0.970817 0.032195 30.15413 0.0000
MA(1) -0.519985 0.063589 -8.177222 0.0000

Variance Equation
0 -1.31E-07 2.46E-07 -0.531846 0.5948

2
1t 0.405537 0.066898 6.062008 0.0000

  1

2
1 tt -0.729779 0.157250 -4.640874 0.0000

1th 0.892427 0.017781 50.19062 0.0000
R-squared 0.392308 Mean dependent variable 0.018147

Adjusted R-squared 0.387070 S.D. dependent variable 0.026425
S.E. of regression 0.020688 Akaike info criterion -5.773251

Sum squared residual 0.049648 Schwarz criterion -5.632368
Log likelihood 407.0140 Durbin-Watson stat 2.035665

Table 4.32: Estimation Output of ARCH (1)-AR (1) for % s in Monthly
MZM/USD

2
110  tth 

Variable Coefficient Std. Error z-Statistic Prob.
AR(1) 0.725143 0.053450 13.56678 0.0000

Variance Equation
0 0.000167 2.33E-05 7.143556 0.0000

2
1t 0.266148 0.098599 2.699291 0.0069

R-squared 0.501538 Mean dependent variable 0.008187
Adjusted R-squared 0.501538 S.D. dependent variable 0.020835
S.E. of regression 0.014710 Akaike info criterion -5.592954

Sum squared
residual 0.025316 Schwarz criterion -5.522513

Log likelihood 332.9843 Durbin-Watson stat 2.451730
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Table 4.33: Estimation Output of GARCH (1, 1)-AR (1) for % s in
Monthly MZM/USD

2
th = 0 + 1

2
1t + 2 1th

Variable Coefficient Std. Error z-Statistic Prob.
AR(1) 0.644782 0.067901 9.495908 0.0000

Variance Equation
0 2.76E-05 1.16E-05 2.389204 0.0169

2
1t 0.088893 0.062655 1.418765 0.1560
1th 0.749399 0.086091 8.704769 0.0000

R-squared 0.488140
Mean dependent

variable 0.008187
Adjusted R-squared 0.488140 S.D. dependent variable 0.020835
S.E. of regression 0.014906 Akaike info criterion -5.664542

Sum squared residual 0.025996 Schwarz criterion -5.570620
Log likelihood 338.2079 Durbin-Watson stat 2.187205

Table 4.34: Estimation Output of EGARCH (1, 1)-AR (1) for % s in
Monthly MZM/USD

11
1

1
1

1

1
1 loglog 







  t
t

t

t

t
t h

hh
h 







Variable Coefficient Std. Error z-Statistic Prob.
AR(1) 0.794375 0.029486 26.94094 0.0000

Variance Equation
 -0.539847 0.000507 -1065.592 0.0000

1

1





t

t

h


-0.234493 0.016849 -13.91706 0.0000

1

1





t

t

h


0.203146 0.048356 4.201050 0.0000
1log th 0.921563 1.55E-06 595024.2 0.0000

R-squared 0.501200 Mean dependent variable 0.008187
Adjusted R-squared 0.501200 S.D. dependent variable 0.020835
S.E. of regression 0.014715 Akaike info criterion -5.739003

Sum squared residual 0.025333 Schwarz criterion -5.621602
Log likelihood 343.6012 Durbin-Watson stat 2.638905
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Table 4.35: Estimation Output of TARCH (1, 1)-AR (1) for % s in
Monthly MZM/USD

111
2

11
2

110 

  ttttt hh 

Variable Coefficient Std. Error z-Statistic Prob.
AR(1) 0.756296 0.063415 11.92606 0.0000

Variance Equation
0 3.03E-05 1.55E-05 1.951618 0.0510

2
1t 0.126328 0.096714 1.306207 0.1915

  1

2
1 tt -0.171868 0.118967 -1.444666 0.1486

1th 0.763562 0.111954 6.820295 0.0000
R-squared 0.502747 Mean dependent variable 0.008187

Adjusted R-squared 0.502747 S.D. dependent variable 0.020835
S.E. of regression 0.014692 Akaike info criterion -5.677797

Sum squared residual 0.025254 Schwarz criterion -5.560396
Log likelihood 339.9901 Durbin-Watson stat 2.541582

Table 4.36: Estimation Output of ARCH (1)-MA (1) for % s in Monthly
TZS/USD

2
110  tth 

Variable Coefficient Std. Error z-Statistic Prob.
MA(1) 0.698879 0.029002 24.09785 0.0000

Variance Equation
0 6.26E-05 1.91E-05 3.282746 0.0010

2
1t 2.049419 0.403880 5.074330 0.0000

R-squared 0.074103 Mean dependent variable 0.005557
Adjusted R-squared 0.058140 S.D. dependent variable 0.018970
S.E. of regression 0.018411 Akaike info criterion -5.349794

Sum squared
residual 0.039318 Schwarz criterion -5.279733

Log likelihood 321.3128 Durbin-Watson stat 2.447255
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Table 4.37 Estimation Output of GARCH (1, 1)-MA (1) for % s in
Monthly TZS/USD

2
th = 0 + 1

2
1t + 2 1th

Variable Coefficient Std. Error z-Statistic Prob.
MA(1) 0.555728 0.039577 14.04168 0.0000

Variance Equation
0 2.18E-05 7.80E-06 2.792216 0.0052

2
1t 2.176052 0.329154 6.611050 0.0000
1th 0.187628 0.046849 4.004990 0.0001

R-squared 0.119932 Mean dependent variable 0.005557
Adjusted R-squared 0.096973 S.D. dependent variable 0.018970
S.E. of regression 0.018027 Akaike info criterion -5.341440

Sum squared residual 0.037372 Schwarz criterion -5.248024
Log likelihood 321.8157 Durbin-Watson stat 2.126001

Table 4.38: Estimation Output of EGARCH (1, 1)-MA (1) for % s in
Monthly TZS/USD

11
1

1
1

1

1
1 loglog 







  t
t

t

t

t
t h

hh
h 







Variable Coefficient Std. Error z-Statistic Prob.
MA(1) 0.313520 0.005549 56.50445 0.0000

Variance Equation
 -15.89039 0.179667 -88.44362 0.0000

1

1





t

t

h


0.748628 0.167989 4.456419 0.0000

1

1





t

t

h


0.064842 0.054661 1.186239 0.2355
1log th -0.826509 0.031519 -26.22270 0.0000

R-squared 0.093976 Mean dependent variable 0.005557
Adjusted R-squared 0.062186 S.D. dependent variable 0.018970
S.E. of regression 0.018371 Akaike info criterion -5.704293

Sum squared
residual 0.038474 Schwarz criterion -5.587524

Log likelihood 344.4055 Durbin-Watson stat 1.667735
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Table 4.39: Estimation Output of TARCH (1, 1)-MA (1) for % s in
Monthly TZS/USD

111
2

11
2

110 

  ttttt hh 

Variable Coefficient Std. Error z-Statistic Prob.
MA(1) 0.604230 0.042502 14.21635 0.0000

Variance Equation
0 2.70E-05 8.69E-06 3.105521 0.0019

2
1t 1.439842 0.334631 4.302772 0.0000

  1

2
1 tt 2.518874 0.992522 2.537851 0.0112

1th 0.125721 0.041001 3.066282 0.0022
R-squared 0.111102 Mean dependent variable 0.005557

Adjusted R-squared 0.079913 S.D. dependent variable 0.018970
S.E. of regression 0.018197 Akaike info criterion -5.365678

Sum squared residual 0.037747 Schwarz criterion -5.248908
Log likelihood 324.2578 Durbin-Watson stat 2.229852
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Appendix 4.4: Correlograms

Correlogram 4.1: Daily GHC/USD

GHUS
Sample: 1/01/2001 12/30/2005

Included observations: 1303
Autocorrelation Partial Correlation AC PAC Q-Stat Prob

|*******| |*******| 1 0.975 0.975 1242.2 0.000
|*******| |***    | 2 0.969 0.362 2469.0 0.000
|*******| |*      | 3 0.964 0.186 3683.9 0.000
|*******| |*      | 4 0.962 0.177 4895.3 0.000
|*******| |**     | 5 0.967 0.292 6119.5 0.000
|*******| *|       | 6 0.957 -0.109 7320.6 0.000
|*******| | | 7 0.955 0.053 8517.9 0.000
|*******| |       | 8 0.953 0.055 9709.7 0.000
|*******| |       | 9 0.949 -0.012 10894. 0.000
|*******| |       | 10 0.951 0.065 12083. 0.000

Correlogram 4.2: Monthly GHC/USD

GHUSM
Sample: 1995M01 2005M12

Included observations: 132
Autocorrelation Partial Correlation AC PAC Q-Stat Prob

.|******** .|******** 1 0.987 0.987 131.45 0.000
.|*******| .|.      | 2 0.972 -0.046 260.09 0.000
.|*******| .|.      | 3 0.957 -0.040 385.70 0.000
.|*******| .|. | 4 0.941 -0.040 508.04 0.000
.|*******| .|.      | 5 0.924 -0.043 626.88 0.000
.|*******| .|.      | 6 0.906 -0.031 742.08 0.000
.|*******| .|.      | 7 0.887 -0.031 853.48 0.000
.|*******| .|.      | 8 0.868 -0.027 960.97 0.000
.|*******| .|. | 9 0.848 -0.023 1064.5 0.000
.|****** | .|.      | 10 0.828 -0.020 1164.0 0.000
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Correlogram 4.3: Daily MZM/USD

MZUS
Sample: 1/01/2001 12/30/2005

Included observations: 1305
Autocorrelation Partial Correlation AC PAC Q-Stat Prob

|******** |******** 1 0.985 0.985 1269.7 0.000
|******** |**     | 2 0.978 0.244 2521.4 0.000
|*******| |*      | 3 0.972 0.132 3760.1 0.000
|*******| |*      | 4 0.967 0.071 4987.1 0.000
|*******| |*      | 5 0.964 0.087 6205.9 0.000
|*******| | | 6 0.959 -0.002 7413.3 0.000
|*******| |       | 7 0.954 -0.018 8608.1 0.000
|*******| *|       | 8 0.946 -0.096 9784.9 0.000
|*******| |       | 9 0.939 -0.021 10946. 0.000
|*******| |       | 10 0.934 0.029 12096. 0.000

Correlogram 4.4: Monthly MZM/USD

MZUSM
Sample: 1995M01 2005M12

Included observations: 132
Autocorrelation Partial Correlation AC PAC Q-Stat Prob

.|******** .|******** 1 0.978 0.978 129.12 0.000
.|*******| **|.      | 2 0.947 -0.203 251.26 0.000
.|*******| .|. | 3 0.917 0.015 366.49 0.000
.|*******| .|.      | 4 0.889 0.046 475.64 0.000
.|*******| .|.      | 5 0.861 -0.035 578.90 0.000
.|****** | .|.      | 6 0.834 -0.001 676.47 0.000
.|****** | .|.      | 7 0.807 -0.011 768.53 0.000
.|****** | .|* | 8 0.783 0.072 856.03 0.000
.|****** | .|*      | 9 0.767 0.121 940.57 0.000
.|****** | .|.      | 10 0.755 0.055 1023.3 0.000
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Correlogram 4.5: Daily TZS/USD

TZUS
Sample: 1/01/2001 12/30/2005

Included observations: 1305
Autocorrelation Partial Correlation AC PAC Q-Stat Prob

|******** |******** 1 0.992 0.992 1286.9 0.000
|******** |**     | 2 0.988 0.268 2565.1 0.000
|******** |*      | 3 0.985 0.084 3835.0 0.000
|******** |       | 4 0.981 0.024 5096.4 0.000
|******** |* | 5 0.979 0.140 6354.6 0.000
|*******| *|       | 6 0.974 -0.182 7599.7 0.000
|*******| |       | 7 0.970 0.006 8836.2 0.000
|*******| |       | 8 0.966 0.014 10064. 0.000
|*******| |       | 9 0.962 -0.024 11282. 0.000
|*******| |       | 10 0.959 0.035 12494. 0.000

Correlogram 4.6: Monthly TZS/USD

TZUSM
Sample: 1995M01 2005M12

Included observations: 132
Autocorrelation Partial Correlation AC PAC Q-Stat Prob

.|******** .|******** 1 0.978 0.978 129.17 0.000
.|*******| *|. | 2 0.953 -0.083 252.76 0.000
.|*******| .|*      | 3 0.931 0.070 371.71 0.000
.|*******| .|.      | 4 0.910 -0.021 486.10 0.000
.|*******| .|.      | 5 0.890 0.036 596.41 0.000
.|*******| .|.      | 6 0.872 0.021 703.11 0.000
.|*******| .|.      | 7 0.854 0.012 806.42 0.000
.|****** | .|.      | 8 0.838 0.022 906.69 0.000
.|****** | .|.      | 9 0.823 0.016 1004.2 0.000
.|****** | .|.      | 10 0.807 -0.028 1098.7 0.000
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Correlogram 4.7: Logarithm of Daily GHC/USD

LGHUS
Sample: 1/03/2001 12/30/2005

Included observations: 1301

Autocorrelation Partial Correlation AC PAC Q-Stat Prob
|******** |******** 1 0.976 0.976 1241.8 0.000
|*******| |***    | 2 0.971 0.383 2471.1 0.000
|*******| |**     | 3 0.966 0.201 3690.6 0.000
|*******| |*      | 4 0.964 0.166 4906.1 0.000
|*******| |**     | 5 0.968 0.277 6132.6 0.000
|*******| *|       | 6 0.958 -0.120 7335.2 0.000
|*******| |       | 7 0.955 0.005 8531.2 0.000
|*******| |       | 8 0.953 0.040 9721.5 0.000
|*******| | | 9 0.950 -0.005 10905. 0.000
|*******| |*      | 10 0.951 0.075 12092. 0.000

Correlogram 4.8: Logarithm of Monthly GHC/USD

LGHUSM
Sample: 1995M01 2005M12

Included observations: 132
Autocorrelation Partial Correlation AC PAC Q-Stat Prob

.|******** .|******** 1 0.982 0.982 130.25 0.000
.|*******| .|.      | 2 0.963 -0.042 256.47 0.000
.|*******| .|.      | 3 0.944 -0.016 378.64 0.000
.|*******| .|.      | 4 0.924 -0.028 496.62 0.000
.|*******| .|.      | 5 0.903 -0.034 610.25 0.000
.|*******| .|.      | 6 0.882 -0.024 719.43 0.000
.|*******| .|.      | 7 0.860 -0.027 824.09 0.000
.|****** | .|.      | 8 0.838 -0.020 924.21 0.000
.|****** | .|.      | 9 0.816 0.000 1019.9 0.000
.|****** | .|.      | 10 0.794 -0.008 1111.4 0.000
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Correlogram 4.9: Logarithm of Daily MZM/USD

LMZUS
Sample: 1/03/2001 12/30/2005

Included observations: 1303
Autocorrelation Partial Correlation AC PAC Q-Stat Prob

|******** |******** 1 0.985 0.985 1266.1 0.000
|******** |** | 2 0.977 0.246 2513.6 0.000
|*******| |*      | 3 0.972 0.153 3749.2 0.000
|*******| |*      | 4 0.968 0.097 4975.0 0.000
|*******| |       | 5 0.962 0.015 6188.5 0.000
|*******| |       | 6 0.957 -0.003 7389.1 0.000
|*******| |       | 7 0.952 0.029 8579.5 0.000
|*******| *|       | 8 0.945 -0.086 9752.8 0.000
|*******| |       | 9 0.939 -0.014 10912. 0.000
|*******| |       | 10 0.934 0.016 12058. 0.000

Correlogram 4.10: Logarithm of Monthly MZM/USD

MZUSM
Sample: 1995M01 2005M12

Included observations: 132
Autocorrelation Partial Correlation AC PAC Q-Stat Prob

.|******** .|******** 1 0.978 0.978 129.12 0.000
.|*******| **|.      | 2 0.947 -0.203 251.26 0.000
.|*******| .|.      | 3 0.917 0.015 366.49 0.000
.|*******| .|. | 4 0.889 0.046 475.64 0.000
.|*******| .|.      | 5 0.861 -0.035 578.90 0.000
.|****** | .|.      | 6 0.834 -0.001 676.47 0.000
.|****** | .|.      | 7 0.807 -0.011 768.53 0.000
.|****** | .|*      | 8 0.783 0.072 856.03 0.000
.|****** | .|* | 9 0.767 0.121 940.57 0.000
.|****** | .|.      | 10 0.755 0.055 1023.3 0.000
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Correlogram 4.11: Logarithm of Daily TZS/USD

TZUS
Sample: 1/01/2001 12/30/2005

Included observations: 1305
Autocorrelation Partial Correlation AC PAC Q-Stat Prob

|******** |******** 1 0.992 0.992 1286.9 0.000
|******** |**     | 2 0.988 0.268 2565.1 0.000
|******** |*      | 3 0.985 0.084 3835.0 0.000
|******** |       | 4 0.981 0.024 5096.4 0.000
|******** |*      | 5 0.979 0.140 6354.6 0.000
|*******| *|       | 6 0.974 -0.182 7599.7 0.000
|*******| |       | 7 0.970 0.006 8836.2 0.000
|*******| |       | 8 0.966 0.014 10064. 0.000
|*******| |       | 9 0.962 -0.024 11282. 0.000
|*******| |       | 10 0.959 0.035 12494. 0.000

Correlogram 4.12: Logarithm of Monthly TZS/USD

TZUSM
Sample: 1995M01 2005M12

Included observations: 132
Autocorrelation Partial Correlation AC PAC Q-Stat Prob

.|******** .|******** 1 0.978 0.978 129.17 0.000
.|*******| *|.      | 2 0.953 -0.083 252.76 0.000
.|*******| .|*      | 3 0.931 0.070 371.71 0.000
.|*******| .|.      | 4 0.910 -0.021 486.10 0.000
.|*******| .|.      | 5 0.890 0.036 596.41 0.000
.|*******| .|.      | 6 0.872 0.021 703.11 0.000
.|*******| .|.      | 7 0.854 0.012 806.42 0.000
.|****** | .|.      | 8 0.838 0.022 906.69 0.000
.|****** | .|.      | 9 0.823 0.016 1004.2 0.000
.|****** | .|.      | 10 0.807 -0.028 1098.7 0.000
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Correlogram 4.13: Percentage Changes in Daily GHC/USD

DLGHUS
Sample: 1/01/2001 12/30/2005

Included observations: 1302
Autocorrelation Partial Correlation AC PAC Q-Stat Prob

***|       | ***|       | 1 -0.403 -0.403 212.19 0.000
|       | **|       | 2 -0.032 -0.232 213.50 0.000
|       | **|       | 3 -0.051 -0.203 216.94 0.000
*|       | ***|       | 4 -0.138 -0.340 241.80 0.000
|**     | |       | 5 0.296 0.059 356.72 0.000
*|       | *|       | 6 -0.160 -0.069 390.08 0.000
|       | *|       | 7 -0.009 -0.104 390.19 0.000
|       | |       | 8 0.018 -0.048 390.63 0.000
*| | *|       | 9 -0.102 -0.129 404.30 0.000
|**     | |       | 10 0.219 0.051 467.05 0.000

Correlogram 4.14: Percentage Changes in Monthly GHC/USD

DLGHUSM
Sample: 1995M01 2005M12

Included observations: 131

Autocorrelation Partial Correlation AC PAC Q-Stat Prob

.|*****  | .|*****  | 1 0.604 0.604 48.833 0.000

.|****   | .|**     | 2 0.516 0.239 84.853 0.000

.|****   | .|*      | 3 0.495 0.189 118.20 0.000

.|****   | .|**     | 4 0.521 0.214 155.47 0.000

.|***    | *|. | 5 0.401 -0.061 177.75 0.000

.|**     | *|.      | 6 0.293 -0.121 189.71 0.000

.|**     | .|.      | 7 0.294 0.024 201.82 0.000

.|**     | .|.      | 8 0.265 -0.013 211.77 0.000

.|*      | *|.      | 9 0.132 -0.156 214.25 0.000

.|.      | *|.      | 10 0.065 -0.068 214.86 0.000
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Correlogram 4.15: Percentage Changes in Daily MZM/USD

DLMZUS
Sample: 1/01/2001 12/30/2005

Included observations: 1304
Autocorrelation Partial Correlation AC PAC Q-Stat Prob

**|       | **|       | 1 -0.319 -0.319 132.71 0.000
*|       | **|       | 2 -0.079 -0.201 140.92 0.000
|       | *|       | 3 -0.031 -0.146 142.20 0.000
|       | *|       | 4 -0.030 -0.130 143.39 0.000
|       | |       | 5 0.056 -0.029 147.45 0.000
|       | *|       | 6 -0.041 -0.064 149.67 0.000
|*      | |*      | 7 0.123 0.103 169.45 0.000
|       | |       | 8 -0.043 0.044 171.83 0.000
|       | |       | 9 -0.035 0.006 173.43 0.000
|*      | |*      | 10 0.095 0.119 185.27 0.000

Correlogram 4.16: Percentage Changes in Monthly MZM/USD

DLMZUSM
Sample: 1995M01 2005M12

Included observations: 131
Autocorrelation Partial Correlation AC PAC Q-Stat Prob

.|****   | .|****   | 1 0.546 0.546 39.950 0.000
.|**     | .|.      | 2 0.272 -0.038 49.907 0.000
.|*      | .|*      | 3 0.191 0.083 54.878 0.000
.|*      | .|.      | 4 0.128 -0.004 57.124 0.000
.|*      | .|.      | 5 0.118 0.059 59.055 0.000
.|*      | .|.      | 6 0.094 -0.001 60.285 0.000
*|.      | **|.      | 7 -0.132 -0.281 62.735 0.000
*|. | .|.      | 8 -0.141 0.057 65.565 0.000
.|.      | .|*      | 9 -0.043 0.066 65.827 0.000
.|.      | .|.      | 10 -0.037 -0.026 66.019 0.000
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Correlogram 4.17: Percentage Changes in Daily TZS/USD

DLTZUS
Sample: 1/01/2001 12/30/2005

Included observations: 1304
Autocorrelation Partial Correlation AC PAC Q-Stat Prob

***|       | ***|       | 1 -0.418 -0.418 228.84 0.000
|       | **|       | 2 -0.011 -0.226 229.01 0.000
|       | *|       | 3 0.005 -0.122 229.04 0.000

**| | ***|       | 4 -0.197 -0.323 279.93 0.000
|***    | |**     | 5 0.388 0.198 476.98 0.000
*|       | |       | 6 -0.184 0.051 521.51 0.000
|       | |       | 7 -0.010 -0.003 521.63 0.000
|       | |       | 8 0.044 0.036 524.20 0.000
*|       | *|       | 9 -0.168 -0.085 561.48 0.000
|**     | |*      | 10 0.264 0.070 652.88 0.000

Correlogram 4.18: Percentage Changes in Monthly TZS/USD

DLTZUSM
Sample: 1995M01 2005M12

Included observations: 131
Autocorrelation Partial Correlation AC PAC Q-Stat Prob

.|**     | .|**     | 1 0.265 0.265 9.4365 0.002
*|.      | *|.      | 2 -0.066 -0.146 10.019 0.007
.|.      | .|.      | 3 -0.038 0.023 10.212 0.017
*|.      | *|.      | 4 -0.095 -0.110 11.461 0.022
**|.      | **|.      | 5 -0.226 -0.189 18.503 0.002
**|.      | **|.      | 6 -0.286 -0.217 29.884 0.000
*|.      | .|.      | 7 -0.120 -0.047 31.922 0.000
.|.      | .|.      | 8 -0.011 -0.049 31.938 0.000
.|.      | .|.      | 9 0.058 0.016 32.414 0.000
.|.      | *|. | 10 0.015 -0.099 32.447 0.000
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Correlogram 4.19: Squared Residual of ARIMA (1, 0, 1) x(5,0,5) -% s in
Daily GHC/USD

Correlogram 4.20: Squared Residual of ARIMA (1, 0, 1)-% s in Monthly
GHC/USD

Autocorrelation
Partial

Correlation AC PAC Q-Stat Prob
.|****  | .|****  | 1 0.501 0.501 33.456
.|*     | *|.     | 2 0.186 -0.087 38.106
.|**    | .|**    | 3 0.227 0.228 45.088 0.000
.|*     | .|.     | 4 0.195 -0.012 50.275 0.000
.|*     | .|.     | 5 0.139 0.056 52.933 0.000
.|*     | .|.     | 6 0.088 -0.032 54.013 0.000
.|*     | .|*     | 7 0.200 0.208 59.596 0.000
.|*     | .|.     | 8 0.171 -0.065 63.701 0.000
.|.     | .|.     | 9 0.030 -0.048 63.825 0.000
.|*     | .|*     | 10 0.109 0.117 65.514 0.000

Autocorrelation
Partial

Correlation AC PAC Q-Stat Prob
|*     | |*     | 1 0.192 0.192 44.659
|*     | |* | 2 0.157 0.125 74.604
|*     | |      | 3 0.117 0.070 91.159
|*     | |*     | 4 0.180 0.139 130.76
|**    | |*     | 5 0.214 0.153 186.71 0.000
|*     | |      | 6 0.132 0.041 208.02 0.000
|*     | |*     | 7 0.157 0.080 238.01 0.000
|*     | |* | 8 0.183 0.104 279.01 0.000
|*     | |      | 9 0.107 -0.006 292.90 0.000
|*     | |*     | 10 0.164 0.076 325.84 0.000
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Correlogram 4.21: Squared Residual of MA (1)-Daily % s in Daily
MZM/USD

Autocorrelation
Partial

Correlation AC PAC Q-Stat Prob
|****  | |****  | 1 0.599 0.599 469.15
|**    | *|      | 2 0.295 -0.101 582.51 0.000
|*     | |      | 3 0.127 -0.011 603.59 0.000
|*     | |      | 4 0.075 0.040 610.91 0.000
|      | |      | 5 0.067 0.025 616.76 0.000
|*     | |*     | 6 0.107 0.082 631.75 0.000
|*     | |      | 7 0.117 0.017 649.81 0.000
|*     | |      | 8 0.095 -0.000 661.61 0.000
|      | |      | 9 0.071 0.015 668.26 0.000
|      | |      | 10 0.062 0.020 673.26 0.000

Correlogram 4.22: Squared Residual of AR (1)- % s in Monthly
MZM/USD

Autocorrelation
Partial

Correlation AC PAC Q-Stat Prob
.|*     | .|*     | 1 0.097 0.097 1.2441
.|**    | .|**    | 2 0.252 0.244 9.7269 0.002
.|.     | .|.     | 3 -0.013 -0.059 9.7486 0.008
.|.     | .|.     | 4 0.023 -0.036 9.8187 0.020
.|.     | .|.     | 5 0.001 0.022 9.8189 0.044
.|**    | .|** | 6 0.249 0.269 18.369 0.003
.|*     | .|*     | 7 0.124 0.090 20.505 0.002
.|***   | .|**    | 8 0.409 0.308 43.984 0.000
.|.     | *|.     | 9 0.013 -0.078 44.008 0.000
.|.     | *|.     | 10 0.005 -0.167 44.012 0.000
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Correlogram 4.23: Squared Residual of MA (1) x(0,0,5) -% s in Daily
TZS/USD

Correlogram 4.24: Squared Residual of MA (1)- % s in Monthly
TZS/USD

Autocorrelation
Partial

Correlation AC PAC Q-Stat Prob
|**    | |**    | 1 0.282 0.282 96.927
|*     | |      | 2 0.115 0.039 113.07
|*     | |      | 3 0.093 0.055 123.55 0.000
|*     | |*     | 4 0.145 0.111 149.21 0.000
|*     | |*     | 5 0.200 0.139 198.21 0.000
|*     | |      | 6 0.094 -0.009 208.93 0.000
|*     | |      | 7 0.090 0.045 218.91 0.000
|*     | |      | 8 0.088 0.030 228.33 0.000
|*     | |*     | 9 0.161 0.103 260.07 0.000
|*     | |      | 10 0.127 0.027 279.94 0.000

Autocorrelation
Partial

Correlation AC PAC Q-Stat Prob
.|.     | .|.     | 1 0.028 0.028 0.1028
.|.     | .|.     | 2 0.003 0.002 0.1039 0.747
.|.     | .|.     | 3 -0.028 -0.028 0.2088 0.901
.|.     | .|.     | 4 -0.058 -0.057 0.6723 0.880
.|.     | .|.     | 5 -0.062 -0.059 1.1940 0.879
.|**    | .|**    | 6 0.334 0.340 16.661 0.005
*|.     | *|.     | 7 -0.072 -0.110 17.376 0.008
.|.     | .|.     | 8 -0.026 -0.034 17.473 0.015
.|.     | .|.     | 9 -0.015 0.001 17.505 0.025
.|.     | .|.     | 10 -0.002 0.035 17.506 0.041
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Correlogram 4.25: Squared Residual of ARCH (5)-ARIMA (1, 0, 1) x(5,0,5)
for % s in Daily GHC/USD

Autocorrelation
Partial

Correlation AC PAC Q-Stat Prob
|      | |      | 1 -0.001 -0.001 0.0015
|      | |      | 2 0.006 0.006 0.0465
|      | |      | 3 -0.020 -0.020 0.5760
|      | |      | 4 -0.013 -0.013 0.8081
|      | |      | 5 -0.026 -0.026 1.6824 0.195
|      | |      | 6 0.027 0.027 2.6651 0.264
|      | |      | 7 -0.010 -0.010 2.7955 0.424
|      | |      | 8 0.025 0.023 3.5993 0.463
|      | |      | 9 -0.009 -0.009 3.7122 0.592
|      | |      | 10 0.028 0.027 4.7307 0.579

Correlogram 4.26: Squared Residual of GARCH (1, 1)-ARIMA (1, 0, 1)
x(5,0,5) for % s in Daily GHC/USD

Autocorrelation
Partial

Correlation AC PAC Q-Stat Prob
|      | |      | 1 0.022 0.022 0.6226
|      | |      | 2 -0.010 -0.011 0.7548
|      | |      | 3 0.022 0.023 1.4117
|      | |      | 4 -0.000 -0.001 1.4118
|      | |      | 5 0.029 0.029 2.4731 0.116
|      | |      | 6 0.013 0.011 2.6925 0.260
|      | |      | 7 -0.013 -0.013 2.9285 0.403
|      | |      | 8 0.017 0.017 3.3088 0.508
|      | |      | 9 -0.014 -0.015 3.5515 0.616
|      | |      | 10 0.053 0.054 7.2845 0.295
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Correlogram 4.27: Squared Residual of EGARCH (1, 1)-ARIMA (1, 0, 1) (1,
0, 1)5 for % s in Daily GHC/USD

Autocorrelation
Partial

Correlation AC PAC Q-Stat Prob
|      | |      | 1 0.026 0.026 0.8980
|      | |      | 2 -0.005 -0.006 0.9309
|      | |      | 3 0.018 0.019 1.3626
|      | |      | 4 -0.004 -0.005 1.3812
|      | |      | 5 0.027 0.027 2.3241 0.127
|      | |      | 6 0.009 0.008 2.4389 0.295
|      | |      | 7 -0.016 -0.016 2.7764 0.427
|      | |      | 8 0.011 0.011 2.9424 0.568
|      | | | 9 -0.015 -0.016 3.2219 0.666
|      | |      | 10 0.042 0.043 5.5127 0.480

Correlogram 4.28: Squared Residual of TARCH (1, 1)-ARIMA (1, 0, 1) (1,
0, 1)5 for % s in Daily GHC/USD

Autocorrelation
Partial

Correlation AC PAC Q-Stat Prob
|      | |      | 1 0.025 0.025 0.7871
|      | |      | 2 -0.008 -0.008 0.8623
|      | |      | 3 0.016 0.016 1.1851
|      | |      | 4 -0.001 -0.002 1.1880
|      | |      | 5 0.024 0.024 1.9275 0.165
|      | |      | 6 0.013 0.012 2.1597 0.340
|      | |      | 7 -0.012 -0.013 2.3599 0.501
|      | |      | 8 0.013 0.013 2.5898 0.629
|      | |      | 9 -0.013 -0.014 2.8100 0.729
|      | |      | 10 0.073 0.074 9.7023 0.138
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Correlogram 4.29: Squared Residual of ARCH (2)-MA (1) for % s in
Daily MZM/USD

Autocorrelation
Partial

Correlation AC PAC Q-Stat Prob
|      | |      | 1 -0.032 -0.032 1.3703
|      | |      | 2 -0.031 -0.033 2.6642 0.103
|      | |      | 3 -0.009 -0.011 2.7700 0.250
| | |      | 4 0.012 0.010 2.9491 0.400
|      | |      | 5 -0.007 -0.007 3.0223 0.554
|      | |      | 6 0.046 0.046 5.8240 0.324
|      | |      | 7 0.020 0.023 6.3582 0.384
|      | |      | 8 0.021 0.025 6.9312 0.436
|      | |      | 9 0.019 0.024 7.4226 0.492
|      | |      | 10 0.027 0.029 8.3506 0.499

Correlogram 4.30: Squared Residual of GARCH (1, 1)-MA (1) for % s in
Daily MZM/USD

Autocorrelation
Partial

Correlation AC PAC Q-Stat Prob
|      | |      | 1 -0.003 -0.003 0.0118
|      | |      | 2 -0.018 -0.018 0.4131 0.520
|      | |      | 3 -0.026 -0.027 1.3318 0.514
|      | |      | 4 -0.009 -0.009 1.4265 0.699
|      | |      | 5 -0.021 -0.022 2.0205 0.732
|      | |      | 6 -0.003 -0.004 2.0316 0.845
| | |      | 7 -0.010 -0.012 2.1726 0.903
|      | |      | 8 0.045 0.044 4.8516 0.678
|      | |      | 9 -0.004 -0.005 4.8721 0.771
|      | |      | 10 -0.003 -0.002 4.8834 0.844
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Correlogram 4.31: Squared Residual of EGARCH (1, 1)-MA (1) for % s
in Daily MZM/USD

Autocorrelation
Partial

Correlation AC PAC Q-Stat Prob
|      | |      | 1 0.059 0.059 4.2954
|      | |      | 2 -0.000 -0.004 4.2955 0.038
|      | |      | 3 -0.015 -0.015 4.5756 0.101
|      | |      | 4 0.025 0.027 5.3359 0.149
|      | |      | 5 -0.015 -0.018 5.6186 0.230
|      | |      | 6 0.015 0.017 5.8956 0.317
|      | |      | 7 0.005 0.004 5.9294 0.431
|      | |      | 8 0.020 0.018 6.4163 0.492
|      | |      | 9 -0.008 -0.009 6.4910 0.592
|      | |      | 10 -0.001 -0.001 6.4934 0.690

Correlogram 4.32: Squared Residual of TARCH (4)-MA (1) for % s in
Daily MZM/USD

Autocorrelation
Partial

Correlation AC PAC Q-Stat Prob
|      | |      | 1 -0.004 -0.004 0.0214
|      | |      | 2 -0.020 -0.020 0.4984 0.480
|      | |      | 3 -0.026 -0.026 1.3049 0.521
|      | |      | 4 -0.008 -0.009 1.3856 0.709
|      | |      | 5 -0.023 -0.024 2.0500 0.727
|      | |      | 6 -0.002 -0.003 2.0546 0.842
|      | | | 7 -0.012 -0.013 2.2188 0.899
|      | |      | 8 0.028 0.027 3.1875 0.867
|      | |      | 9 -0.003 -0.004 3.1969 0.921
|      | |      | 10 0.000 0.000 3.1970 0.956
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Correlogram 4.33: Squared Residual of ARCH (4) - MA (1) x(0,0,5) for %
s in Daily TZS/USD

Autocorrelation
Partial

Correlation AC PAC Q-Stat Prob
|      | |      | 1 -0.004 -0.004 0.0196
|      | |      | 2 -0.018 -0.018 0.4214
|      | |      | 3 -0.009 -0.009 0.5207 0.471
|      | |      | 4 -0.026 -0.026 1.3276 0.515
|      | |      | 5 0.025 0.024 2.0891 0.554
|      | |      | 6 -0.009 -0.010 2.1819 0.702
|      | |      | 7 -0.007 -0.006 2.2367 0.816
|      | |      | 8 -0.019 -0.019 2.6710 0.849
|      | |      | 9 0.010 0.011 2.7993 0.903
|      | |      | 10 0.029 0.027 3.8183 0.873

Correlogram 4.34: Squared Residual of GARCH (1, 1)- MA (1) x(0,0,5) for
% s in Daily TZS/USD

Autocorrelation
Partial

Correlation AC PAC Q-Stat Prob
|      | |      | 1 0.005 0.005 0.0290
|      | |      | 2 -0.015 -0.015 0.3021
|      | |      | 3 -0.019 -0.019 0.7276 0.394
|*     | |*     | 4 0.188 0.188 43.232 0.000
|      | |      | 5 0.023 0.021 43.881 0.000
|      | |      | 6 -0.018 -0.014 44.270 0.000
|      | | | 7 -0.023 -0.015 44.896 0.000
|      | *|      | 8 -0.031 -0.068 46.095 0.000
|      | |      | 9 -0.013 -0.023 46.300 0.000
|      | |      | 10 0.002 0.006 46.304 0.000
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Correlogram 4.35: Squared Residual of EGARCH (1, 1)- MA (1) x(0,0,5)
for % s in Daily TZS/USD

Autocorrelation
Partial

Correlation AC PAC Q-Stat Prob
|      | |      | 1 0.013 0.013 0.1892
|      | |      | 2 -0.015 -0.015 0.4645
|      | |      | 3 -0.020 -0.020 0.9468 0.331
|*     | |*     | 4 0.157 0.157 30.528 0.000
|      | |      | 5 0.040 0.036 32.497 0.000
|      | |      | 6 -0.013 -0.010 32.702 0.000
|      | |      | 7 -0.013 -0.006 32.911 0.000
|      | |      | 8 -0.028 -0.053 33.871 0.000
|      | |      | 9 -0.011 -0.023 34.012 0.000
|      | |      | 10 0.011 0.013 34.172 0.000

Correlogram 4.36: Squared Residual of TARCH (1, 1)- MA (1) x(0,0,5) for
% s in Daily TZS/USD

Autocorrelation
Partial

Correlation AC PAC Q-Stat Prob
|      | |      | 1 0.011 0.011 0.1450
|      | |      | 2 -0.008 -0.008 0.2274
|      | |      | 3 -0.014 -0.014 0.4661 0.495
|*     | |*     | 4 0.177 0.177 38.117 0.000
|      | |      | 5 0.038 0.035 39.869 0.000
|      | |      | 6 -0.014 -0.013 40.102 0.000
|      | | | 7 -0.021 -0.015 40.625 0.000
|      | |      | 8 -0.032 -0.065 41.903 0.000
|      | |      | 9 -0.017 -0.031 42.252 0.000
|      | |      | 10 0.003 0.006 42.265 0.000
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Correlogram 4.37 Squared Residual of ARCH (1)-ARIMA (1, 0, 1) for %
s in Monthly GHC/USD

Autocorrelation
Partial

Correlation AC PAC Q-Stat Prob
.|.     | .|.     | 1 -0.054 -0.054 0.3540
.|.     | .|.     | 2 -0.041 -0.044 0.5633
.|.     | .|.     | 3 0.005 -0.000 0.5660 0.452
.|.     | .|.     | 4 -0.010 -0.011 0.5776 0.749
.|.     | .|.     | 5 0.003 0.002 0.5787 0.901
.|.     | .|.     | 6 -0.042 -0.043 0.8017 0.938
.|.     | .|.     | 7 -0.015 -0.019 0.8288 0.975
.|**    | .|**    | 8 0.252 0.248 9.0212 0.172
.|*     | .|*     | 9 0.136 0.174 11.410 0.122
.|.     | .|.     | 10 -0.020 0.023 11.463 0.177

Correlogram 4.38 Squared Residual of GARCH (1, 1) - ARIMA (1, 0, 1) for
% s in Monthly GHC/USD

Autocorrelation
Partial

Correlation AC PAC Q-Stat Prob
.|.     | .|.     | 1 0.045 0.045 0.2460
.|.     | .|.     | 2 -0.014 -0.016 0.2709
.|.     | .|.     | 3 -0.036 -0.035 0.4305 0.512
.|.     | .|.     | 4 -0.005 -0.002 0.4334 0.805
.|.     | .|.     | 5 0.016 0.015 0.4656 0.926
.|.     | .|.     | 6 -0.020 -0.023 0.5150 0.972
.|.     | .|.     | 7 -0.010 -0.008 0.5281 0.991
.|.     | .|.     | 8 -0.004 -0.003 0.5303 0.997
.|*     | .|*     | 9 0.211 0.210 6.3048 0.505
.|.     | .|.     | 10 -0.016 -0.038 6.3395 0.609
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Correlogram 4.39: Squared Residual of EGARCH (1, 1) - ARIMA (1, 0, 1)
for % s in Monthly GHC/USD

Autocorrelation
Partial

Correlation AC PAC Q-Stat Prob
.|.     | .|.     | 1 -0.014 -0.014 0.0232
.|.     | .|.     | 2 -0.003 -0.003 0.0242
.|.     | .|.     | 3 -0.061 -0.061 0.4759 0.490
.|.     | .|.     | 4 0.047 0.045 0.7467 0.688
.|.     | .|.     | 5 0.069 0.070 1.3361 0.721
.|.     | .|.     | 6 -0.017 -0.019 1.3719 0.849
.|.     | .|.     | 7 -0.038 -0.033 1.5595 0.906
.|.     | .|.     | 8 -0.046 -0.042 1.8371 0.934
.|**    | .|**    | 9 0.223 0.217 8.3221 0.305
.|.     | .|.     | 10 0.027 0.026 8.4196 0.394

Correlogram 4.40: Squared Residual of TARCH (1, 1)- ARIMA (1, 0, 1) for
% s in Monthly GHC/USD

Autocorrelation
Partial

Correlation AC PAC Q-Stat Prob
.|.     | .|.     | 1 0.016 0.016 0.0328
.|.     | .|.     | 2 -0.043 -0.043 0.2551
.|.     | .|.     | 3 -0.053 -0.052 0.6069 0.436
.|.     | .|.     | 4 0.046 0.046 0.8659 0.649
.|.     | .|.     | 5 0.072 0.066 1.5138 0.679
.|.     | .|.     | 6 -0.032 -0.034 1.6447 0.801
.|.     | .|.     | 7 -0.021 -0.010 1.7004 0.889
.|.     | .|.     | 8 -0.031 -0.028 1.8222 0.935
.|.     | .|.     | 9 0.022 0.013 1.8862 0.966
.|.     | .|.     | 10 -0.054 -0.061 2.2702 0.972
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Correlogram 4.41: Squared Residual of ARCH (1) - AR (1) for % s in
Monthly MZM/USD

Autocorrelation
Partial

Correlation AC PAC Q-Stat Prob
.|.     | .|.     | 1 -0.028 -0.028 0.0980
.|.     | .|.     | 2 0.016 0.016 0.1308 0.718
.|.     | .|.     | 3 0.051 0.052 0.4467 0.800
.|*     | .|*     | 4 0.088 0.091 1.4076 0.704
.|.     | .|.     | 5 -0.039 -0.035 1.5961 0.809
.|*     | .|*     | 6 0.099 0.092 2.8367 0.725
.|.     | .|.     | 7 0.024 0.022 2.9110 0.820
.|. | .|.     | 8 -0.001 -0.007 2.9113 0.893
.|*     | .|*     | 9 0.083 0.080 3.7977 0.875
.|.     | *|.     | 10 -0.065 -0.083 4.3559 0.886

Correlogram 4.42: Squared Residual of GARCH (1, 1) - AR (1) for % s in
Monthly MZM/USD

Autocorrelation
Partial

Correlation AC PAC Q-Stat Prob
.|.     | .|.     | 1 -0.055 -0.055 0.3699
.|.     | .|.     | 2 0.003 0.000 0.3712 0.542
.|.     | .|.     | 3 0.019 0.019 0.4156 0.812
.|.     | .|.     | 4 0.064 0.066 0.9209 0.820
.|. | .|.     | 5 -0.062 -0.055 1.3967 0.845
.|*     | .|*     | 6 0.085 0.078 2.3037 0.806
.|.     | .|.     | 7 0.067 0.074 2.8690 0.825
.|.     | .|.     | 8 0.015 0.021 2.8973 0.894
.|*     | .|*     | 9 0.131 0.140 5.1304 0.744
*|.     | *|.     | 10 -0.074 -0.078 5.8435 0.755
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Correlogram 4.43: Squared Residual of EGARCH (1, 1) - AR (1) for % s
in Monthly MZM/USD

Autocorrelation
Partial

Correlation AC PAC Q-Stat Prob
.|.     | .|.     | 1 0.055 0.055 0.3624
.|.     | .|.     | 2 -0.011 -0.014 0.3771 0.539
.|*     | .|*     | 3 0.149 0.151 3.1047 0.212
.|.     | .|.     | 4 0.033 0.016 3.2382 0.356
*|.     | *|.     | 5 -0.071 -0.071 3.8750 0.423
.|.     | .|.     | 6 0.059 0.047 4.3103 0.506
.|.     | .|.     | 7 -0.013 -0.030 4.3328 0.632
.|.     | .|.     | 8 0.013 0.039 4.3551 0.738
.|*     | .|*     | 9 0.164 0.155 7.8575 0.448
.|.     | .|.     | 10 -0.018 -0.040 7.8982 0.544

Correlogram 4.44: Squared Residual of TARCH (1, 1) - AR (1) for % s in
Monthly MZM/USD

Autocorrelation
Partial

Correlation AC PAC Q-Stat Prob
.|.     | .|.     | 1 -0.033 -0.033 0.1280
.|.     | .|.     | 2 -0.053 -0.054 0.4726 0.492
.|.     | .|.     | 3 0.061 0.057 0.9256 0.630
.|.     | .|.     | 4 0.055 0.057 1.3051 0.728
.|.     | .|.     | 5 -0.043 -0.034 1.5408 0.819
.|.     | .|.     | 6 0.051 0.051 1.8681 0.867
.|.     | .|.     | 7 0.019 0.012 1.9123 0.928
.|.     | .|.     | 8 -0.010 -0.003 1.9254 0.964
.|*     | .|*     | 9 0.152 0.154 4.9318 0.765
.|.     | .|.     | 10 -0.047 -0.049 5.2211 0.815
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Correlogram 4.45: Squared Residual of ARCH (1) - MA (1) for % s in
Monthly TZS/USD

Autocorrelation
Partial

Correlation AC PAC Q-Stat Prob
*|.     | *|.     | 1 -0.082 -0.082 0.8139
.|.     | .|.     | 2 -0.049 -0.056 1.1117 0.292
.|*     | .|*     | 3 0.110 0.103 2.6256 0.269
*|.     | .|.     | 4 -0.067 -0.054 3.1948 0.363
.|.     | .|.     | 5 -0.045 -0.045 3.4453 0.486
.|*     | .|*     | 6 0.131 0.110 5.6422 0.343
.|.     | .|.     | 7 0.041 0.070 5.8597 0.439
*|.     | .|.     | 8 -0.071 -0.049 6.5075 0.482
.|.     | .|.     | 9 0.020 -0.014 6.5611 0.585
.|.     | .|.     | 10 -0.056 -0.059 6.9694 0.640

Correlogram 4.46: Squared Residual of GARCH (1, 1) - MA (1) for % s in
Monthly TZS/USD

Autocorrelation
Partial

Correlation AC PAC Q-Stat Prob
.|.     | .|.     | 1 -0.035 -0.035 0.1472
.|.     | .|.     | 2 0.069 0.068 0.7313 0.392
.|.     | .|.     | 3 0.041 0.046 0.9398 0.625
.|.     | .|.     | 4 -0.052 -0.054 1.2782 0.734
*|.     | *|.     | 5 -0.081 -0.092 2.1055 0.716
**|.     | **|.     | 6 -0.271 -0.277 11.456 0.043
.|.     | .|.     | 7 0.041 0.035 11.675 0.070
*|.     | .|.     | 8 -0.085 -0.041 12.611 0.082
.|* | .|*     | 9 0.117 0.139 14.388 0.072
*|.     | *|.     | 10 -0.070 -0.099 15.034 0.090
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Correlogram 4.47: Squared Residual of EGARCH (1, 1) - MA (1) for % s
in Monthly TZS/USD

Autocorrelation
Partial

Correlation AC PAC Q-Stat Prob
*|.     | *|.     | 1 -0.074 -0.074 0.6698
*|.     | *|.     | 2 -0.070 -0.076 1.2730 0.259
.|.     | .|.     | 3 0.023 0.012 1.3376 0.512
*|.     | *|.     | 4 -0.114 -0.118 2.9640 0.397
.|.     | *|.     | 5 -0.062 -0.080 3.4542 0.485
.|*     | .|*     | 6 0.206 0.182 8.8536 0.115
.|.     | .|.     | 7 0.012 0.037 8.8727 0.181
*|.     | .|.     | 8 -0.076 -0.062 9.6256 0.211
.|.     | .|.     | 9 -0.021 -0.049 9.6819 0.288
*|.     | .|.     | 10 -0.079 -0.056 10.502 0.311

Correlogram 4.48: Squared Residual of TARCH (1, 1) - MA (1) for % s in
Monthly TZS/USD

Autocorrelation
Partial

Correlation AC PAC Q-Stat Prob
*|.     | *|.     | 1 -0.077 -0.077 0.7315
*|.     | *|.     | 2 -0.076 -0.082 1.4343 0.231
.|.     | .|.     | 3 0.024 0.011 1.5052 0.471
*|.     | *|.     | 4 -0.115 -0.120 3.1661 0.367
*|.     | *|.     | 5 -0.073 -0.092 3.8467 0.427
.|**    | .|**    | 6 0.312 0.288 16.216 0.006
.|.     | .|.     | 7 0.013 0.055 16.239 0.013
*|.     | .|. | 8 -0.078 -0.051 17.022 0.017
.|.     | .|.     | 9 -0.026 -0.060 17.111 0.029
*|.     | .|.     | 10 -0.079 -0.036 17.932 0.036
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Chapter Five

The Causal Relationship between Exchange Rate and Exchange
Rate Uncertainty: Evidence for Ghana, Mozambique and

Tanzania

5.1 Introduction

In this chapter, we focus on the causality between changes in exchange rate and

exchange rate uncertainty resulting from floating currency appreciation or

depreciation. Since Friedman’s explanations on the merits of floating versus

pegging (Friedman, 1953), a country’s exchange rate regime is believed to play a

crucial role in transmitting the impact of real exogenous shocks. On the whole,

there now seems to be a general agreement that adopting a flexible exchange rate

regime reduces the impact of shocks and enables monetary authorities’ to pursue

their stabilisation policies more effectively. This is particularly important for

LDCs with less advanced capital, financial and in particular currency markets

and with more rigid demarcation between the composition of exports and

imports. Broda (2004) documents the steep rise in the number of LDCs switching

to the flexible rate regime and provides evidence that shows Friedman’s

hypothesis holds: when exposed to a real exogenous shock (i.e., a terms-of-trade

shock), countries that float exhibit a significantly lower GDP volatility (see

Levy-Yeyati and Sturzenneger, 2003).

Under a flexible exchange rate regime the nominal spot exchange rate is

left free to fluctuate to clear the currency market, and therefore has the potential

to become highly volatile.53 As a result, the possibility that this volatility could,

53 In fact, unlike what Friedman had envisaged, once they were free to float most exchange rates
fluctuated far beyond what economists had initially anticipated. It is now widely accepted that
this volatility phenomenon stems mainly from the ‘asset price’ characteristic of this variable,
especially when speculators perceive opportunities in exploiting a currency.
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in principle, feed back into the real economy has raised considerable concern,

giving rise to a large number of empirical studies that examine the real impacts

of exchange rate volatility. While the accumulated evidence is not totally

conclusive, there is sufficient indication that exchange rate volatility can have

expenditure switching effects (e.g., directly impacting trade and foreign direct

investment flows). However, there now seems to be a consensus that the real

effects of exchange rate fluctuations are mitigated by price level stability. For

instance, using data from 71 countries for the period 1979-2000, Choudhri and

Hakura (2006) find that a significant positive association between the average

inflation rate and the exchange rate effect exists across both countries and time.54

Our study, of the causality between the changes in exchange rate and its

volatility in developing countries is motivated by the above findings and mirrors

the studies which examine the existence of a causal relationship between the

level and the volatility of inflation. Apergis (2004) studied the relationship

between inflation and inflation uncertainty (using univariate GARCH volatility

forecasts as proxies for uncertainty) for a panel of G-7 countries for the period

between 1960 and 2000. He observed that higher inflation rates generate higher

inflation uncertainty. He also observed that inflation uncertainty causes changes

in the level of inflation. His findings support Friedman’s (1977)55 and Cukierman

54 At one extreme, some suggest exchange rate fluctuations have little or no real effects  e.g.,
Baxter and Stockman (1989). In contrast, others report the existence of significant effects  e.g.,
Krugman (1991), Frankel and Wei (1993), Goldberg and Klein (1998) and Campa and Goldberg
(2005, 2006). Taylor (2000), Devereux and Engel (2002) and Gagnon and Ihrig (2001), among
others, develop theoretical models which illustrate the potential channels. The latter study also
presents evidence which supports that reported in Choudhri and Hakura (2006).
55 Friedman (1977) suggests that increasing inflation may lead to uncertainty about future
inflation levels. Ball (1990) explained that high inflation creates a dilemma for policy makers;
political pressure may require them to reduce it but recessionary fears may create reluctance to
lower inflation which in effect creates further uncertainty.
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and Meltzer (1986) 56 theories on the relationship between inflation and

uncertainty. Similarly, Daal et al (2005) examined the nature of relationship

between monthly inflation and inflation uncertainty (using an asymmetric power

GARCH volatility forecasts as proxies for uncertainty) for 22 developed and

emerging countries for the period between 1957 and 2004. They observed that

inflation Granger causes inflation uncertainty for most of the countries they

considered. The evidence for causality in the opposite direction was however

mixed.  Hwang (2001) examined the bidirectional causal relationship for US

monthly inflation and inflation uncertainty generated by an ARFIMA-GARCH-

M modelling technique for the period between 1926 and 1992. He observed that

inflation negatively but weakly affected its uncertainty. Also for the same period,

inflation uncertainty does not significantly determine the level of inflation.

Hwang’s (2001) findings support Engle’s (1983) observations that higher

inflation does not necessarily induce a higher inflation uncertainty.

The same type of argument is pertinent for the relationship between the

exchange rate and its volatility in those LDCs which have been floating their

exchange rate but have not yet managed to sufficiently reduce and stabilise their

inflation rate. The rationale is simple: the main reasons why a country floats its

exchange rate are (a) to eliminate the inflationary pressure and the exogenous

shocks due to pegging, and (b) to free its monetary policy so as to better target its

inflation or implement stabilization policies. However, the mere knowledge that

there is going to be no immediate intervention in the currency market renders the

country’s exchange rate vulnerable and an incident of exchange rate shock can

easily trigger future exchange rate volatility especially if there are doubts about

56 Cukierman and Meltzer (1986) observed that an increase in uncertainty in inflation increases
the average optimal inflation level.
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the strength of country’s foreign exchange reserves to stand massive speculative

attacks. On the basis of what the literature suggests, one would expect in such

circumstances to observe expenditure switching effects of exchange rate

fluctuations and hence real volatility to ensue. But then this defeats the purpose

behind floating the exchange rate in the first place. What matters most in such a

situation is for the policy authorities to know whether the causation between

exchange rate changes and volatility runs both ways, in which case an

intervention in the currency market may be necessary in the interest of

preventing a vicious circle of exchange rate changes and volatility.

We focus our study on the Ghanaian, Mozambican and Tanzanian

exchange rate markets. These countries have gone through comparable policy

engagements with the IMF and have followed similar floating exchange rate

regimes during this period and currently all adhere to the IMF convention of free

current account convertibility and transfer. 57 We used asymmetrically ARCH

generated variances as proxies to uncertainty. We observed that changes in

exchange rate Granger causes the level of uncertainty in exchange rate for all

three countries; the reverse causal relationships also exists for all three countries.

The rest of the work is divided as follows; Section 5.2 deals with data

issues and methodology, Section 5.3 deals with the empirical results and

analysis, Section 5.4 concludes this study.

57 Ghana and Tanzania accepted Article VIII of IMF Articles of Agreement in 1994.
Mozambique began floating in 1992 under the Structural Adjustment Programme reforms of IMF
who completed their Article IV consultation with Mozambique in 2009 and intend to accept the
obligation under article VIII.
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5.2 Data Issues and Methodology

5.2.1 Data Issues

Unlike the studies by Apergis (2004), Daal et al (2005) and Hwang (2001), we

used daily exchange rate series instead of monthly series in our estimation of

exchange rate uncertainty. This is because compared to inflation rate; exchange

rate series are readily available in higher frequency. More importantly, one of the

empirical regularities in the financial market suggest that volatility clustering

and other features in financial time series that reflects market uncertainty tend to

aggregate and dissipate in low frequency data (see Diebold 1988) . The daily

nominal GHC/USD, MZM/USD and TZS/USD exchange rate series (interbank

rates) used in our study are obtained from the OANDA website. Each of the

series spans from 01/01/2001 to 08/31/2005.

5.2.2 Estimating Exchange Rate Uncertainty

Similar to Apergis (2004), Daal et al (2005) and Hwang (2001) we used time-

varying conditional variances as proxies for uncertainty/volatility. For each

country (for the period of focus), we generated daily volatility series using our

estimated asymmetric ARCH58 families of models estimated in Chapter Four. As

suggested by results from Chapter Four we used the EGARCH (1, 1) to generate

daily uncertainty series for GHC/USD and TZS/USD and the TARCH (1, 1) for

MZM/USD. Below are the Graphs of exchange rate percentage changes and

logarithm of generated uncertainties for each country under consideration. We

58 The asymmetric members of the ARCH family do not only model the time dependent variance
in financial time series, but also, handle good news (innovations/shocks) and bad news as
different inputs, and consequently, generate future conditional variance according to the sign of
shock they identify in a data. See Section 3.4 for discussion on the use of EGARCH and TARCH
models in measuring volatility asymmetry in nominal exchange rate.
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can observe from Output 5.1 that shocks due percentage changes in the exchange

rates series under consideration for Ghana, Mozambique and Tanzania are

reflected in the dynamics of the associated uncertainties proxies.
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Output 5.1:  Uncertainties and Percentage Changes Graphs for Ghana, Mozambique and Tanzania
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5.2.3 Identifying the Relationship between Exchange Rate and Exchange

Rate Uncertainty

In this study, we used a bivariate reduced form vector autoregression model

(VAR) 59 to investigate whether exchange rate depreciation Granger causes

exchange rate uncertainty or vice versa . For each of the three LDCs considered,

we estimated VAR is as follows;

tktktktktt

tktktktktt

zrrLoghLoghLogh
zLoghLoghrrr

22121212120

11111111110
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(5.1)

Where tr represents percentage changes in each of the three exchange rate series

under consideration and th represents estimated daily uncertainties for each

country under consideration. We also examined the effects of shocks from th to

tr (and vice versa) using impulse response functions or IRF (see Appendix 5.1)

5.3 Empirical Analyses of the Relationship between Exchange Rate and

Exchange Rate Uncertainty

The three exchange rate series under consideration are integrated to the first

order (see ADF Tests in Table 4.5 in Chapter Four). Our estimated uncertainties

series for each of the exchange rate percentage change series are stationary60 but

very persistent.  Starting with sufficiently long lag lengths, we used the AIC and

Breusch-Godfrey LaGrange multiplier tests (see Tables 5.1 and 5.2 in Appendix

59 See Appendix 5.1

60 For the EGARCH model, stationarity is assured if 1
1
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i  ; in the case of Mozambique, this

value is 0.995 (see Table 4.23).
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5.2) to obtain appropriate VAR models for each country. Tables 5.4 to 5.6 show

results of our estimated bivariate VAR systems between exchange rate and

generated uncertainty for Ghana, Mozambique and Tanzania for the period under

consideration. A bivariate VAR system of two lags is observed to explain the

causal relationship between the percentage changes and uncertainty for

GHC/USD and TZS/USD. A bivariate VAR system of six lags is observed to

model the causal relationship between the percentage changes in MZM/USD and

uncertainty.

Causality analyses (see Table 5.3 in Appendix 5.2) show strong evidence

that percentage change (depreciation or appreciation) in exchange rate Granger

causes exchange rate uncertainty for all three countries. Our results also show

strong evidence of existence of reverse Granger causal relationship. In our

previous discussions and findings (Chapters Three and Four), we explained and

observed that for nominal exchange rates, either depreciation or appreciation can

increase volatility more than the other. We turn to DeGrauwe (1996) exposit to

illustrate why depreciation (appreciation) can increase volatility in the exchange

rate market relative to appreciation (depreciation).

DeGrauwe (1996) explained that the true long-run equilibrium exchange

rate value is difficult to predict. However, a fair idea of the band or the range

within which the true value exists is usually presumed by market agents.

DeGrauwe (1996) calls this band the “band of agnosticism”. Within this band,

current exchange rate changes cannot be confidently used to predict future

exchange rate movements. Rosenberg (2003) identified two major market agents;

the shorter-run technically oriented market agents and the longer-run

fundamentally based market agents. The shorter-run technically oriented market
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agents buy when currency is rising and sell when currency is falling. Fluctuation

within the “band of agnosticism” is mainly influenced by investment decisions of

the shorter-run technically oriented market agents. Fluctuation within this band

does not necessarily concern longer-run fundamental based market agents as they

view fluctuation very close to the fair exchange rate value. Beyond the “band of

agnosticism”, behaviour of exchange rate is mainly influenced by longer-run

fundamental based market agents. Longer-run fundamental based markets agents

as their name suggest mainly base their decisions on information they have on

economic fundamentals or exchange rate determining factors. They sell

currencies that economic fundamentals or factors suggest they are overpriced,

and buy currencies when they believe they are underpriced relative to their fair

market values. For the purpose of our analyses, we assume that both market

agents contribute to exchange rate changes and thus uncertainty61.

The difficulty for authorities and policymakers is when to intervene in the

exchange rate market to prevent excessive volatility by keeping the value of

exchange rate within the band around the expected value as suggested by

fundamentals. This is because the consequence of not acting could trigger an

economy to collapse. Applying our findings in Chapter Four to our Granger

Causality analyses, depreciation for instance, in the Ghanaian cedi or the

Mozambican Metical 62 causes exchange rate volatility to increase. We also

observe that the reverse causal relationship exists. In the context of Cukierman

and Meltzer (1986) we can say that increasing uncertainty feeds back into the

61 Whether one type of market agent (described above) influences the other or one decision
(buying or selling), or one type of market agent creates relatively more volatility in exchange rate
than the other is another interesting area for future studies.

62 We observed in Chapter Four that for Ghana and Mozambique exchange rate markets,
depreciation increases volatility more than appreciation whilst for Tanzania appreciation
increases volatility more.
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exchange rate and induce further depreciation and as long as the value of the cedi

or the metical is within their ‘band of agnosticism’, then authorities and

policymakers of these two countries have no concern to intervene in the market.

The problem however arises if the causal relationship between currency

depreciation and market uncertainty develops into a vicious cycle and cause the

cedi or the metical to excessively depart from their fundamental determined

values and in course of time, to impact negatively on the economy (see Chapter

One for discussion on the channels through which a volatile currency impacts on

an LDC economy). For our period of study, the behaviour of the Tanzania

shilling illustrates tendencies of an appreciating currency inducing relatively a

higher volatility (compared to depreciation).  The concern for authorities and

policymakers for such an LDC in periods of sustained excessive currency

appreciation is the ability (of currency appreciation) to inhibit economic growth

(as it reduces exports and makes import cheaper), decrease investments (See

Udomkerdmongkol, Morrissey and Gorg 2008) and in some instances trigger

currency crisis (See  Rosenberg 2003).

Analogously, we can use Holland’s (1995)63 to explain the nature of

causal relationship between changes in exchange rate and exchange rate

volatility. For all three LDCs, we observed that a change in exchange rate

negatively Granger causes exchange rate market uncertainty. This can be

explained in two main ways which are bulleted below;

63 Holland (1995) in his analysis of the causal relationship between inflation and inflation
uncertainty suggest that the signage of the sum of lagged coefficients of explanatory variables
may indicate the reaction of market to intervention policies.
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 For an undesired excessively depreciating currency, the negative causal

effects of the level of exchange rate on exchange rate uncertainty may

be attributed to the preceding effects of interventions by central banks

in the exchange rate markets under consideration. Authorities intervene

in the exchange rate market to reduce volatility by keeping exchange

rate within a band around an expected value as suggested by

fundamentals. Many studies (see Bonser-Neal 1996 and Dominguez

1998) however suggest that some interventions rather create more

volatility. Bonser-Neal (1996) explained that intervention increases

uncertainty if private sector and market participants do not know the

motivation underlying central banks’ interventions. Thus, currency

positions are based on incomplete information which creates

uncertainty in the exchange rate market. As Dominguez (1998)

suggested that ‘the more ambiguous are signals, the more likely they

are to increase volatility’. Even the revision of currency positions once

the information about an intervention policy is known in itself may

contribute to further uncertainty in an exchange rate market. For most

LDCs, information about intervention policies may not be readily

available to both the private sector and market participants since their

financial markets are less advanced.

 Either supporting our initial observation that appreciation increases

market volatility or intervention to prevent currency appreciation

reaching undesired levels produced the desired effects. The relative

shorter time it takes for the effect of volatility shocks in Tanzania

exchange rate (in response to changes in the level of exchange rate) to
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dissipate  could be attributed to this explanation; The IRFs outputs (see

Graph 5.1 to Graph 5.3 in Appendix 5.3) indicate that it takes

approximately two months for the induced uncertainty to completely

dissipate in the Tanzanian exchange rate under consideration64; for the

Ghanaian and Mozambican exchange rates (where depreciation creates

relatively  more volatility than appreciation), it takes six and four

months respectively.

For the reverse causal relationship, we observed that exchange rate

uncertainty positively Granger causes changes in the level of Ghanaian and

Mozambican exchange rate and negatively for Tanzania. It is possible that

positive relationship may be attributed to the reversed causal relationship

between volatility feedback effect and leverage effects (See discussion in

Chapter Two and also Bollerslev et al 2006) in periods of currency depreciation.

For Tanzania, the negative causal effect of exchange rate uncertainty on

exchange rate changes can be attributed to the fact that measures taken by

authorities or policymakers to quell market uncertainty (due to currency

appreciation)  produced the desired effects. For all three LDCs, effects of shocks

(from market uncertainty) on changes in exchange rate are fleeting (see IRF plots

Graphs 5.1 to 5.3 in Appendix 5). We can attribute this to two things: Either

volatility feedback effects does not significantly influence future paths of

exchange rates or astute intervention policies by policymakers and authorities

prevented volatility feedback effects to have a long lasting effect on the

behaviour and future paths of exchange rate.

64 Tanzania has had a relatively lower and more stable inflation in our period of study (see Tables
4.2 to 4.4 in Appendix Four) and we find that this is reflected in its exchange rate behaviour.
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5.4 Conclusion

It is known that flexible exchange rate regimes facilitate macroeconomic

stabilisation policies. But there is also evidence that exchange rate fluctuations

cause real volatility, e.g., via their expenditure switching effects. Thus, for

monetary policy authorities – especially in a LDC – any information pertaining

to the nature of causality between changes in the level of exchange rate and its

volatility can prove useful. In general, it is not unfeasible to expect even mildly

persisting changes in the level of exchange rate to raise its volatility. But the

existence of the reverse causation is not so straightforward and we conjecture

that it can be mitigated by price stability. To examine this conjecture we use data

from three LDCs: Ghana, Mozambique and Tanzania. We observe that changes

in exchange rate Granger causes uncertainty in all three LDCs exchange rate

under consideration and that intervention by authorities possibly induces further

exchange rate uncertainty in periods of depreciation. The reverse causation exists

for all three LDCs. For Ghana and Mozambique, we observe that possibly higher

level in exchange rate uncertainty feeds back into their markets and induce

further depreciation; for Tanzania, we observed that a decrease in the level of

uncertainty precedes exchange rate appreciation. The intuition for this evidence

may lie in the fact that policies resulting in more stable and unambiguous

intervention policies establish credibility. As for the policy conclusion, it is

tempting to draw a bold one: unless the policy freedom gained by exercising a

freely floating exchange rate regime is fully channeled to achieve a more credible

and lasting price stability, exchange rate fluctuations could become too persistent

and even a vicious circle of exchange rate changes (especially in periods of

depreciation) and volatility may ensue.
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Appendix to Chapter Five

Appendix 5.1: VAR Toolkit

The simple case of a VAR system is the bivariate VAR: A   bivariate VAR

system is similar to equation 5.1,  that is;

tktktktktt

tktktktktt

zrrhhh
zhhrrr

22121212120

11111111110

......
......











(5.1)

Where 0)( itE  , 2,1i in our bivariate case, and 0),( 21 ttE  . Thus in the

bivariate system illustrated above, the variable tr is influenced by lags of itself

and that of th . Likewise, th is influenced by its previous lags and that of tr . The

bivariate VAR described above is referred to as a reduced form VAR. The other

two varieties of VAR commonly used in economic and statistical analyses are the

recursive VAR and the structural VAR.  In recursive VARs, some carefully

selected contemporaneous terms are included in the system to achieve

uncorrelation of errors terms between one regression and a preceding equation.

In a structural VAR, the choices of the contemporaneous variables included in

the system are made on underlying theoretical underpinnings. In this work, we

apply a reduced form VAR as our aim is to investigate a possible relationship

Lag Selections in VAR

One major problem in VAR estimation is the number of optimal lags to include

in a system. Including a few lags could result in a system being underestimated.

Likewise, the inclusion of more than necessary lags would bring into a system

the problem associated with over fitting. In this study as in many other studies,

we start from a large number of lags and use the Akaike Information Criteria
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(AIC) supported by Lagrange Multiplier (LM) tests on residual autocorrelation to

choose the optimal lags for our estimated VAR system. Generally AIC for

parsimonious model selection based on Akaike (1974) is

AIC=
n

kLLog
n
k n ))((2

2  , with k representing number

of parameters Ln(k), is the maximum likelihood function and n the sample size.

AIC penalizes over fitting, especially when extra terms are included in the

explanatory variables. For a d-variate VAR system, Bierens (2006) advised

model selection based on;

AICVAR =
n

kLLog
n
dd n ))((2)(2

2




The log maximum likelihood estimator Log(Ln(k)) of a d-variate VAR is

estimated by Bierens (2006) as

))((
2
1)2(

2
1)(

2
1))(( vLnLogndLogndkLLog nn   , where

Ln(v) is the maximum likelihood estimation of ),( 21 ttCov  65.

We proceed to analyse whether the optimally estimated VAR model is

void of serial correlation using the Breusch-Godfrey Lagrange Multiplier test. In

the Breusch-Godfrey test, residuals from a regression are regressed on all

regressors and lags of residuals. The coefficient of determination (R2) in the

Breusch-Godfrey regression multiplied by the number of observations (T) is

distributed as a 2
)(o , o is the order of autoregressive scheme. The null (H0) and

the alternative (H1) hypotheses are formulated as;

H0: Residuals are serially independent, against the alternative,

H1:  Serial dependence in residuals.

65 See Sin and White (1996)
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If 2
)(

2
hTR  , then the null hypothesis is rejected.

Causality

We used the Granger causality test to analyse the relationship between exchange

rate and exchange rate uncertainty. The test does not necessarily suggest

economic data generating relationship between the two variables under

consideration but rather it explains the effect of changes in one variable as a

result of changes in another. Consider our bivariate VAR equation 5.1, suppose

we want to investigate if tr causes (Granger) th in the

equation tktktktktt zhhrrr 11111111110 ......    , we test for the

hypotheses;

H0: 0... 11211  k ( tr does not Granger cause th ),

against the alternative

H1:  Any 0ik

The F-test used for the Granger causality investigation is calculated as;

2
)(

1

12 ~

)12(

)(
k

kT
RSS

RSSRSSF 






Where RSS1 unrestricted sum of squared residuals and RSS2 represents the

restricted sum of squared residuals. We reject the null hypothesis if the F

statistics is greater than 2
)(k
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Impulse Response Functions (IRFs)

IRFs (Impulse Response Functions) are generally used to examine interactions

between variables in a VAR system. Since in VAR estimation we generally

regress a variable on lags of itself and lags of other variables in the system, a

shock to a regressor in a particular VAR equation would not only affect that

regressor, but also the variables contained in the system. Apart from indicating

the effect of shocks to a VAR system, IRFs can be used to gauge the time a

shock takes to decay to zero. Usually, if a shock fails to decline to zero, then the

system is not sTable and IRFs produce an explosive time paths.

Consider the equation

tktktktktt zhhrrr 11111111110 ......    (5.2)

if equation 5.1 is sTable, then

ktktttt zzzzr   121211111 ... 

11 )( tzE .

This implies that for the equation to be sTable at time t , then

ktktttt zzzzr     121211111 ...


12

2



 

t

t

z
r

is the reaction of the variable

tr to unit change in variable th with all variables prior to the period t held

constant.
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Appendix 5.2: Tables

Table 5.1:  AIC Statistics for VAR Causal Analysis

Lags

AIC

Ghana Mozambique Tanzania

1 -6.694795 -5.144118 -6.487422

2 -6.829097 -5.148697 -6.514780

3 -6.891439 -5.195665 -6.571110

4 -6.962335 -5.228617 -6.585030

5 -7.063567 -5.253064 -6.698167

6 -7.090130 -5.282831 -6.748322

7 -7.098388 -5.308848 -6.756030

8 -7.101853 -5.311344 -6.755424

9 -7.101396 -5.305284 -6.756419

10 -7.110796 -5.297870 -6.764569

11 -7.121490 -5.302071 -6.768042

12 -7.116748 -5.294904 -6.766246
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Table 5.2: Breusch-Godfrey LaGrange Multiplier Probabilities

Lags

LM-Probabilities

Ghana Mozambique Tanzania

1 0.6186 0.0271 0.2900

2 0.5753 0.2029 0.7660

3 0.2320 0.0000 0.6485

4 0.0020 0.0025 0.2049

5 0.0000 0.0012 0.1307

6 0.4473 0.6531 0.0637

7 0.0206 0.2854 0.3152

8 0.0460 0.1689 0.3403

9 0.0000 0.0124 0.3456

10 0.0000 0.0538 0.0003

11 0.2201 0.0044 0.2433

12 0.8001 0.0055 0.0952
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Table 5.3:  Granger Causality Tests

Pair Wise Granger Causality Tests
Null Hypotheses Degrees

of
Freedom

2

LogGHC/USD Does Not Granger Cause
EGARCH(1, 1) Generated Uncertainty

2 656.223* (-)

EGARCH(1, 1) Generated Uncertainty
Does Not Granger Cause LogGHC/USD

2 11.14444* (+)

LogMZM/USD Does Not Granger
Cause TARCH(1, 1) Generated

Uncertainty

6 33.96621* (-)

TARCH(1, 1) Generated Uncertainty
Does Not Granger Cause

LogMZM/USD

6 45.11697* (+)

LogTZS/USD Does Not Granger Cause
EGARCH(1, 1) Generated Uncertainty

2 53.75270* (-)

EGARCH(1, 1) Generated Uncertainty
Does Not Granger Cause LogTZS/USD

2 21.39412* (-)

*, ** and *** denotes significance at the 1%, 5%, and 10% levels. A + (-)
indicates the signage on the sum of lagged coefficients.

Table 5.4:  VAR Estimation between LogGHC/USD and LogEGARCH (1,
1) Standard Errors in ( ), and t-statistics in [ ]

LogGHC/USD LogEGARCH(1,1)
LogGHC/USDt-1 -0.503756 5.796830

(0.02782) (0.22842)
[-18.1093] [ 25.3778]

LogGHC/USDt-2 -0.189393 1.175870
(0.03149) (0.25859)

[-6.01416] [ 4.54729]
LogEGARCH(1,1)t-1 -0.009906 1.199289

(0.00332) (0.02729)
[-2.98024] [ 43.9418]

LogEGARCH(1,1)t-2 0.009186 -0.208061
(0.00333) (0.02731)

[ 2.76183] [-7.61808]
C -0.006051 -0.080713

(0.00381) (0.03126)
[-1.58951] [-2.58193]

R-square 0.215306 0.985127
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Table 5.5: VAR Estimation between LogMZM/USD and LogTARCH (1,
1) Standard Errors in ( ), and t-statistics in [ ]

 LogMZM/USD LogTARCH(1,1)
 LogMZM/USDt-1 -0.505121 4.322871

(0.02860) (0.68786)
[-17.6604] [ 6.28452]

 LogMZM/USDt-2 -0.403255 1.159996
(0.03262) (0.78447)

[-12.3625] [ 1.47869]
 LogMZM/USDt-3 -0.335545 0.548045

(0.03393) (0.81597)
[-9.88972] [ 0.67165]

 LogMZM/USDt-4 -0.261302 0.055803
(0.03399) (0.81735)

[-7.68846] [ 0.06827]
 LogMZM/USDt-5 -0.132420 0.619475

(0.03266) (0.78552)
[-4.05418] [ 0.78862]

 LogMZM/USDt-6 -0.108338 0.711493
(0.02907) (0.69910)

[-3.72690] [ 1.01772]
LogTARCH(1,1)t-1 0.002125 0.983478

(0.00121) (0.02914)
[ 1.75376] [ 33.7535]

LogTARCH(1,1)t-2 0.001291 -0.038338
(0.00169) (0.04076)

[ 0.76149] [-0.94051]
LogTARCH(1,1)t-3 -0.000788 -0.016257

(0.00170) (0.04077)
[-0.46496] [-0.39875]

LogTARCH(1,1)t-4 -0.000551 0.022649
(0.00170) (0.04076)

[-0.32493] [ 0.55560]
LogTARCH(1,1)t-5 -0.002381 -0.030820

(0.00169) (0.04074)
[-1.40542] [-0.75658]

LogTARCH(1,1)t-6 0.001850 0.046029
(0.00120) (0.02890)

[ 1.53950] [ 1.59244]
C 0.015799 -0.325558

(0.00306) (0.07353)
[ 5.16746] [-4.42766]

R-square 0.229658 0.941321
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Table 5.6: VAR Estimation between  LogTZS/USD and LogEGARCH (1,
1); Standard Errors in ( ), and t-statistics in [ ]

LogTZS/USD LogEGARCH(1,1)
LogTZS/USDt-1 -0.537608 -6.424640

(0.02791) (0.87704)
[-19.2589] [-7.32541]

LogTZS/USDt-2 -0.221374 -2.873024
(0.02797) (0.87882)

[-7.91421] [-3.26917]
LogEGARCH(1,1)t-1 0.004102 1.057662

(0.00091) (0.02866)
[ 4.49766] [ 36.9083]

LogEGARCH(1,1)t-2 -0.003754 -0.088123
(0.00091) (0.02854)

[-4.13314] [-3.08816]
C 0.004026 -0.304974

(0.00214) (0.06739)
[ 1.87723] [-4.52577]

R-square 0.237770 0.948215
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Appendix 5.2 Graphs

Graph 5.1: Impulse Response Function for GHC/USD and
EGARCH (1, 1) Generated Uncertainty Proxy
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Graph 5.2: Impulse Response Function for MZM/USD and TARCH (1, 1)
Generated Uncertainty Proxy
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Graph 5.3: Impulse Response Function for TZS/USD and EGARCH (1, 1)
Generated Uncertainty Proxy
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Chapter Six

The Impact of Exchange Rate Volatility on Trade in Ghana,
Mozambique & Tanzania

6.1 Introduction

Proponents of flexible exchange rates in LDCs argue that since they are

determined by market forces of demand and supply, they adjust to dampen the

impacts of real exogenous shocks as well as restoring a country’s balance of

payments deficits to equilibrium. In contrast to what Friedman (1953) envisaged,

departures from the expected levels of exchange rates and persistence in

volatility have been experienced by many nations which have adopted the

flexible exchange rate system in the post Bretton-Woods era. We also observed

in Chapter Five that an increasing exchange rate volatility or uncertainty,

resulting from a depreciating exchange rate have a feedback effect which may

further cause an exchange rate to further depreciate. Since the value of a

country’s currency is an important determinant of her imports and exports, a

volatile exchange rate holds the potential to affect the economy through trade.

Also, the effects of a volatile currency have second round effects 66 on the

economic welfare of a country.

In this chapter, we focus our investigation on the relationship between

exchange rate volatility and trade in Ghana, Mozambique and Tanzania. We

considered trade flows between each of these three countries and their major

trade partners in the post Bretton Woods era, for the period between 1980 and

66 A volatile exchange rate may negatively affect the economic welfare of a nation  by inducing
an exchange rate pass through (ERPT) or inflation pass through (IPT). ERPT impacts economic
welfare if change in import price as a result of change in the exchange rate is passed on to
retailers and consumers. IRT impacts the welfare of the economy if changes in exchange rate
changes prices and in effect inflation (see Goldberg and Knetter (1997).
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2005. We also explored the effects of the use of different volatility

measurements, estimation techniques or country under consideration on our

results. We used three different volatility proxies67 for each of the three countries

and applied a gravity trade model using ‘standard’ and ‘fixed effects’ time series

cross-sectional pooling technique. Bilateral trade determining factors including

income, population size, distance between trade partners and dummy for ‘same’

language are included in our gravity model. In the estimation of a gravity model

for each country and her bilateral trade partners, using the ‘standard’ time series

cross-sectional pooling technique, we assumed homogeneity in the coefficients

of explanatory variables for each country trade pairs. The fixed effects’ time

series cross-sectional pooling technique however cater for heterogeneous trade

relationship among country pairs as well as period specific characteristics that

affect trade. Analyses of R-Squares, Akaike Information Criteria (AIC), and

Durbin Watson statistics indicate that for Ghana, Mozambique and Tanzania and

the respective trade partners’, the fixed effects gravity model significantly

estimated bilateral trade better than the ‘standard’ pooled gravity model.

Generally, we observed that the coefficients of GDPs in the estimated gravity

bilateral trade model for each of the three countries considered and their trade

partners do conform to the expected a priori signs as suggested by the underlying

economic theory irrespective of the country trade pair under consideration, the

pooling technique used or the volatility proxy applied. The rest of the

explanatory variables included in estimating bilateral trade are observed to be

sensitive to the country trade pair under consideration, the volatility proxy

applied or the pooling technique used. For instance, in the case of Ghana and her

67 For each country, the three exchange rate volatility proxies applied in this study were
heteroscedastic conditionally generated variances, exponentially weighted moving average
generated variances, and the annualized monthly exchange rate variances.
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biggest trading partners, we observe that the estimated coefficient of population

size is negative and statistically significant (at 5% level of significance when

ARCH or EWMA generated variances are used and 10% level of significance

when annualised monthly exchange rate variances are used) to bilateral trade

earnings when a ‘standard’ time series cross sectional pooling estimation

technique is used. However, when we apply a fix effects model, we observed the

estimated coefficient of population to be statistical significant (at 1% level of

significance) and positively related to bilateral trade. Also, for Tanzania and her

trade partners, we observe that the estimated coefficient of population size is

negative and statistically significant (at 1% level of significance) in explaining

bilateral trade when annualized monthly exchange rate variances (instead of

heteroscedastic conditionally generated variances and exponentially weighted

moving average generated variances) are used in a standard pooled gravity

model. In the fixed effects model, we however observe population to be

statistically significant (at 5% level of significance) and positively related to

bilateral trade when annualised monthly exchange rate variances are used as

proxies for exchange rate volatility.

Based on results from our estimated models, we observe that generally

exchange rate volatility does not significantly affect bilateral trade for the three

LDCs considered. In some of our estimations however, we observe that the effect

of exchange rate volatility on bilateral trade is dependent on the estimation

technique used, the countries under consideration and the volatility proxy used.

For instance in the case of Ghana, exchange rate volatility is observed to be

statistically significant (at 5% level of significance) and negatively related to

trade when we use annualised monthly exchange rate variances in a ‘standard’
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pooled gravity model. In our fixed effects gravity model however, we observed

the effects of volatility on bilateral trade to be statistically insignificant. For

Mozambique, we observe that exchange rate volatility does not affect trade

irrespective of the estimation technique or the exchange rate volatility proxy

used. For Tanzania, we observed exchange rate volatility to be statistically

significant and positively related to bilateral trade in our estimated ‘standard’

pooled gravity model when volatility is generated by an ARCH or EWMA

technique and insignificant when annualised monthly variances are used.

Exchange rate volatility is however observed not to significantly affect trade in

our estimated fixed effects model.

The discrepancies in our findings are not unusual with previous literature.

In their survey of the different findings on the expected effects of exchange rate

volatility on the volume of trade, Baum and Caglayan (2006) emphasized that

empirical results are sensitive to choice of sample size, model specifications,

proxies for exchange rate volatility, and country data considered. However only

three68 (out of eighteen different gravity models estimated) that we observed

volatility to be statistically significant and negative in explaining trade; based on

our findings, we can say that for the three less developed countries under

consideration bilateral trade between each of them and their biggest trading

partners was not significantly influenced by exchange rate for the period between

1980 and 2005. The rest of the chapter is organised in four sections. Section 6.2

deals with a review of literature; this section includes a discussion on the

findings and methods which have been previously used in other studies. In

68 The three models are ‘standard’ time series pooled Ghanaian gravity bilateral trade model
(using annualised monthly exchange rate variances as measurement of volatility) and the
Tanzanian gravity bilateral trade models (volatility proxies used in these models are generated
using the ARCH and EWMA  modelling techniques).
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Section 6.3 we empirically investigate the impact of exchange rate volatility on

trade in Ghana, Mozambique and Tanzania. In Section 6.4, we analyse our

empirical findings. Section 6.5 concludes this study.

6.2 Literature Review

The literature on the effects of exchange rate volatility on trade does not lead to a

clear cut conclusion (Bacchetta and van Wincoop, 2000). Most of the research on

this issue emanates from the IMF (1984) research for the General Agreement on

Tariffs and Trade (GATT). The study was undertaken to measure the impacts of

exchange rate volatility on world trade in the Post-Bretton Woods era. They

focused on G-7 countries (UK, Canada, France, Germany, Italy, Japan and the

USA). The main reason for the choice of these countries is because other

countries had their currencies directly or indirectly tied to one of the G-7

nations’. The sample for the IMF study included the first quarter of 1969 to the

last quarter of 1982. The model used for this work was based on the Cushman

(1983)69 technique, where bilateral export regression equations were estimated

with explanatory variables being real GNP, real bilateral exchange rate, exchange

rate volatility (measured as a standard deviation of the percentage changes in

exchange rate over the preceding five years), and relative capacity utilization.

The study found no significant effect of exchange rate volatility on exports.

Arize et al (2000) applied a traditional specification of the long-run

export demand equations and cointegration analysis in a flexible exchange rate

69 The Cushman model is based on Hooper and Kohlhagen (1978) technique. Basically this
technique mainly examines effects of exchange rate volatility, exchange rates, demand and costs
on trade.  Hooper and Kohlhagen (1978) investigated the effects of exchange rate volatility in a
number of developed countries. Their period of study was between 1965 and 1975. They used
nominal exchange rate volatility and they found no significant effects on trade. Cushman (1983)
however investigated the effects of RER Volatility on trade and found a general negative and
significant effect.
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environment on thirteen LDCs using quarterly data for the period between 1973

and 1996. In this model, the desired volume of export goods for a country is

estimated using explanatory variables that include a scale variable that captures

world demand conditions, relative prices, and exchange rate volatility quantified

as a moving sample standard deviation of the square of percentage changes in the

Real Effective Exchange Rate (REER). They found that in the short and long-

run, exchange rate volatility negatively affects export flows.

Sauer and Bohara (2001) used similar long-run export demand equation

to Arize et al (2000), but went a step forward and compared findings between

sixty-nine developing and twenty-two developed and industrialized countries. To

allow for cross-country structural and policy differences that may affect export

performance, they estimated fixed and random effects models. Period of study

was between 1973 and 1993. They applied three different proxies of exchange

rate uncertainty measurement including an ARCH based measure of the real

exchange rate, a moving standard error of the estimate of a first order geometric

autoregressive process of the Real Exchange Rate (RER) and a moving standard

error of the estimate from a second order linear time trend of the logarithm of

RER. They found that all three proxies of exchange rate volatility have negative

and significant effects on trade when all the ninety-one countries were considered

as one entity. Interestingly, when the task was divided into sixty-nine LDCs and

twenty-two developed countries exchange rate volatility was observed to

negatively affect trade in all the export demand equations that were specified for

LDCs and not for the twenty-two developed countries (only three out of the

eighteen specified export demand equations show evidence of negative and

significant effect of exchange rate volatility on trade).Among the LDCs, negative
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effects of exchange rate volatility are significant  in the African and South

American countries but not significant in the Asian countries they considered.

The gravity trade model (or simply gravity model) is also a popular tool

which is used to investigate the effects of exchange rate volatility on trade.

Generally, trade equations (bilateral trade, exports or imports) are estimated

using as explanatory variables real Gross Domestic Product (GDP), per capita

income, population and distance from trade partner (to capture barriers to trade

which may include transportation costs). The gravity model is so versatile that it

could be augmented to investigate other potential explanatory variables

(including exchange rate volatility, language, culture etc) that can affect the flow

of trade.

Dell’Ariccia (1999) used the gravity model to investigate the effects of

real GDP, population, distance between countries, and exchange rate volatility70

on trade flow for fifteen western European countries. Also included in the

regressors were a dummy variable for countries sharing a border, a dummy

variable for countries sharing same language and a dummy variable for

membership of EU. He observed that exchange rate volatility significantly have

negative effect on trade.

Aristotelous (2001) used the gravity model to investigate the effects of

exchange rate volatility on the volume of UK export to the USA. Period of study

was from 1889 to 1999. The other explanatory variables included in his gravity

model were GDP of both countries, income per capita of both countries, relative

price of UK exports to USA exports denominated in British pounds to measure

competitiveness. Also, two different dummy variables to capture periods of

70 Proxies for exchange rate volatility include; standard deviation of the first differences of
logarithm of monthly average bilateral spot rate, sum of squares of forward errors, and the
percentage changes between the maximum and the minimum nominal spot rates.
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managed float exchange rate regime and free floating exchange rate regime, and

a dummy to capture the two world wars. The measurement used to proxy

exchange rate volatility was similar to the technique applied by Arize et al

(2000). Aristotelous (2001) found that exchange rate volatility and exchange rate

regime have no significant influence on trade.

Baak (2004) used the gravity model to investigate the effects of exchange

rate volatility on the flow of bilateral trade for fourteen Asian Pacific Countries.

Period of interest was between 1980 and 2002. The explanatory variables

included were real GDP, distances between countries, a dummy variable for

countries sharing a border, a dummy variable for countries who share a common

language, a trend component, bilateral depreciating rate (calculated as percentage

changes in the bilateral real exchange rate), and exchange rate volatility.

Exchange rate volatility was measured as the annual standard deviation of the

logarithm values of the monthly bilateral real exchange rates. He found that

exchange rate volatility had a negative and significant impact on trade flow. He

also observed that the negative impact weakened between 1989 and 1997 (APEC

was formed in 1989) and strengthen in 1997 (Asian financial crisis). He

concluded that membership of a regional trade pact decreases effects of exchange

rate volatility whilst periods of uncertainty causes higher volatility.

In general, the coefficients of explanatory variables are a priori signed on

the basis of the underlying economic theory. Ceteris Paribus, bilateral trade is

expected to be higher the higher are incomes of trade partners. Population may

take either signage in a gravity model (see Martinez-Zarzosa and Nowak-

Lehman, 2002). Population may possess a negative sign if trade partners trade

less when they become larger or a positive sign if they export more as they
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become larger. Ceteris Paribus, bilateral trade is expected to be higher between

trade partners having a homogenous culture (share border, same language,

colonial relationship, etc) and also bilateral trade is expected to be higher the

closer the trading partners are, and lastly Ceteris Paribus, bilateral trade is

expected to be higher, the less volatile is the bilateral exchange rate between the

trade partners.

Explaining the findings on the negative relationship between exchange

rate volatility and export flows in previous researches, Arize et al (2000)

suggests that higher volatility leads to higher expenditure for traders who are risk

averse, which would in effect lower the urge for international trade. This is

because the exchange rate is settled on the time of the trade contract and as

payment is not made until after delivery takes place; in between the time the

exchange rate is agreed and goods delivery, there is a possibility of exchange rate

varying with time, which may affect earnings from international trade.  Some of

the other literatures reviewed however suggest that it is not always the case to

observe a negative relationship between exchange rate volatility and trade.

On the hand, some researchers argue that in periods of international trade

earnings uncertainties (as a result of exchange rate volatility); some traders may

relatively increase the volume of trade. This relative increase in the volume of

trade may result in a more than proportional increase in the earnings from

international trade and thus, compensate for the effects that exchange rate

volatility brings. De Grauwe (1988) attributed this to how adequately risk

adverse exporters behave. He further explained that their marginal utility of

revenue increases as exchange rate volatility increases. The disparities in findings

from developing and developed countries in our reviewed literature may stem
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from the fact that the facilities (capital input, labour input, etc) needed to increase

the volume of trade to cater for periods of higher exchange rate volatility may not

exist in most LDCs. Baron (1976) also argued that exchange rate volatility may

not necessarily affect trade if hedging opportunities exists. Contrary, Arize et al

(2000) explained that exchange rate risk is not generally hedged in LDCs since

forward markets are usually not available to many of the traders. For the few that

are able to access forward markets, limitations such as the size of the contracts

needed for hedging and short term maturity for some of the hedge funds makes

hedging difficult.

Baum and Caglayan (2006) surveyed previous studies on the relationship

between bilateral trade and exchange rate volatility and attributed the

inconsistencies in empirical findings to many factors including the volatility

proxy used, sample size worked on and estimating technique applied. In this

chapter we empirically investigate the effect of exchange rate volatility on

bilateral trade in three LDCs, namely Ghana, Mozambique and Tanzania. Our

main objectives in this empirical investigation include;

 To establish if exchange rate volatility negatively affects bilateral

trade in LDCs as suggested by Arize et al (2000) and Saur and

Bohara (2001) for our period of interest.

 To establish whether country data, estimation technique and

volatility proxies significantly affect our results.

 Lastly, to ascertain whether the need to export primary goods and

import manufactured goods by LDCs overrides  other factors such

as cost associated in trading ( measured in terms of distance ) as
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well as common language ( which include cultural homogeneity

and historical ties) that are known to affect bilateral trade.

6.3 The Empirical Framework and Estimation Results

In this section, we present the empirical and estimation techniques which were

used to study the effects of exchange rate volatility on bilateral trade for Ghana,

Mozambique and Tanzania and their respective biggest trade partners. Also, we

present our empirical findings in the three LDCs under consideration.

6.3.1 The Gravity Model

In this study, the gravity model, usually referred to as ‘the workhorse of

empirical research in international trade’ is the trade equation model used to

investigate the effects of exchange rate volatility on bilateral trade in the three

LDCs under consideration. The gravity model originated from the Newton Law

of Universal Gravitation. The mathematical expression of the Universal

Gravitational Law as proposed by Sir Isaac Newton is;

2
21

Dist
MMGF  (6.1)

F represents the force of attraction between two bodies of masses M1 and M2, and

Dist represents the distance separating the two masses. G is the gravitational

constant. Analogously, for international trade, the attractiveness to trading

between two countries depends on the size of the countries (usually economy or

population sizes) and inversely on distance (or other form of barriers to trade)

between the two trading countries. In its application to international trade, the

indices of the size of the economies and distances between countries pair are

different from the indices of M1, M2 and Dist in equation 6.1.
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Stewart (1940 and 1947) was the first to apply the Newton Universal Law

of Gravity to social sciences researches. Tinbergen (1962) and Poyhonen (1963)

are however credited to first apply it to international trade. The Basic form of the

gravity trade model for international bilateral trade proposed by Tinbergen

(1962) and Poyhonen (1963) is similar to;

2

1)(
0 
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ijt Dist
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X  (6.2)

ijX represents the value of bilateral trade between countries i and j. 0 is a

constant, iY and jY respectively represents sizes of economies of countries i and

j. Distij represents the distance between the trading countries. 1 and 2

represents indices of iY and jY and distance between economies i and j

respectively. The multiplicative nature of equation 6.2 means that a log-linear

relationship between the variables can be obtained, that is;

ijjtitijt LogDistYYLogLogX 210 )(   (6.3)

The initial empirical success of the gravity model in describing

international trade by Tinbergen (1962) and Poyhonen (1963) encouraged other

researchers to improve and enhance the model 71 . Although empirically, the

gravity model has been successfully applied to international trade, critics

questioned the theoretical underpinnings of the model until Anderson (1979)

formally developed most of the theoretical foundations.  Most of the developed

underlying theories of the gravity models conforms in some ways to existing

international trade theories. Using properties of expenditure functions in

countries, Anderson (1979) justified the application of gravity model by

71 Linnemann (1966) proposed the inclusion of population as another input to cater for the size of
the economy.
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assuming a Cobb-Douglas expenditure system and constant elasticity of

substitution preferences. Anderson (1979) assumed products are differentiated

from their source countries. Bergstrand (1985) also justified the basis of the

gravity model on similar arguments to Anderson (1979). He however found that

an exchange rate and price input plays an important role on the volume of trade.

Deardoff (1995) observed that the gravity model conforms to the Ricardian and

Heckschser-Ohlin models 72 with the assumption of frictionless trade and

different countries producing different goods.

One advantage of the gravity model over other international trade models

is that other factors which are deemed to have the potential of affecting the

volume of international trade can be included.  Such a gravity model is known as

augmented gravity model. For instance Rose (2000) used the gravity model to

find the effects of exchange rate volatility on the volume of trade. A gravity

model can also be augmented with a common language component. This is

because past studies have established that countries sharing a common language

tend to trade more among themselves (Egger, 2005). The next section explains

how the variables used in the bilateral gravity trade models for Ghana,

Mozambique and Tanzania were measured.

6.3.2 The Variables

In this section, we explained how the dependent and explanatory variables used

in the gravity trade models for Ghana, Mozambique and Tanzania were

72 The Ricardian and Heckschser-Ohlin trade models are built on the theory that factor
endowment determines the pattern of trade between two countries. Countries tend to export goods
whose production utilizes the factors they have in abundance, and import the goods that utilize
the countries less abundance factors of production.
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estimated. We also discuss why we opted for the measurement techniques used

to estimate these variables.

Bilateral trade

Bilateral trade ijtBTRADE is measured as the value of trade (in real terms)

between countries i and j. Thus, this is made up of the export of goods and

services from i to j, and also the imports of goods and services which flows to

country i from country j. Real exports are calculated as;
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Where REXPijt is the real exports, EXPijt represents the nominal value of exports

in US dollars, USGDPDt represents US GDP deflator 73 . Real imports are

calculated as;
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Where RIMPijt is real imports, IMPijt represents the nominal value of imports to

country i from country j in US dollars. The real value of bilateral trade between

countries i and j (in logarithms) is calculated as;
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Log represents natural logarithm

73 Eichengreen and Irwin (1996) and more recently Baak (2004) used the US GDP deflator to
calculate real exports from nominal exports values.
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Size of the Economy

Two variables are used to proxy the sizes of the economies in this study. These

are annual GDPs and annual population sizes. In this research, GDPs are

measured in constant 2000 US dollars (since we are dealing with different

countries GDPs with respect to time, GDP in a common currency measured with

reference to a common base year would be appropriate). Total GDPs of both

countries i and j (in logarithm) is thus calculated as;

)( jtitijt GDPGDPLogLogGDP  (6.7)

Where GDPit represents the GDP of country i at time t, and GDPjt represents the

GDP of country j at time t.

The total population for countries trade pairs, i and j is calculated as;

)( jtitijt POPPOPLogLogPOP  (6.8)

Where POPit represents the population of country i at time t and POPjt represents

the population of country j at time t.

Distance

In this research, distances ( ijDist ) between major goods and cargo ports (sea)

serving countries trade pairs (in kilometres) are used. In the case of the distance

between Ghana or Mozambique and EU-1274 however, an average of all the

distances between Ghana or Mozambique and each member country of the EU-

12 is rather used (see Table 6.1).

74 The EU-12 (EU-15 without Denmark, Sweden and UK) includes member states of the
European Union before expansion in 2004. The United Kingdom is treated differently because
the British pound still remains her national currency. The EU-12 member states are Austria,
Belgium, Finland, France, Germany, Greece, Ireland, Italy, Luxembourg, Netherlands, Portugal,
and Spain.
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Exchange Rate Volatility

For the three LDCs under consideration, there are serious deficiencies in the

availability of historical bilateral exchange rate data between country trade pairs.

In this study, we use bilateral country /US dollar75 currency exchange rate data to

generate volatility proxies for our period of study. As observed in the previous

chapter, depreciation of an underlying currency makes an exchange rate volatile.

We assume that a volatile country /US dollar currency exchange rate have the

potential to negatively affect earnings on trade. The three techniques used to

model and generate monthly exchange rate volatility ( ijtVOL )for our sample

period are the Autoregressive Conditional Heteroscedastic (ARCH) technique,

Exponential Weighted Moving Average technique and a simple monthly

measurement of variation76 in exchange rates. The ARCH models (See Table

6.1) are estimated using the methodology explained in Chapter Three. Also, the

volatility proxies generated using the EWMA methodology were estimated with

decaying factor, 97.0 as suggested by the RiskMetricsTM monthly volatility

estimation technique. The monthly volatility forecasts are annualized by

averaging the twelve-month estimates for each year.

Common Language

Many studies (for instance, Frankel and Rose, 2002) show significant evidence

of the influence of a common language on international trade. This could stem

75 The preferred currency for cross border foreign exchange transactions in most LDCs is the US
dollar.

76 Annual variances are estimated as
212
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from the fact that language and some barriers to international trade (example

culture and ways in executing business) are interlinked. Also, most countries

sharing a common language tend to have previous colonial relationships;

improved trade terms are now evident in the post colonial era.

In this study, we used a dummy variable ( ijD1 ) to capture the influence of

common language on the flow of trade in our gravity models. For each country

under consideration and their respective bilateral trade partners, common

language is given a score of one; otherwise we give a score of zero (see Table

6.1).

6.3.3 Data

The data used in this study range from 1980 to 2005. Annual data on nominal

bilateral trade (in US dollars) were obtained from the International Financial

Statistics of the International Monetary Fund (IMF). The annual US GDP

deflator (used to compute real trade values), annual nominal GDP, annual

population and monthly nominal exchange rates used in estimating exchange

rates volatilities were obtained from the USDA website. The distances between

Ghana, Mozambique and Tanzania and each of their respective trading partners

were obtained from the world ports distances website. All data were log-

linearized before been used in the gravity model.

Due to data unavailability the bilateral trade partners’ considered for

Ghana in this study are China, EU-12, India, Japan, Nigeria, the US and the UK.

For Mozambique, we included EU-12, India, the UK and the US. Finally, for

Tanzania, we included China, India, Japan, the US and the UK. Scatter plot

outputs (Outputs 6.1 to 6.3b in Appendix 6.2) generally show a positive
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correlation between bilateral trade and GDP for all three LDCs and their trade

partners considered in this study. We also observed a general positive correlation

between bilateral trade and population for each of the three LDCs (see Outputs

6.4 to 6.6b in Appendix 6.2) and their trade partners considered. However, for

our period of study, we observed a negative correlation between Mozambican

bilateral trade (with the UK and the US) and population (see Outputs 6.2 and

6.3b in Appendix 6.2). Similarly, we observe a negative correlation between

Tanzanian bilateral trade (with the UK) and population. For each of the three

LDCs under consideration, the correlation between bilateral trade and exchange

rate volatility is not clearly obvious by casual observation of the scatter plots (see

Outputs 6.7a to 6.15b in Appendix 6.2).

6.3.4 Estimation Technique

We applied time series cross section pooling estimation technique to our gravity

trade model. We first estimate a ‘standard’ pool gravity model similar to Cheng

and Wall (2005). Mathematically, the ‘standard’ pool gravity model estimated is

represented as;

ijtijijijtijt

ijtijtijijtijtijtijt

DBLogVol

LogPopLogDistLogGDPLogBTrade
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3210
(6.9)

Where ijtijtijtijtijt and 543210 ,,,,  respectively remain the same across

country trade pairs. ijt is iid. It is also assumed that the disturbances are pair-

wise uncorrelated. We assumed all classical disturbance-term assumptions hold,

thus the use of ordinary least squares technique to estimate the ‘standard’ cross-

sectional gravity model is justified.
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The data plots (subsection 6.3.3) indicate some observations between

trade partners which must be accounted for in our modelling process. We

therefore estimated a fixed effects model where we control for heterogeneity.

The fixed effects model applied in our study is represented as;

ijtijijtijtijtijtijt

ijijtijtijtijtijt

DLogVOLLogPOP

LogDISTLogGDPLogBTRADE
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We controlled for heterogeneity by allowing ij0 to vary for each country pair.

In this way, heterogeneous trading relationships for Ghana, Mozambique and

Tanzania and each of their individual trading partners are controlled.

ijtijtijtijtijt and 543210 ,,,,  in equation 6.10 respectively remain the same

across bilateral trade country pairs. t in equation 6.10 is time specific

component which is used to control for events (example globalisation,

technology, high oil prices, world economy situation and natural disasters) that

affected bilateral trade relationships between 1980 and 2005 for the three LDCs

and their trade partners under consideration. Since distance and common

language are time invariant, we initially eliminated them from our fixed effects

pooled cross-sectional estimations; we then analyse the significance of distance

between trade partners and same language between trade partners by regressing

the country pair effects ( ij0 ) on both the distance and same language variables

(see Cheng and Wall, 2005), that is;

ijijijij DDIST   1ln0 (6.11)

Equation 6.11 is estimated using OLS with robust standard errors.
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6.4 Analyses of Empirical Findings

In this section we analysed the impact of exchange rate volatility and the other

variables on trade earnings in the estimated   gravity trade models for Ghana,

Mozambique, Tanzania and their respective trade partners considered. We

simplify our analyses by examining each country individually.

6.4.1 Analyses of Estimated Gravity Trade Models: The Case of Ghana

Tables 6.2 and 6.3a in Appendix 6.1 respectively show the empirical results of

both the ‘standard’ pooled gravity models and the fixed effects pooled cross-

sectional gravity models for Ghana. Tables 6.3b and 6.3c in Appendix 6.1

respectively show both the cross-sectional and the time dependent fixed effects

intercepts for the fixed effects model estimated.

Results from our estimated ‘standard’ pooled gravity model for Ghana

and her trade partners indicate a statistically significant (estimated coefficients

are significant at 1% level of significance) and positive relationship between

GDP and bilateral trade irrespective of the volatility proxy used. This means that

for the period considered in our study, bilateral trading between Ghana and her

trading partners increases with increasing income. We also observed a

statistically significant (estimated coefficients are significant at 1% level of

significance) and negative relationship respectively between distance and same

language irrespective of the volatility proxy applied in the gravity model.

Distance between Ghana and her trading partners considered in this study

negatively affected earnings from bilateral trade for the period under

consideration. The negative signage on the language component suggests that
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different cultures, different way of doing business, or different languages

negatively affected earnings from trade.

A negative relationship is observed between bilateral trade and

population for Ghana and her trade partners for the period under consideration.

This suggests that for our estimated ‘standard’ pool gravity model, Ghana and

her trade partners traded less as their population increased. A number of previous

studies suggest that this observation occurs if population increase allows

countries to rely more on internal trade (Martinez-Zarzosa and Nowak-Lehman,

2002). Another explanation for negative relationship between trade and

population is that Ghana, as a smaller country compared to her trade partners

does not have the comparative population advantage to increase trade to cater for

increasing bilateral population growth. Statistical significance of the estimated

population coefficients in the estimated ‘standard’ pooled gravity model however

appears to be sensitive to the volatility proxy used. For instance, the estimated

coefficient of population is significant at the 5% level of significance if volatility

in the Ghana’s trading partners exchange rates are generated using an ARCH

type model or an EWMA model. Population is only significant at 10% level of

significance if annualised monthly exchange rate variances in the exchange rates

of the considered Ghana’s bilateral trading partners’ are used as proxies to

exchange rate volatility. Although a negative relationship between bilateral trade

and exchange rate volatility in our estimated ‘standard’ pool gravity model is

observed, yet volatility is observed to significantly affect bilateral trade only

when annualised monthly exchange rate variances are used as proxies to

volatility in the exchange rates of Ghana’s bilateral trading partners considered in

this study.
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Our estimated fixed effects gravity model suggests that exchange rate

volatility (irrespective of how it is generated) and common language do not

significantly affect Ghana bilateral trade. Contrary to the results observed in our

estimated ‘standard’ pool gravity models, the estimated coefficient on population

is positive and significant (even at 1% level of significance) in explaining

bilateral trade, irrespective of the volatility proxy used. From our estimated fixed

effects model, we can conclude that increase in population would lead to increase

in demand of goods and services, which would result in an increase in imports to

meet the needs of the growing population. In a labour dependent economy (like

most LDCs), an increase in the population may help to stimulate growth in the

production and manufacturing sector which could lead to a growth in the export

side of the economy. The statistical significance of the estimated coefficients of

GDP in explaining bilateral trade in our fixed effects gravity model is observed

to remain significant. GDP is significant at the 5% significance level when

exchange rate volatility is generated using the ARCH technique and the EWMA

model and at 1% level of significance when annualised monthly variances are

used to measure exchange rate volatility. We also observed that although

distance is negatively related to bilateral trade in the fixed effects model, yet the

estimated coefficients of distance between Ghana and each of  her trade partners

considered in this study is significant at the 10% level of significance if exchange

rate volatility is generated using the EWMA technique.

Analyses of the fit of the estimated models (see Tables 6.2 and 6.3a in

Appendix 6.1) suggest that generally, the fixed effect gravity model estimate

Ghana’s bilateral trade better than the ‘standard’ pool gravity model irrespective

of the exchange rate volatility proxy used. For instance, the coefficient of
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determination (R-Square) in the fixed effects model (irrespective of the volatility

proxy used) is observed to be above 80% whereas the R-Square in the ‘standard’

pool gravity model (irrespective of the volatility proxy used) is observed to be

below 50%. Using AIC77 to measure goodness of fit further suggest that the fixed

effects model (irrespective of the volatility proxy used) fits our gravity model

better than the ‘standard, pool gravity model. The difference between the AIC

values (irrespective of the volatility proxy used) however is not more than 2. As

a rule of thumb, a Durbin Watson statistic (which is used to detect the presence

of autocorrelation in regression) less than one is a cause of alarm, and any value

close to two indicates no autocorrelation. The fixed effects model improved the

Durbin Watson over the standard pooled gravity model from below 0.6 (for all

three proxies of exchange rate volatility used) to over 1.37 (irrespective of the

volatility proxy used). Comparatively the fixed effects gravity trade model

therefore describes bilateral trade between Ghana and her trade partners much

better.

6.4.2 Analyses of Estimated Gravity Trade Models: The Case of Mozambique

Tables 6.4 and 6.5a in Appendix 6.1 respectively show the empirical results of

both the ‘standard’ pooled gravity models and the fixed effects pooled cross-

sectional gravity models for Mozambique. Tables 6.5b and 6.5c in Appendix 6.1

respectively show both the cross-sectional and the time dependent fixed effects

intercepts for the fixed effects model estimated.

77 For competitive models selection using   AIC, the preferred model is the one with a small AIC
value.An Akaike rule of thumb is that for competitive models selection, if the difference between
their AIC values is more than 2, then the models are distinctively distinguishable.
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The estimated coefficients of population, distance and exchange rate

volatility (irrespective of the proxy of volatility used) are not statistically

significant in explaining Mozambican bilateral trade as suggested by the

‘standard’ pool gravity model. Although the estimated coefficient of GDP

(irrespective of the proxy of volatility used) is positive and statistically

significant, degree of significance is observed to be sensitive to the choice of

exchange rate measure used. For instance, the coefficient of GDP in our

estimated ‘standard’ pool gravity model is statistically significant at 5% level of

significance when exchange rate volatility of the considered Mozambican trade

partners are generated using the ARCH technique. However, the coefficient of

GDP in our estimated ‘standard’ pool model is statistical significant at the 10%

level of significance when exchange rate volatility is generated by EWMA

technique or the annualised monthly exchange rate variances technique. The

coefficient of the same language dummy included in our estimated ‘standard’

pool gravity model is positive and statistically significant (even at 1% level of

significance) irrespective of the exchange rate volatility proxy employed.

The coefficients of exchange rate volatility, distance and same language

are observed not to be statistically significant in our estimated fixed effects

gravity model irrespective of the exchange rate volatility proxy employed. The

estimated coefficient of GDP in our fixed effects model is observed to be

positive and statistically significant (at 1% level of significance) irrespective of

the Mozambican trade partners’ exchange rate volatility proxy used. Unlike

results from our ‘standard’ pool gravity estimations, the coefficient of population

in our gravity model using the fixed effects estimation technique is observed to

be statistically significant (at 5% level of significance) and negative regardless of
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the Mozambican trade partners’ exchange rate volatility proxy used. As

previously explained, the negative relationship between bilateral trade and

population for Mozambique and her trade partners is that as a relatively smaller

country compared to her trade partners, Mozambique does not have the

comparative advantage to trade. Also, an increasing trade partners’ population

increases the domestic market which in turn increases the degree of self-

sufficiency and internal trade.

Similar to Ghana, analyses of the fit of the estimated models

suggest that fixed effects gravity model estimates Mozambique’s bilateral trade

better than the ‘standard’ pool gravity trade model regardless of the exchange

rate volatility proxy used. The R-Squares, AIC values and the Durbin Watson

statistics (see Table 6.4 and 6.5a) confirms that the fixed effects model improved

results.

6.4.3 Analyses of Estimated Gravity Trade Models: The Case of Tanzania

Tables 6.6 and 6.7a in Appendix 6.1 respectively show the empirical results of

both the ‘standard’ pooled gravity model and the fixed effects pooled cross-

sectional gravity model for Tanzania. Tables 6.7b and 6.7c in Appendix 6.1

respectively show both the cross-sectional and the time dependent fixed effects

intercepts for the fixed effects model estimated.

We observed from the estimated coefficients that exchange rate volatility

is negative and significant (at 1% and 5% level of significance respectively) if we

used ARCH and EWMA generated volatility proxies respectively in the

‘standard’ pooled gravity model. As expected, GDP is also observed to be
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statistical significant (at 1% level of significance) irrespective of the exchange

rate volatility proxy used) and positively related to Tanzanian bilateral trade as

suggested by the ‘standard’ pooled gravity model. The estimated coefficients of

population and distance in our ‘standard’ pooled gravity model for Tanzania and

her trade partners considered in this study are statistically significant (at 1% level

of significance) and negatively related to bilateral trade. The information we can

deduce from this model is that either Tanzania, as a small country trade less with

her trade partners considered in this study, or that increasing population of trade

partners increases the domestic market which in turn increases the degree of self-

sufficiency and internal trade. The estimated language component in the

‘standard’ pooled gravity model is only significant (at 10% level of significance)

when annualised monthly exchange rate variance is used as volatility proxy.

The estimated fixed effects gravity model for Tanzania and her trade

partners show exchange rate volatility to be insignificant in estimating bilateral

trade regardless of the trade partners’ exchange rate volatility proxy used. GDP is

statistically significant (at 1% level of significance) irrespective of the exchange

rate volatility proxy used. Distance, exchange rate volatility, and same language

component appear not to influence bilateral trade as suggested by the fixed

effects gravity model. Population appear to be statistically significant (at 5%

level of significance) and positively related to bilateral trade when annualised

monthly exchange rate variance is used to proxy exchange rate volatility between

1980 2005.

Similar to the cases of Ghana and Mozambique, the fixed effects gravity

model appear to comparatively estimate bilateral trade better than the ‘standard’

pool gravity model (irrespective of the volatility proxy used)  judging by  R-
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Squares, AIC values and the Durbin Watson statistics (see Tables 6.6 and 6.7a in

Appendix 6.1).

6.5 Conclusion

In this chapter we used the gravity trade model to empirically investigate the

effects of exchange rate volatility, GDP, population, distance between trade

partners, and same language on bilateral trade for Ghana, Mozambique and

Tanzania and some of their biggest trade partners. We focused our investigation

on the period between 1980 and 2005. Our main objective is to establish if our

expected outcomes are robust to estimation technique, volatility proxies used and

nature of data under consideration (see Baum and Caglayan 2006). We therefore

applied two different estimation techniques to our gravity models namely the

‘standard’ pooled modelling technique and the fixed effects estimation

techniques to our gravity trade model. Additionally, similar to Dell’Ariccia

(1999) and also Sauer and Bohara (2001), we used different exchange rate

volatility proxies including ARCH family generated exchange rate volatility, an

EWMA generated exchange rate volatility, and exchange rate volatility estimated

as annualised monthly variance over the period between 1980 and 2005.

Similar to the findings of Baum and Caglayan (2006) the statistical

significance of exchange rate volatility, population, distance and same language

in estimating bilateral trade for all three LDCs countries and their respective

trade partners’ considered are generally sensitive to the estimation technique and

volatility proxy used.  GDP however is observed to be positively and statistically

significant in the estimation of bilateral trade for Ghana, Mozambique and
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Tanzania and their respective trade partners considered regardless of the

estimation technique or exchange rate volatility used. Analyses of fitness of

estimated models (based on R-Squares, AIC values and Durbin Watson statistics)

indicate that the fixed effects gravity model which takes into account

heterogeneous country trade pair relationships and time specific effects common

to the three LDCs and their respective bilateral trade partners estimate bilateral

trade significantly better than the alternative ‘standard’ pooled gravity models.

Using the fixed effects model for our analyses, we find that GDP

(regardless of the exchange rate volatility used) positively and significantly

affects bilateral trade for Ghana, Mozambique and Tanzania and their respective

trade partners considered in this study. This suggests that between 1980 and 2005

the three LDCs and their respective trade partners traded more as income grew.

Also, within the same period, bilateral trade (regardless of the exchange rate

volatility used) is observed to increase with increasing population for Ghana and

Tanzania and their respective trade partners. This suggests that increase in the

population sizes for Ghana and Tanzania and their respective trade partners

considered between 1980 and 2005 led to an increase in demand for goods and

services, which resulted in an increase in imports to meet the needs of the

growing population. In a labour dependent economy (like most LDCs), an

increase in the population may help to stimulate growth in the production and

manufacturing sector which could lead to a growth in the export side of the

economy. For Mozambique and her bilateral trade partners however, we

observed that regardless of the exchange rate volatility proxy used, bilateral trade

reduced with increasing population growth between 1980 and 2005. This means

that increasing trade partners’ population increases the domestic market which in
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turn increases the degree of self-sufficiency and internal trade. Also,

Mozambique as a smaller country compared to her trade partners may not have

the comparative advantage in population size to trade. We also observed that

distance and same language were not significant to bilateral trade for each of the

three LDCs and their respective trade partners when a fixed effects pooling

technique is used. This means that distance and same language (which is also a

proxy to way of doing business and homogeneity in culture) did not influence

bilateral trade decisions for Ghana, Mozambique and Tanzania and their

respective trade partners.

Generally, we observed that exchange rate volatility (irrespective of the

exchange rate proxy used) is not significant in determining earnings on bilateral

trade for the three LDCs and their trade partners. We attribute this to two main

factors: Firstly, as LDCs, the need to import finished products for local

consumption as well as intermediate and capital goods for exports production

outweighed the detrimental effects of exchange rate volatility. Secondly, as

argued by De Grauwe (1988), in periods of exchange rate uncertainty, exporters

may have raised their expected marginal utility of export revenues, encouraging

them to increase exports, thereby compensating for the detrimental effects of

exchange rate volatility. We suggest that as Ghana, Mozambique and Tanzania

economies expand, other avenues including currency hedging and currency

swaps should be readily available to local traders. This would ensure that in the

future, exchange rate volatility would continue to remain insignificant to

earnings to trade or volume of trade.
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Appendix to Chapter Six

Appendix 6.1: Tables
Table 6.1: ARCH Models, Distance (km) between Trade Partners and Language Dummies

Trade
Partners

LDC
Ghana Mozambique Tanzania

Volatility
Model

ijDist ijD1 Volatility
Model

ijDist ijD1 Volatility
Model

ijDist ijD1

China MA(1)-
EGARCH(1,1)

19,038 0s NA NA NA MA(1)-
EGARCH(1,1)

10,984 0

EU-12 AR(1)-
GARCH(1,1)

7,213 0 AR(1)-
GARCH(1,1)

10,958 0 AR(1)-
GARCH(1,1)

10,216 0

India AR(1)-
EGARCH(1,1)

13,296 1 AR(1)-
EGARCH(1,1)

5,159 0 AR(1)-
EGARCH(1,1)

4,630 1

Japan MA(1)-
EGARCH(1,1)

20,266 0 MA(1)-
EGARCH(1,1)

NA NA MA(1)-
EGARCH(1,1)

12,694 0

Nigeria AR(1)-
ARCH(1)

420 1 NA NA NA NA NA NA

UK AR(1)-
ARCH(1)

7,252 1 AR(1)-
ARCH(1)

12,556 0 AR(1)-
ARCH(1)

11,845 1

US ARMA(1,1)-
ARCH(1)

8,622 1 ARMA(3,3)-
EGARCH(1,1)

18,319 0 AR(1)-
ARCH(1)

18,374 1
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Table 6.2: Results from ‘Standard’ Pooled Gravity Trade Model for Ghana
and Trade Partners: Dependent Variable: Logarithm of Bilateral Trade

Explanatory
Variables Coefficients T-Statistics

ARCH EWMA Annualised
Monthly
Variance

ARCH EWMA Annualised
Monthly
Variance

0 32.066 31.083 24.119 3.023*** 2.904*** 2.210**

ijtLogGDP 0.702 0.699 0.782 9.182*** 9.241*** 9.729***

ijtLogPOP -0.617 -0.590 -0.510 -2.345** -2.206** -1.938*

ijtLogDIST -0.798 -0.752 -0.699 -2.882*** -2.911*** -2.967***

ijtVOLlog -0.185 -0.147 -0.061 -1.141 -0.795 -2.879***

ijD1 -2.919 -3.008 -2.862 -6.161*** -6.396*** -6.135***
Fit of Model

ARCH EWMA Annualised
Monthly
Variance

R-Square 0.474 0.474 0.498
AIC 4.824 4.825 0.479

DW Statistics 0.451 0.459 0.547
Observations 26 26 26

***, **and * respectively represents significance at 1%, 5% and 10% levels
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Table 6.3a: Results from Fixed Effects Cross Sectional Gravity Model for
Ghana and Trade Partners: Dependent Variable: Logarithm of Bilateral

Trade

Explanatory
Variables Coefficients T-Statistics

ARCH EWMA Annualised
Monthly
Variance

ARCH EWMA Annualised
Monthly
Variance

0 -520.842 -528.286 -535.635 -5.989*** -5.907*** -6.339***

ijtLogGDP 3.476 3.296 3.525 2.595** 2.450** 2.733***

ijtLogPOP 10.804 11.196 11.107 4.794*** 4.798*** 4.904***

ijtLogDIST -0.536 -0.593 -0.578 -1.526 -2.101* -1.678

ijtVOLlog 0.212 -0.087 -0.112 1.206 -0.481 -0.752

ijD1 6.970 7.801 7.567 0.525 0.766 0.723
Fit of Model

ARCH EWMA Annualised
Monthly
Variance

R-Square 0.846 0.844 0.849
AIC 3.919 3.934 3.921

DW Statistics 1.161 1.137 1.169
Observations 26 26 26

***, **and * respectively represents significance at 1%, 5% and 10% levels

Table 6.3b: Ghana and Each Trading Partner Fixed Effects Cross-Sectional
Intercepts.

Fixed Effects
(Cross-Sectional)

ARCH EWMA

Annualised
Monthly
Variance

CHINA-- ij0 2.654 0.706 2.175
EU-12-- ij0 -5.368 -5.116 -5.738
INDIA-- ij0 -15.671 -16.610 -16.333
JAPAN-- ij0 -7.217 -6.949 -7.338

NIGERIA-- ij0 18.299 19.003 19.317
UK-- ij0 15.720 16.291 15.911

USA-- ij0 -8.417 -7.325 -7.994
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Table 6.3c: Time Specifics Intercepts for Ghana and Bilateral Trade
Partners

Year ARCH EWMA

Annualised
Monthly
Variance

1980-- t 8.4289 8.771 8.459
1981-- t 7.615 7.827 7.852
1982-- t 7.202 7.338 7.397
1983-- t 4.379 4.508 4.564
1984-- t 3.746 3.887 3.935
1985-- t 3.794 3.931 3.968
1986-- t 2.915 3.215 3.215
1987-- t 2.682 2.900 2.768
1988-- t 1.154 1.342 1.231
1989-- t 0.792 0.988 0.957
1990-- t 0.966 1.061 1.017
1991-- t -1.840 -1.694 -1.739
1992-- t -0.882 -0.667 -0.717
1993-- t -0.150 -0.037 -0.088
1994-- t -0.382 -0.357 -0.562
1995-- t -0.924 -0.966 -1.061
1996-- t -1.517 -1.510 -1.622
1997-- t -2.225 -2.174 -2.267
1998-- t -2.764 -2.698 -2.822
1999-- t -3.605 -3.340 -3.487
2000-- t -4.323 -4.242 -4.393
2001-- t -4.756 -4.703 -4.874
2002-- t -5.215 -5.195 -5.320
2003-- t -5.459 -5.431 -5.564
2004-- t -5.563 -5.549 -5.698
2005-- t -6.136 -6.141 -6.298
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Table 6.4: Results from ‘Standard’ Pooled Gravity Trade Model for
Mozambique and Trade Partners: Dependent Variable: Logarithm of

Bilateral Trade

Explanatory
Variables Coefficients T-Statistics

ARCH EWMA Annualised
Monthly
Variance

ARCH EWMA Annualised
Monthly
Variance

0 4.603 0.734 -18.465 0.234 0.044 -1.486

ijtLogGDP 0.877 0.801 0.653 1.997** 1.956* 1.691*

ijtLogPOP -0.136 -0.041 0.312 -0.304 -0.103 0.861

ijtLogDIST -0.715 -0.343 0.848 -0.373 -0.206 0.664

ijtVOLlog 0.475 0.367 -0.061 1.190 1.241 -0.945

ijD1 3.480 3.513 3.452 5.149*** 5.242*** 4.990***
Fit of Model

ARCH EWMA Annualised
Monthly
Variance

R-Square 0.656 0.656 0.654
AIC 3.99 3.99 3.99
DW

Statistics
0.785 0.758 0.790

Observations 25 25 25
***, **and * respectively represents significance at 1%, 5% and 10% levels
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Table 6.5a: Results from Fixed Effects Cross Sectional Gravity Model for
Mozambique and Trade Partners: Dependent Variable: Logarithm of

Bilateral Trade

Explanatory
Variables Coefficients T-Statistics

ARCH EWMA Annualised
Monthly
Variance

ARCH EWMA Annualised
Monthly
Variance

0 -588.747 -595.326 -530.780 -4.301*** -4.352*** -3.206***

ijtLogGDP 23.854 23.558 25.364 6.740*** 6.490*** 6.439***

ijtLogPOP -16.074 -15.473 -19.835 -2.456** -2.299** -2.238**

ijtLogDIST 0.608 0.603 0.627 0.239 0.243 0.217

ijtVOLlog 0.127 0.133 0.042 0.366 0.513 0.644

ijD1 -21.319 -29.195 -30.997 -1.248 -1.263 -1.156
Fit of Model

ARCH EWMA Annualised
Monthly
Variance

R-Square 0.872 0.871 0.872
AIC 3.547 3.544 3.542

DW Statistics 1.243 1.238 1.222
Observations 25 25 25
***, **and * respectively represents significance at 1%, 5% and 10% levels

Table 6.5b: Mozambique and Each Trading Partner Fixed Effects
Cross-Sectional Intercepts.

Fixed Effects (Cross-Sectional) ARCH EWMA

Annualised
Monthly
Variance

EU12-- ij0 -23.859 -23.586 -25.165
INDIA-- ij0 63.241 61.946 70.676

UK-- ij0 -10.312 -9.619 -14.824
USA-- ij0 -29.070 -28.741 -30.687
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Table 6.5c: Time Specifics Intercepts for Mozambique and Bilateral Trade
Partners

Year ARCH EWMA

Annualised
Monthly
Variance

1980-- t - - -
1981-- t 15.446 15.346 15.939
1982-- t 17.421 17.286 18.128
1983-- t 20.261 20.094 21.234
1984-- t 20.089 19.927 21.109
1985-- t 18.934 18.827 19.953
1986-- t 18.083 17.926 19.147
1987-- t 13.923 13.783 14.664
1988-- t 11.434 11.346 11.807
1989-- t 9.517 9.442 9.803
1990-- t 9.312 9.234 9.621
1991-- t 8.444 8.356 8.713
1992-- t 9.751 9.606 10.212
1993-- t 8.125 7.982 8.567
1994-- t 7.144 6.969 7.821
1995-- t 5.791 5.615 6.521
1996-- t 4.718 4.550 5.477
1997-- t 1.271 1.152 1.976
1998-- t -1.873 -1.953 -1.309
1999-- t -4.361 -4.401 -3.817
2000-- t -5.527 -5.587 -5.072
2001-- t -8.292 -8.338 -7.9053
2002-- t -9.448 -9.476 -9.0745
2003-- t -11.330 -11.323 -10.988
2004-- t -13.846 -13.809 -13.624
2005-- t -15.450 -15.444 -15.283
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Table 6.6: Results from ‘Standard’ Pooled Gravity Trade Model for
Tanzania and Trade Partners: Dependent Variable: Logarithm of Bilateral

Trade

Explanatory
Variables Coefficients T-Statistics

ARCH EWMA Annualised
Monthly
Variance

ARCH EWMA Annualised
Monthly
Variance

0
48.549 54.048 66.980 6.130*** 7.088*** 9.156***

ijtLogGDP
1.267 1.161 1.083 9.653*** 8.766*** 7.549***

ijtLogPOP
-1.303 -1.230 -1.309 -11.327*** -10.526*** -11.318***

ijtLogDIST
-3.908 -3.863 -4.206 -8.889*** -7.878*** -9.683***

ijtVOLlog
-0.816 -0.413 0.009 -3.459*** -2.082** 0.674

ijD1
0.371 0.341 0.409 1.497 1.355 1.664*

Fit of Model
ARCH EWMA Annualised

Monthly
Variance

R-Square 0.671 0.653 0.672
AIC 3.356 3.386 3.332
DW

Statistics
0.925 0.861 0.872

Observations 26 26 26
***, **and * respectively represents significance at 1%, 5% and 10% levels
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Table 6.7a: Results from Fixed Effects Cross Sectional Gravity Model for
Tanzania and Trade Partners: Dependent Variable: Logarithm of Bilateral

Trade

Explanatory
Variables Coefficients T-Statistics

ARCH EWMA Annualised
Monthly
Variance

ARCH EWMA Annualised
Monthly
Variance

0
-249.750 -247.506 -268.344 -2.897*** -2.929*** -3.574***

ijtLogGDP
2.515 2.446 1.999 4.518*** 4.412*** 3.357***

ijtLogPOP
4.232 4.330 5.538 1.549 1.631 2.258**

ijtLogDIST
-0.239 -0.242 -0.261 -0.685 -0.480 -0.413

ijtVOLlog
-0.362 -0.034 0.017 -1.574 -0.169 1.396

ijD1
3.711 3.762 4.142 1.418 0.621 0.547

Fit of Model
ARCH EWMA Annualised

Monthly
Variance

R-Square 0.829 0.820 0.845
AIC 3.123 3.151 3.007

DW Statistics 1.205 1.155 1.331
Observations 26 26 26
***, **and * respectively represents significance at 1%, 5% and 10% levels

Table 6.7b: Tanzania and Each Trading Partner Fixed Effects
Cross-Sectional Intercepts.

Fixed Effects (Cross-Sectional) ARCH EWMA

Annualised
Monthly
Variance

CHINA-- ij0 -0.668 -6.767 -8.771
INDIA-- ij0 -0.643 -0.657 -2.707
JAPAN-- ij0 2.134 2.172 3.549

UK-- ij0 9.098 9.252 11.182
USA-- ij0 -3.922 -4.001 -3.252
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Table 6.7c: Time Specifics Intercepts for Tanzania and Bilateral Trade
Partners

Year ARCH EWMA

Annualised
Monthly
Variance

1980-- t 5.481 5.700 5.222
1981-- t 4.964 5.167 4.884
1982-- t 4.481 4.535 4.225
1983-- t 2.244 2.259 1.953
1984-- t 2.940 2.895 2.537
1985-- t 1.894 1.875 1.516
1986-- t 1.488 1.410 1.016
1987-- t 0.874 0.918 0.745
1988-- t 0.149 0.218 0.043
1989-- t 0.161 0.232 -0.185
1990-- t -0.499 -0.458 -0.867
1991-- t 0.001 0.063 -0.387
1992-- t 0.194 0.202 -0.252
1993-- t -0.233 -0.227 -0.717
1994-- t -0.198 0.006 -0.481
1995-- t -0.395 -0.061 -0.592
1996-- t -0.630 -0.452 -0.954
1997-- t -1.372 -1.276 -1.764
1998-- t -1.616 -1.536 -2.021
1999-- t -1.631 -1.577 -2.067
2000-- t -2.464 -2.383 -2.850
2001-- t -2.730 -2.645 -3.108
2002-- t -3.059 -2.960 -2.964
2003-- t -2.690 -2.596 -3.491
2004-- t -2.705 -2.612 -3.590
2005-- t -2.813 -2.698 -3.123
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Appendix 6.2: Graphs

Output 6.1a: Scatter Plot of the Relationship between GDP and Bilateral
Trade for Ghana
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Output 6.1b: Scatter Plot of the Relationship between GDP and Bilateral
Trade for Ghana (Continued)
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Output 6.2: Scatter Plot of the Relationship between GDP and Bilateral
Trade for Mozambique
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Output 6.3a: Scatter Plot of the Relationship between GDP and Bilateral
Trade for Tanzania
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Output 6.3b: Scatter Plot of the Relationship between GDP and Bilateral
Trade for Tanzania (Continued)
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Output 6.4a: Scatter Plot of the Relationship between Population and
Bilateral Trade for Ghana
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Output 6.4b: Scatter Plot of the Relationship between Population and
Bilateral Trade for Ghana (Continued)
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Output 6.5: Scatter Plot of the Relationship between Population and
Bilateral Trade for Mozambique
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Output 6.6a: Scatter Plot of the Relationship between Population and
Bilateral Trade for Tanzania
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Output 6.6b: Scatter Plot of the Relationship between Population and
Bilateral Trade for Tanzania (Continued)
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Output 6.7a: Scatter Plot of the Relationship between Volatility Generated
from ARCH Models and Bilateral Trade for Ghana
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Output 6.7b: Scatter Plot of the Relationship between Volatility Generated
from ARCH Models and Bilateral Trade for Ghana (Continued)
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Output 6.8a: Scatter Plot of the Relationship between Volatility Generated
from EWMA Model and Bilateral Trade for Ghana
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Output 6.8b: Scatter Plot of the Relationship between Volatility Generated
from EWMA Model and Bilateral Trade for Ghana (Continued)
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Output 6.9a: Scatter Plot of the Relationship between Volatility Generated
from Annualised Monthly Exchange Rate Variances and Bilateral Trade for

Ghana
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Output 6.9b: Scatter Plot of the Relationship between Volatility Generated
from Annualised Monthly Exchange Rate Variances and Bilateral Trade for

Ghana (Continued)
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Output 6.10: Scatter Plot of the Relationship between Volatility Generated
from ARCH Models and Bilateral Trade for Mozambique
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Output 6.11: Scatter Plot of the Relationship between Volatility Generated
from EWMA Models and Bilateral Trade for Mozambique
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Output 6.12: Scatter Plot of the Relationship between Volatility Generated
from Annualised Monthly Exchange Rate Variances and Bilateral Trade for

Mozambique
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Output 6.13a: Scatter Plot of the Relationship between Volatility Generated
from ARCH Models and Bilateral for Trade Tanzania
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Output 6.13b: Scatter Plot of the Relationship between Volatility Generated
from ARCH Models and Bilateral Trade for Tanzania (Continued)
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Output 6.14a: Scatter Plot of the Relationship between Volatility Generated
from EWMA Models and Bilateral Trade for Tanzania
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Output 6.14b: Scatter Plot of the Relationship between Volatility Generated
from EWMA Models and Bilateral Trade for Tanzania (Continued)
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Output 6.15a: Scatter Plot of the Relationship between Volatility Generated
from Annualised Monthly Exchange Rate Variances and Bilateral Trade for

Tanzania
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Output 6.15b: Scatter Plot of the Relationship between Volatility Generated
from Annualised Monthly Exchange Rate Variances and Bilateral Trade for

Tanzania (Continued)
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Chapter Seven

Conclusion, Summary and Key Findings

The exchange rate market is arguably the world’s biggest financial market (see

Kodres 1996 and Barker 2007). The BIS (2007) Triennial Survey suggests that

the total daily turnover in the global exchange rate market was $3.2 trillion.

Unfortunately, the market is relatively difficult to predict especially in the Post-

Bretton Woods era of flexible and floating exchange rate system of exchange rate

determination.  The difficulty in predicting exchange rate has resulted in intense

research interest in exchange rate volatility modelling and forecasting, which

involves the quantification of uncertainty associated with exchange rate

forecasts. Most of previous studies on exchange rate volatility have been focused

on highly traded currencies or developed economies exchange rates with

researches on LDCs markets almost non-existent.

Exchange rate volatility modelling and forecasting has many practical

and academic research importance. Some of the main important applications of

exchange rate volatility modelling and forecasting in previous studies include;

 Forecasting uncertainty associated with exchange rate forecasts (Bera

and Higgins 1997, Andersen and Bollerslev 1999 as well as Hansen

and Lunde 2002).

 The analyses of co-movements of different exchange rate markets

(Baillie and Bollerslev 1990).

 The analyses of volatility spillover across different financial markets (

So 2001 as well as Yang and Doong 2004)
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 The analyses of non-linear and time-varying dynamics of risk premia

in exchange rate markets ( Nieuwland et al 1998 as well as

MacDonald 2000)

 To analyse the effects of exchange rate volatility on a country’s

economic performance via trade (Arize et al 2000 as well as Sauer

and Bohara 2001).

 To analyse the relationship between exchange rate volatility and;

 Government’s popularity (Bernhard and Leblang 2006).

 Unexpected election results and unexpected variation in

exchange rate (Garfinkle, Glazer and Lee 1999).

 To analyse non-fundamental and the microstructural dynamics of

exchange rate behaviour and uncertainty surrounding exchange rate

forecasts (Lyons 1995, Cheung and Chinn 1999 and Gradojevic

2007).

In this thesis, we conducted broad analyses of exchange rate behaviour in three

LDCs namely Ghana, Mozambique and Tanzania. Our main research focus

include the modelling and forecasting of exchange rate volatility associated with

exchange rate forecasts, analysing some non-fundamental causes of exchange

rate behaviour and uncertainty that causes this behaviour, and lastly, analysing

the effects of exchange rate volatility on economic performances via trade in the

three LDCs considered. We used daily and monthly GHC/USD, MZM/USD and

TZS/USD for our analyses. We focused our study on these three countries

because of their relatively much liberalized markets, flexible exchange rate

regimes, and a number of improved economic structures. We observed that all
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three LDCs exchange rates behaviour are influenced by similar factors including

external debts, foreign and capital inflow, import of manufactured goods, and

also export of primary commodities. We also observed that three LDCs markets

exhibit similar inherent time series characteristics as well as the stylized facts

observed in other financial and exchange rate markets. We utilized these

characteristics and stylized facts (see Engle and Patton 2001 as well as Poon

2005) and applied the ARCH modelling technique, which uses conditional

variances to measure volatility and has been suggested to best cater for the

inherent time series properties and empirical regularities observed in financial

time series including exchange rates (Bera and Higgins 1993).

We estimated time series models using the Box-Jenkins technique to

forecast the three LDCs percentage change exchange rates series under

considerations. For the daily series, we fitted ARIMA (1, 0, 1) x (5, 0, 5) and

ARIMA (0, 0, 1) (0, 0, 5) to cater for seasonal dynamics in the percentage

changes in the daily GHC/USD and daily TZS/USD exchange rate series. For the

daily MZM/USD exchange rate series, an MA (1) provided a good fit.  For the

monthly percentage changes series, we estimated an ARMA (1, 1) for the

GHC/USD exchange rate, an AR (1) for the MZM/USD exchange rate, and an

MA (1) for the TZS/USD exchange rate. Using errors from our estimated time

series models, we estimated ARCH family of models for each of the exchange

rate series under consideration.

Similar to Diebold (1988), we observed that frequency influences

volatility dynamics. For instance, we observed that whereas a simple ARCH (1)

model produced a good fit to estimating volatility in the monthly GHC/USD,

MZM/USD and TZS/USD series we considered, it was observed that an ARCH
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(5), ARCH (2) and an ARCH (4) models were needed to measure volatility in

each country’s respective daily series. Also, we observed that the EGARCH (1,

1) and TARCH (1, 1) models confirmed and complemented each other on the

presence of asymmetric volatile innovations in all the three daily LDCs exchange

rates series considered in this study. On the other hand, both asymmetric models

applied to the corresponding monthly exchange rates series failed to complement

each other on the nature of asymmetric effects. Previous studies including

Andersen et al (1999), Figlewski (1997), as well as Hansen and Lunde (2002)

suggest that the GARCH (1, 1) produces a good fit when applied to measure

volatility in most financial series. In our study, we however observed that it

failed to successfully estimate monthly conditional variances in the GHC/USD

and MZM/USD exchange rate series under consideration. This findings suggests

that volatility dynamics and other features that reflects market uncertainty could

have aggregated in the relatively lower frequency  monthly exchange rate series

under consideration as explained by Diebold (1988).

We analysed the volatility forecasting abilities among each of our

estimated ARCH family of models for each of the series and also conditional

variances forecasts generated from an EWMA technique similar to the JP

Morgan RiskMetrics volatility modelling technique. Based on Mincer and

Zarnowitz regression we observed that the ARCH modelling technique does not

always produce the best fit. For instance we observed that the TARCH (1, 1) and

the ARCH (4) models produced the best conditional variance estimation

respectively for the percentage changes in the daily MZM/USD and TZS/USD

exchange rates series but the  EWMA technique produced the best conditional

variance estimation for the daily GHC/USD percentage change series . For the
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monthly series, based on Mincer and Zarnowitz regression, we observed that the

ARCH (1) and EGARCH (1, 1) produced a good fit respectively in the

estimation of conditional variances in the percentage changes in GHC/USD and

the MZM/USD exchange rates whereas none of the volatility models we

estimated for the monthly percentage changes in TZS/USD produced a good fit.

For our day-ahead volatility forecasts (forecasts were compared using

calculated RMSEs) associated with daily exchange rate forecasts from our

estimated time series models, we observed that both the EGARCH (1, 1) and the

GARCH (1, 1) produced the best volatility forecasts for our day-ahead

GHC/USD exchange rates percentage change forecast, whilst the EGARCH (1,

1) produced the best volatility forecast associated with our day-ahead TZS/USD

exchange rate percentage change forecast. For the MZM/USD however, the

EWMA model produced the best volatility forecast associated with our day-

ahead percentage change forecast. For our month-ahead volatility forecasts

associated with monthly exchange rate forecasts from our estimated time series

models, the EGARCH (1, 1) produced the best volatility forecast associated with

a month-ahead GHC/USD percentage change forecast. We however observed

that the EWMA model produced the best month-ahead volatility forecast for our

month ahead percentage change in both the MZM/SD and the TZS/USD

exchange rates.

We also analysed the causal relationship between changes in exchange

rate and exchange rate uncertainty (volatility). Our analysis is motivated by

contemporary findings on the causal relationship between the level of inflation

and inflation uncertainty. We used daily GHC/USD, MZM/USD and TZS/USD

nominal exchange rates series for the period between 01/01/2001 to 08/31/2005.
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We generated daily uncertainty series using asymmetric conditional variance

models since they have the ability to identify bad news (negative

shock/depreciation as a result of increase in volatility) and good news (positive

shock/appreciation as a result of decrease in volatility) and consequently generate

future conditional variances according to the sign of shock they identify. Using

the VAR estimation technique, we observed a bi-directional Granger causal

relationship between the level of exchange rate and its volatility for all three

LDCs considered. From our results, we conjectured that the level of uncertainty

in exchange rates increases initially in reaction to interventions from

policymakers for the Ghanaian, Mozambican exchange rates (in both markets,

currency depreciation increases market volatility more than currency

appreciation). We also observed that uncertainty in exchange rate feeds back into

the system and further cause depreciation in the Ghanaian and the Mozambican

exchange rates respectively. For the Tanzanian exchange rate series (unlike

Ghana and Tanzania, currency appreciation increases market volatility relative to

depreciation) we conjectured that policies aimed to reduce market uncertainties

produce the desired effects.

Lastly, we examined the effects of exchange rate volatility on economic

performances (via earnings from trade) for Ghana, Mozambique, Tanzania, and a

number of their respective largest trade partners. We used the gravity trade model

augmented with explanatory variables including GDPs of trading partners,

population sizes of trading partners, distance between trade partners and also

same language dummy variable. Similar to Baum and Caglayan (2006), we

observed that our results are influenced by the estimation technique or the

volatility proxy applied. We however observed that based on R2, AIC and DW-
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Statistics associated with our estimations, our fixed effect gravity model (using

time series pooling technique) estimate bilateral trade better compared to the

‘standard’ pooled gravity model. Using the fixed effects gravity model for our

analyses, we observed that for the period between 1980 and 2005, GDPs

irrespective of the country trade pairs under consideration or the exchange rate

volatility proxy used significantly and positively affects bilateral trade. For the

same period under consideration, we observed that earnings from trade increases

as population increases for Ghana, Tanzania, and their respective trade partners

but not for Mozambique. For all three LDCs and their bilateral trade partners

considered, we observed that exchange rate volatility, distance, or same language

did not significantly affected earnings from trade for the period under

consideration.

Similar to other researches, we encountered many limitations and

difficulties in writing this thesis.  Some of the limitations and difficulties we

encountered included;

 Difficulty in comparing our observations to other findings since fewer

previous findings on the dynamics of exchange rate volatility in LDCs

currently exists.

 Problems in empirical investigations in developing economies since

sources of obtaining high frequency data are limited.

The future of further researches on exchange rate volatility in LDCs is very

promising. Further studies may include but not limited to;

 Analysing regional and international co-movements of exchange rate

markets.
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 The empirical investigation on the effects of spillovers from markets

such as the stock exchange on the exchange rate markets in an LDC.

 Using intra-day volatility measurement to estimate daily exchange

rate volatility.

 Analysing non-fundamental and the microstructural dynamics of

exchange rate behaviour as the economy develops and information

becomes much available in LDCs.
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